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Popular summary in English

Colloid system are composed of at least two phases, with one phase (the colloids) dis-
persed in another one. The dispersed phase are tiny particles with sizes in the range of
1-1000 nm. Colloidal particles are very common in daily life and can be found for ex-
ample in milk, cream, paint and detergent. An important feature of colloidal systems is
that the particles are in the size range where they can be observed in real space and time
by for example optical microscopy, yet are small enough to exhibit Brownian motion.
Another important feature is that colloidal particles can spontaneously assemble into
various amorphous ordered structures, which is called self-assembly. Self-assembly is
an important method to create new materials by nature. In the past, hard spherical col-
loids have primarily been used as the building blocks to investigate self-assembly into
superstructure. However, spherical particles limit the application in fabricating more
advanced structures due to their isotropic interactions. Recently, researchers started to
explore the use of small clusters of particles with shapes that look like molecular mod-
els of real molecules, so-called colloidal molecules, as advanced building blocks for this
purpose. These colloidal molecules are believed to have a significant potential as a next
generation of building blocks for the fabrication of more complex structures through
self-assembly.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the temperature-induced collapse transition for PNIPAM microgels, the collapsed tem-
perature for the microgel is 32 ◦C.

In this thesis, we employ microgels as the building blocks to fabricate such colloidal
molecules. Microgels are a particularly interesting class of responsive colloids, where
the particles exhibit a specific response to various external parameters such as pH, tem-
perature and others. One type of microgels used in this thesis is swollen in water at
room temperature and collapsed when the temperature is increased above 32 ◦C (Fig. 1).
This allows us to tune the microgel size using temperature.

Microfluidics has emerged as a new technology to precisely manipulate small volumes
of liquids (nL-pL) at the microscale. Microfluidic systems offer numerous advantages
including faster analysis, low reagent consumption and miniaturization. The vision
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Figure 2: a micrograph of droplet generation in the droplet device. The aqueous phase and the oil phase (HFE-7500)
meet at the constriction to form water-in-oil droplets.The variation in size is low with a measured coefficient of
variation of 2.2%.

is to integrate different components in microfluidic systems to the realization of all
essential functions in an entire laboratory in a microfluidic platform, a so-called“Lab-
on-a-chip”.

large particle
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flow
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of a small area of   a DLD device: the flow is from right to left. Two particles flow through
the gap of pillars and are divided by their sizes.

In the thesis we demonstrate the preparation of colloidal molecules using droplet micro-
fluidics. Two types of microgels are encapsulated in highly monodisperse water-in-oil
droplets generated by the droplet device (Fig. 2). The evaporation of the water inside
the droplets leads to clustering of the microgels and the formation of microgel-based
colloidal molecules that can then be harvested. These clusters are subsequently cross-
linked in order to create stable colloidal molecules, and redispersed into water phase.
The two types of microgels have different collapsed temperatures, one is 32 ◦C and the
other one is 45 ◦C. The thermoresponsive behavior of the mixed colloidal molecules
was studied by confocal microscopy at different temperatures. At 32 ◦C, both types
of microgel interaction sites possess a repulsive interaction behavior, and individual
colloidal molecules were observed. In contrast, at 35 ◦C, one type of microgels in the

viii



clusters undergo a collapse transition, and their interaction potential changes from soft
repulsive to attractive. The other microgel still possess a repulsive interaction. Thus,
the attractive particles can act as binding sites, inducing the formation of reversible
bonds between individual clusters. These observations confirm that temperature could
be used as an external stimulus to control the interactions in these patchy colloidal
molecule systems in a highly selective way.

We then developed Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) devices to separate col-
loidal molecules according to their sizes. A typical DLD device consists of micro-pillars
shifted laterally in each subsequent row. Particles suspended in a liquid that flows in
such a device then interact with the fixed posts and follow different streamlines de-
pending on their sizes. Larger particles are displaced into the adjacent streamline, while
smaller particles are following the same streamline and to the end of the array, as shown
in Fig. 3.

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of droplets are captured in the trap of a PhaseChip.

We finally described the design and fabrication of the PhaseChip (Fig. 4). This device
enables us to investigate the droplets containing particles and or colloidal molecules in
traps for long time. Moreover, the device provides control over the shrinkage of each
droplet, which allows for an efficient variation of the volume fraction in the individual
droplets. By integrating heat sources into the PhaseChip it would allow us to efficiently
map out the phase behaviour and the self-assembly of mixtures of colloidal clusters as
a function of concentration and temperature.

ix





Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the various physical concepts involved in colloids,
colloidal molecules and the interaction forces between colloidal particles. Then, we
present the specific materials used in this thesis- microgels, and their thermoresponsive
properties, their relevant interactions, and the possibility to create colloidal molecules
with externally tunable interaction sites. Next, we introduce the microfluidic toolbox
in studying colloidal materials by first describing the hydrodynamics of the fluid in
microfluidics, and then the relevant dimensionless numbers that characterise such a
flow. Lastly, we summarise the goals and outline of this thesis.

1 Colloids

Colloid system are composed of at least two phases, with one phase (the colloids) dis-
persed in another one. The dispersed phase are tiny particles with sizes in the range
of 1-1000 nm. Colloidal particles are very common in daily life and can be found for
example in milk, cream, paint and detergent.

An important feature of colloidal systems is that the particles are in the size range where
they can be observed in real space and time by for example optical microscopy, yet
are small enough to exhibit Brownian motion. Therefore, colloidal suspensions have
become a well-established experimental model to explore and test the thermal physics
of materials. [1]

A key issue in colloid research is the stability of a colloidal suspensions against aggrega-
tion. Such stability can be achieved by electrostatic or steric repulsion, which prevents
aggregation of the particles due to van der Waals forces. Moreover, by chemically con-
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trolling the surface functionality of the particles or change the ionic strength in solution,
the balance between repulsive and attractive forces, and their range and magnitude,
can be tailored precisely. Additionally, by matching the density of the continuous and
suspended phase, gravitational effects such as sedimentation can be minimized, an es-
sential feature to enable the mimicking of atomic states of matter where gravitational
effects are typically negligible. [1] Using optical microscopy, individual particles can
be imaged and their positions in space and time analyzed with high accuracy using
automated tracking routines, [2] which allows for detailed studies of suspension char-
acteristics at the single particle level. Often, particles are labeled with a fluorescent dye,
making them visible with fluorescence microscopy, and if the refractive index of the
fluid is comparable to that of the particles, non-invasive studies deep within the sample
can be performed using confocal fluorescence microscopy.

2 Colloidal interactions

All bulk behavior that colloidal systems exhibit can be explained through the interac-
tions that colloids exert on each other. [3] Therefore, it is necessary to first summarize
the interactions between two colloidal particles.

2.1 Electrostatic interaction

In a polar solvent, ionic groups on the surface of colloids will dissociate forming charged
ions. In this case, the formation of a diffuse double layer of counter ions surrounding
the particles due to Coulomb attraction maintains the electro-neutrality of the solution.
Overlapping double layers result in a soft repulsive potential that is typically written as
a DLVO [4] -derived Yukawa (screened Coulomb) potential:

UYukawa(r) =
Z1Z2 e2

4πϵ0ϵr
exp(κ(R1 + R2))

(1 + κR1)(1 + κR2)
exp(−κr)

r
(1.1)

where Zi is the effective particle charge on particle i, e is the elementary charge, Ri is
the radius of particle i and r is the center-to-center distance between particles. ϵ0 is the
vacuum dielectric permittivity, ϵr is the dielectric constant of the medium and κ−1 is
the inverse Deby screening length:

κ−1 =

√
ϵ0ϵrkBT
Σ(zie)2ci

(1.2)
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σ κ−1

increased ionic strength

Usc(r)

r
Figure 1.1: The variation of screened Coulomb potential with centre-to-centre distance between two colloidal particles at

different ionic strength, where σ is the diameter of the particle.

where kB represents the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, ci the number of ions
i with charge zi. The Debye length κ−1 is the characteristic decay length describing
the range of the Coulomb interactions. The Debye screening length increases with
decreasing ionic strength. The screened Coulomb repulsion can be tuned over hundreds
of nanometers by changing the ionic strength (Fig. 1.1).

2.2 Steric repulsion

Typically, the steric interaction between particles with polymer layers is of entropic
origin, as a compression and/or interpenetration of polymer layers decrease the number
of chain conformations possible, which results in a repulsive interaction. Complete
particle surface coverage by absorbed or anchored polymer at high concentration can
produce a steric layer that prevents close approach of the particles. The steric layer
also acts as a lubricant to reduce the high frictional forces that occur between particles
with large attractive interactions. The potential Usteric can be approximately expressed
as Usteric ∝ e−d/Rg , where d is distance between particles and Rg the radius of gyration.
[5, 6]
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2.3 Van der Waals attraction

Van Der Waals (VdW) forces result from the interaction of fluctuating dipoles between
pairs of atoms. For two spheres of radii R1 and R2 separated by a small distance d, VdW
attraction potential[7] is:

UvdW = −AH

d
R1R2

R1 + R2
(1.3)

where AH is the Hamaker constant. The Hamaker constant depends on the material
of the colloidal particles and on the suspending medium. The above equation assumes
that d ≪ Ri, and when this assumption is not valid, UvdW ∝ d−6. This in effect causes
van der Waals interactions to play a large role on short distances, but to be negligible
when particles are at larger distances.

VdW attraction

DLVO interaction

repulsion

Energy barrier

Secondary minimum

0

U(d)

d

Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of the DLVO interaction potential as a function of the distance between two particles.
The blue line is the electrostatic repulsion potential, the green line is the the van der Waals attraction potential
and the red line represents the combination of two opposite potentials.
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2.4 DLVO potential

The combination of van der Waals and double layer forces into the so-called DLVO
potential (named after Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) represents a key de-
velopment in colloid science, [4, 8] that has provided colloid scientists with a basis
for understanding colloid stability, and the effects of changes in ionic strength or pH.
Fig. 1.2 shows the van der Waals attraction potential, electrostatic repulsion potential
and the resulting interaction potential as a function of distance from the surface of
a spherical particles. At a distance far from the solid surface, both van der Waals at-
traction potential and electrostatic repulsive potential reduce to zero. As the distance
decreases there is a so-called secondary minimum potential produced by the van der
Waals attraction overtaking the electrostatic repulsion. Even smaller distance yields a
net repulsive potential, as the electrostatic repulsion potential dominates the van der
Waals attraction potential. The maximum height here is also known as energy bar-
rier, which plays a major role in the colloidal stability of the particle dispersion. Since
the electrostatic potential is dependent on ionic strength and the van der Waals attrac-
tion potential is almost independent of ionic strength, the combination of potentials
is strongly influenced by the ionic strength. If the ionic strength in the dispersion is
low, the developed barrier is greater than the thermal energy, the collisions of particles
produced by Brownian motion will not overcome the barrier and aggregation will not
occur. If the ionic strength in the dispersion is high, ions will be able to screen particles
charge, which will cause a decrease in the electrostatic repulsion and a vanishing energy
barrier. Consequently, particles will reach the primary minimum and irreversibly ag-
gregate. The secondary minimum in Fig. 1.2 is present only when the ionic strength is
higher enough. If a secondary minimum is established, particles are likely to reversibly
associate with each other, which is known as flocculation.

3 Microgels and interactions

Microgels are defined as a cross-linked polymeric network with colloidal dimensions
that can swell in water. As for macrogels, the extent of swelling is governed by the cross-
linking density, the polymer-water compatibility, and the presence of charges. Swelling
occurs when electrostatic repulsion and osmotic forces exceed attractive forces acting
within the microgels. The average water content of microgels varies from 10 to 90.
[9–11] This water-absorbing property of the microgels has made them useful for contact
lenses, [12] drug delivery, [10, 13] protein separation, [14] tissue engineering [15–17] and
catalysis. [18–20]

Some microgels, which are so-called responsive or smart particles, exhibit a specific
response to a variety of external parameters such as temperature, ionic strength, pH,
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Figure 1.3: Temperature-dependent swelling behavior of PNIPAM microgels. A Schematic illustration of the temperature-
induced collapse transition for PNIPAM microgels. B Example of the swelling curve determined by dynamic
light scattering.

or an externally applied electrical or magnetic field. Microgels based on poly-N -
isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM) and poly-N -isopropylmethacrylamide (PNIPMAM)
are examples of such responsive microgels. Their thermoresponsive behavior stems
from PNIP(M)AM having a lower critical solution temperature (LCST). [21] At room
temperature, PNIP(M)AM microgels are swollen by water, but as the temperature is in-
creased and the quality of the solvent progressively decreases, they collapse by expelling
water within a narrow temperature range (Fig. 1.3). The transition from swollen to col-
lapse occurs at the volume phase transition temperature (VPTT), and may involve up
to a tenfold decrease in particle volume. On transition to collapse, the microgel density
profile changes considerably, going from a swollen sphere with a fuzzy interface to a
dense and homogeneous one (Fig. 1.3A). These microgels have extensively been used as
versatile model systems to investigate the phase behaviour as a function of the nature
and range of the interaction potential. [22–29]

A particularly interesting class of microgels for driven self assembly are ionic microgels,
where charged groups are incorporated into neutral PNIPAM microgels. They exhibit
multi-responsive properties with respect to pH, temperature, and ionic strength, and
at low ionic strength they have a long-range soft interaction potential that crosses over
from Yukawa-like at long distances r > σ, where r is the center-to-center distance and
σ the particle diameter, to a Hertzian potential at r < σ. [30]

UHertzian(r) =

{
ϵ
(
1− r

σ

)5/2 r ≤ σ

0 r > σ
(1.4)

where r is the particle-particle separation, σ the particle radius and ϵ a dimensionless
pre-factor determining the magnitude of the soft repulsion.

The microgel size can be precisely tuned using temperature as an external control para-
meter (Fig. 1.3B). It is however important to realize that temperature not only changes
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Figure 1.4: Effect of temperature the interaction potential of PNIPAM microgels. A Schematic description of the effective
pair potential between two microgels at B T = 20 ◦C < VPTT, where particles are repulsive to other other,
figure B shows individual particles and C T = 35 ◦C > VPTT, where the interactions between particles from
repulsive change to attractive, figure C shows a particle network formed by aggregating microgels.

size, but also the interaction potential. Below the VPTT, a combination of steric and
electrostatic interactions make up the soft repulsive potential responsible for maintain-
ing the stability of the suspension. [24, 28, 29] At higher temperatures above the VPTT,
microgel particles become attractive and can undergo phase separation and reversible
aggregation (Fig. 1.4). [24]

With these particles it is possible to combine long-range electrostatic interactions with
a high degree of particle softness and an ability to interpenetrate that results in an even
richer phase diagram than their neutral counter. parts[27, 31, 32] Under conditions
where the electrostatic stabilisation is strongly screened, an increase in temperature
across the VPTT induces a transition from a soft repulsive to an attractive behaviour, as
the sterical stabilisation vanishes, the Hamaker constant considerably increases and the
attractive van der Waals interactions become important. This is illustrated by Fig. 1.4C,
the transition was characterised by the formation of a volume-spanning network struc-
ture. Due to the ease with which these interparticle interactions can be tuned, microgels
have been useful model objects for investigation of phase behaviour as a function of the
nature and range of the interactions.

4 Colloidal molecules

For a long time, simple colloidal spheres have been used as a very popular model system
to explore analogies between colloids, atoms and molecules and to investigate various
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phenomena in condensed matter physics and materials sciences.[33–36] At the same
time it is clear that some of the key concepts such as valency and directional bonds
cannot be mimicked by spherical colloids and their centrosymmetric interaction poten-
tials. This results for example in a limited number of cubic or hexagonal crystal lattices
that are present in dense colloidal systems such as for example the face centred cubic
(fcc) structure, which also severely limits colloid self assembly as a route towards fab-
ricating photonic crystals., In the past decade, small clusters assembled from colloidal
spheres that resemble space-filling molecule models, so-called colloidal molecules,[37–
39] have emerged as a new class of anisotropic colloidal building blocks. Due to their
intriguing molecule-like shape, the self-assembly of colloidal molecules is expected to
result in more exotic structures and phases [40–43] than can be achieved with the simple
spherical constituents [33, 35] This makes colloidal molecules highly attractive to ma-
terial scientists, for the preparation of new materials with emergent properties. In this
respect, the most interest has perhaps been directed towards tetrahedral colloidal mo-
lecules, as simulations [44–46] have suggested that building blocks with a tetrahedral
arrangement of attractive interaction sites (patches) can be assembled into the long-
sought diamond lattice that possesses a full photonic band gap. [47]

Several methods for the preparation of colloidal molecules have been reported in the
literature, including chemical [48–50] and physical routes [42, 51–60] as well as tem-
plate strategies. [61–64] However, reports on their assembly into ordered structures
have been extremely scarce with a single notable exception involving DNA-directed
assembly of tetrahedral colloidal molecules and spheres into a MgCu2 lattice. [65] In
addition to their anisotropic shape that makes them prone to orientational and posi-
tional locking in an assembling structure, one of the most important factors hampering
the periodic organisation of colloidal molecules is related to the (charged) hard sphere
nature of the building blocks - typically based on silica, polystyrene or poly(methyl
methacrylate) - which makes the inter-particle interactions difficult to tune. This res-
ults in uncontrolled assembly, favouring trapping in arrested glassy or amorphous states
where defects cannot easily heal.

5 Microfluidics

Microfluidics is the science and technology of controlling and manipulating liquids in
the range of 10−9 to 10−18L, [66] flown in channels of small dimensions (tens to hun-
dreds of micrometer). Similar to electronic integrated circuit, microfluidics hopes to
turn the bulky labs of biotechnology and analytical chemistry into small and portable
chips. A typical device consists of inlet(s) to introduce the fluid(s) into the channel(s)
and a system of detection further downstream, from which a quantitative and/or qual-
itative output is obtained. Furthermore, the products are collected at the outlet(s)
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water inlet oil inletoutlet

Figure 1.5: A photograph of 4 droplet microfluidic devices on a normal glass slide used in this thesis. Each droplet device
has two inlet reservoirs for storing liquids and connecting to the compressed nitrogen pressure control, one
outlet reservoir for collecting the generated droplets.

(Fig. 1.5). Advances in microfluidics were the low cost of chemical agents, rapid ana-
lysis with a high resolution and high sensitivity. [66] Microfluidics has been widely
used in biomedicine and biotechnology such as high throughput biological screening,
[67] single cell analysis [68] and protein crystal structure analysis. [69]

The huge advantage of the small dimensions in microfluidics is the laminar flow, which
gives a new quality on the control of localization and time inside the microfluidic chan-
nel. [66] The flow can be characterized using suitable dimensionless numbers such as
the Reynolds number, the Péclet number and the Capillary number (Chapter 3 3.2.1).

5.1 Fluid theory

The Navier-Stokes equation is used to describe the motion for Newtonian fluids, where
the viscous stresses arising from the flow are linearly proportional to the strain rate. It
can be derived from Newton’s second law and written as: [70]

Σifi = ma ↔ ρ
[ v
dt

+ v · ∇v
]
= −∇P+ ρg+ η∇2v (1.5)

where ρ is the density for a fluid, v is the velocity, P is the pressure, and η is the viscosity
for the fluid.

In the Navier-Stokes equation 1.5, the left term describes the inertial forces and the right
one represents the density forces. The first term to the right is the pressure gradient,
the second one is the body forces (gravity and steric interaction forces) and the last one
is the viscous force. The mathmatical solution to the non-linear part (v · ∇v) to the
left term of the equation has not found yet until now. However, for the flow at the
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micro-scale, the non-linear part and the body forces are negligible while the viscous
term dominates, thus the equation could be expressed with:

−∇P+ η∇2v = 0 (1.6)

The Reynolds number (Re) is defined as the ratio between the inertial and the viscours
force to describe which term is the dominant factor. Re is expressed as:

Re =
Finertial
F

ρL0V0

5.2 Laminar flow

A B

Figure 1.6: Schematics of flow at (A) high (turbulent) and (B) low (laminar) Reynolds number in a channel.

The Reynolds number (Re) generally determines the characterization of a fluid flow.
For high Re (> 2000), [71] the flow is known to be turbulent and is characterized by
its chaotic motion (Fig. 1.6A). For small Re (< 10), [71] the flow is laminar, where the
viscous force prevents co-flowing streams from mixing except by diffusion. The flow
profile is parabolic due to the maximum velocity in the center of a channel and the
zero velocity of a fluid at the interface between the liquid and solid, where a no-slip
boundary condition applies (Fig. 1.6B). The flow of a fluid at the microscale length is
in the form of laminar flow. For instance, in the microfluidic channels of the devices
used in this thesis, the characteristic length is ∼ 10−4m; the viscosity and the density
of the water are 10−3 kg · m−1s−1 and 103 kg · m−3, respectively; the velocity of the
fluid is ∼ 10−4 m · s−1 and the Reynolds number is ∼ 10−2, much smaller than 10,
which indicates the flow is laminar.
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where ρ is the density for a fluid, L0 is the characteristic linear dimension, V0 is the 
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5.3 Diffusion and Péclet number

For small Re, the flow is laminar as above mentioned, the viscous force prevents co-
flowing streams from mixing except by diffusion. The diffusion coefficient (D) of a
particle is described by the Stokes-Einstein relation:

D =
kBT
6πηr

(1.8)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant andT the temperature, η is the dynamic viscosity of
a fluid and the radius of the particle is r. For example, D is estimated to be 0.2 µm2 · s−1

for a particle with radius r = 2 µm in water at room temperature. For a spherical
particle’s movement in a fluid, the mean square distance that the particle diffuse in one
dimension in time t is expressed as:

⟨x⟩2 = 2Dt (1.9)

From the equation above, the particle in the example would diffuse 0.63 µm in one
second.This indicates that in the microchannel, the diffusion has a significant charac-
teristic length compared to the dimensions of the microchannel.

the Péclet number is another important dimensionless number in microfluidics and is
defined as the ratio of the diffusion to the convection time and expressed as:

Pe =
advective transport rate
diffusive transport rate

=
vL0
D

(1.10)

where v is the average flow velocity, L0 is the charactteristic length andD is the diffusion
coefficient. Therefore, for high Pe number, the flow rate of a fluid is high and the
advection is much faster than the diffusion while it is still possible to keep the flow of
a fluid remaining at laminar flow.

5.4 Viscous drag

For a spherical particle with radius r flowing in a fluid at low Re and no other external
force is applied onto the particle, the exerted drag force on the particle is given by
Stoke’s equation:

Fdrag = 6πηrv (1.11)
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where η is the fluid dynamic viscosity and v is the particle velocity. The paritlce moves
with the same streamline as the fluid. However, If there are other forces applied to the
particle, such as electrical and magnetic forces, the particle might cross the streamlines.

5.5 Hydraulic resistance

For a pressure driven flow of a fluid in a microchannel, the flow rate (Q) can be calcu-
lateds as:

Q =
ΔP
R

(1.12)

where ΔP is the pressure diffference, R is the hydraulic resistance in the channel, which
is analogous to the relation between current and voltage in electric circuits:

I =
ΔU
R

(1.13)

where I is the current and ΔU is the voltage difference over a resistance R.

The hydraulic resistance is an important parameter to consider when doing a design of
a chip. For the devices in this thesis, the channels are fabricated of rectangular cross-
sections. In this case the total flow resistance R is given by[70]:

R =
12ηL
wh3

1− h
w

192

π5
∑

n=1,3,5,···
tanh

(nπw
2h

)−1

(1.14)

where η is the fluid dynamic viscosity, w is the width, h is the height and L is the length
of the channel.

If w > h (the width of the channel is usually larger than 100 µm and the height of the
channel is around 10 to 30 µm), the resistance can be approximated to:

R =
12ηL
wh3

1

1− 0.64(h/w)
(1.15)

For exmaple this approximation is only 0.2 if w = 2h. When w >> h the above
equaiton could be further simplified to:
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R =
12ηL
wh3

(1.16)

For a circular channel, R could be expressed as:

R =
8ηL
πr4

(1.17)

where r is the radius of the channel.

The total resistance with straight channels in parallel and in series is also analogous to
the electrical resistance relationships in Kirchhof ’s circuit laws. For two channels are
series coupling with hydraulic resistances R1 and R2, the totoal resistance by applying
the additive law is:

R = R1 + R2 (1.18)

For two channels are parallel coupling with hydraulic resistances R1 and R2, the total
resistance by applying the inverse- additive law is:

1

R
=

1

R1
+

1

R2
(1.19)

The above regulations are only valid for long narrow channels or small Reynolds num-
bers. In practical experiment, the cross-section is not completely rectangular, therefore
the hydraulic resistance equations is only an approximation for experimental flow ex-
periments.

6 Aim of the thesis

As described earlier in this introduction, during the last few years we have seen an ex-
citing development of novel synthesis approaches aiming at creating complex colloids
that mimic ”real” atoms and molecules. Colloidal particles mimicking atoms and mo-
lecules are attractive building blocks to fabricate complex nanostructures through self-
assembly. However, the interactions between atoms and molecules are highly specific
and directional, while for colloidal building blocks they are generally not. This lim-
its the phase behavior of spherical colloids to only a few cubic and hexagonal phases.
For this reason, we aim at creating so-called colloidal molecules with directional inter-
actions through self-assembly of spherical building blocks into molecule-like clusters.
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We employ a particularly interesting class of responsive colloids - microgel particles,
which are composed of cross-linked polymer networks that are swollen with solvents.
Microgels have fuzzy surfaces consisting of a swollen hairy layer and exhibit a specific
response to external stimuli such as temperature, pH, flow and electric field. Due to the
fact that the microgel size and interaction potential can easily be tuned using temper-
ature, for example, as an external control parameter, the use of microgels as interaction
sites offer immediate advantages over other traditional colloidal particles. Moreover,
microgels are attractive building blocks in the sense that they are cheap to prepare, as
monodisperse systems and in large quantities, by standard procedures.

The main goal of the thesis has thus been the development of a microfluidics-based
toolbox to fabricate, isolate and characterize microgel-based colloidal molecules and
their interactions. This overall goal was then approached in three parallel work pack-
ages, which had the following individual aims:

(1) To synthesize a large scale of so-called colloidal molecules with droplet-based micro-
fluidics. This starts with the use of a droplet-based microfluidics device to form highly
uniform water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion droplets containing, on average and with a nar-
row distribution, four microgels per droplet. Evaporation of the water then leads to
formation of colloidal molecule-like clusters, which can be harvested following cross-
linking and phase transfer. We use a mixture of two types of microgels, one based on
PNIPAM and the other on PNIPMAM, to prepare bicomponent colloidal molecules,
and show that the difference in VPTT between the two allows for induction of attract-
ive inter-particle interactions between the PNIPAM interaction sites at temperatures in
between the two VPTTs, much analogous to the interactions among patchy biomac-
romolecules such as many proteins.

(2) To develop microfluidics-based deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) devices
that could separate the previously formed colloidal clusters according to size. The
device is also used to isolate colloidal molecules prepared by other approaches. We
will couple this technique with other external approaches such as including electrical
field, Dielectrophoresis (DEP) and acoustic to enhance the resolution.

(3) To fabricate microfluidic phasechips to study interactions, phase behavior and self-
assembly of suspensions of colloidal molecules and microgels as a function of particle
concentration, temperature, ionic strength etc. using very small sample volumes only.
The chip will be combined with in-situ characterization using confocal microscopy.
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7 Outline of the thesis

In the first part of this thesis, the synthesis and subsequent characterization of various
microgels is described (Chapter 2). Mixtures of two types of thermoresponsive col-
loidal particles with different VPTTs based on PNIPAM and PNIPMAM, respectively
are then used as the building blocks for the microfluidics-based fabrication of colloidal
molecules (Chapter 3). They are encapsulated into highly monodisperse water-in-oil
droplets generated by droplet-based microfluidics. The evaporation of the water inside
the droplets leads to clustering of the microgels and the formation of microgel-based
colloidal molecules that can then be harvested. These clusters are subsequently cross-
linked in order to create stable colloidal molecules, and transferred into a water phase.
The thermoresponsive behavior of the mixed colloidal molecules was studied by con-
focal microscopy at different temperatures. At 20 ◦C, both types of microgel interaction
sites possess a repulsive interaction behavior, and individual colloidal molecules were
observed. In contrast, at 35 ◦C, the PNIPAM-based microgels in the clusters undergo
a collapse transition, and their interaction potential changes from soft repulsive to at-
tractive. The PNIPAM particles then act as attractive patches or binding sites, inducing
the formation of reversible bonds between individual clusters. These observations con-
firm that temperature could be used as an external stimulus to control the interactions
in these patchy colloidal molecule systems in a highly selective way.

The clusters produced using droplet-based microfluidics are generally not monodisperse,
but exhibit a cluster size distribution. Other production methods share the same prob-
lem, and isolation of a specific class of colloidal molecules is thus an essential next step.
Therefore we investigated another microfluidic technique, so-called DLD devices, for
their suitability for this purpose (Chapter 4). These devices were also employed in con-
junction with another promising method for fabricating colloidal molecules from mi-
crogel building blocks, where we use electrostatics-driven assembly of ionic microgels,
with a smaller particle serving as the core, and larger and oppositely charged microgels
as ”satellites”. The size ratio between core and satellite then determines the number of
satellite particles that can be arranged around the core particle, and thus the valence of
the assembled colloidal molecule. The assembly can be controlled by working with a
large excess of satellites, and slowly reducing the ionic strength to induce assembly of
the clusters. This requires however also the subsequent removal of the access satellite
particles. In this chapter we thus show that DLD devices can be successfully used to
efficiently separate colloidal molecules from the large background of individual satellite
particles.

While microgel synthesis can easily be upscaled to obtain large quantities of individual
particles, the fabrication of well defined colloidal molecules and the investigation of
their temperature-dependent interactions and the resulting phase diagrams make the
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question of the individual sample size still an important point to consider. Here we
again resort to droplet microfluidics, where we use larger water-in-oil emulsion droplets
as our sample container that can be visualized and investigated with a confocal micro-
scope. We have thus designed and fabricated a so-called Phase Chip with multiple
storage trap arrays (Chapter 5). This device allows us to investigate the interactions
between individual particles or patches on different clusters and their assembly into
larger superstructures as a function of temperature, pH, ionic strength and particle
concentration for a large number of individual samples, while keeping the amount of
material required to a minimum.

The thesis ends with concluding remarks and an outlook (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

In this chapter we introduce the methods developed to synthesize all the microgels used
in the whole thesis project. In addition, we describe the different techniques used to
characterize the structures and properties of the microgels. Finally, we summarize the
microfluidic chip fabrication and microfluidic experimental setup.

1 Microgel synthesis and characterization

A number of different microgels with different properties were synthesized and used
during this thesis project. The most important properties of the microgels are sum-
marized in Table 2.1 and their detailed synthesis protocols and characterizations are
described below.

Table 2.1: Overview of selected parameters for the microgels synthesized in the thesis

Microgel ID Polymer Monomer [g] Co-monomer [g] Initiator Crosslinker/BIS [g] Dye Surfactant
MT PNIPMAM  / V . FITC /

MT(PB) PNIPAM , / V , MRB /
LE PNIPMAM-co-AL , , KPS , FITC-AL SDS
LE PNIPMAM-co-AL , , KPS , MRB SDS

LMAL PNIPAM-co-AL , , V , MRB /
LMAL PNIPAM-co-AL , , V , FMA /

LMGMA PNIPAM-co-MA / / KPS / MRB /
LMGMA PNIPMAM-co-MA / / KPS / FITC SDS

PSR Styrene / / / / MRB SDS
KRSU Styrene/PNIPAM-co-MA / / KPS / MRB SDS

LMAAc PNIPAM-co-AAc , , KPS , MRB SDS
LMAAcAL PNIPAM-co-AL / / KPS / FAM /
LMAAcAL PNIPMAM-co-AL / / KPS / / SDS
LMAAcAL PNIPAM-co-AL / / KPS / FAM SDS
LMAAcAL PNIPAM-co-AL / / KPS / / SDS

LMAAcAPMA PNIPAM-co-APMA / / KPS / FAM SDS
LMAAcAPMA PNIPMAM-co-APMA / / KPS / / SDS

KSC Styrene/PNIPMAM / / KPS / PM SDS
Caps- Styrene/PNIPMAM / / KPS / PM SDS
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1.1 PNIP(M)AM microgels

B
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Figure 2.1: Confocal micrographs of (A) MT3 and (B) MT4 microgel particles recorded at 1 wt%, respectively, at 20 ◦C.
(C) Swelling curves measured by DLS illustrating the temperature dependence of the microgels’hydrodynamic
radius RH for MT3 (black circle) and MT4 (red circle), respectively. (D)The electrophoretic mobilities (black color)
and Zeta potentials (red color) of microgels MT3 (circle) and MT4 (circle) as a function of temperature T. The
microgels were dispersed in water. The error bars are typically smaller than the symbol size.

Microgels can be prepared using different strategies: precipitation polymerization, min-
iemulsion polymerization and microemulsion polymerization [22, 72–77] In this thesis
the strategy adopted is homogeneous nucleation by precipitation polymerization. In
this method the major monomerN -isopropyl(meth)acrylamide (NIPAM or NIPMAM,
10.0 g) and the cross-linker N,N’ -methylene bisacrylamide (BIS, 0.68 or 0.61 g, 5 mol
with respect to NIPAM or NIPMAM) were dissolved in water. The solution was added
to a double-walled glass reactor coupled to a mechanical stirrer, a reflux condenser and
a water circulation thermostat and to it a solution of methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl
rhodamine B (MRB) or fluorescein O-methacrylate (FITC) dye (10.0 mg, 0.02 or 0.03
mol, in 19 ml of Milli-Q water) and Milli-Q water (420.0 ml). The reaction mixture
was heated to 60 ◦C under a gentle stream of nitrogen and with constant stirring for 1
hour. The initiator, depending upon on the requirement of surface charge of microgels,
Potassium persulphate (KPS) or 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionamidine) dihydrochloride
(V50) initiator (0.05 g, 0.21 or 0.3 mol, in 10 ml of Milli-Q water) was added dropwise
after the temperature was increased to 80 ◦C. After 4 hours, the reaction mixture was
cooled to 40 ◦C and was filtered to remove particulate matter. The microgel suspension
was further purified by repeating rounds of centrifugation, decantation and redisper-
sion until a clear supernatant was obtained. A Sigma Laboratory 6K15 centrifuge with
temperature control and equipped with a Sigma 12256 rotor (max 11200 rpm/min) was
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used for microgel purification.

Confocal laser scanning fluorescence microscopy (CLSFM) studies of the microgels
were enabled by the incorporation of fluorescent rhodamine and fluorescein derivatives
by co-polymerization during microgel synthesis. Microgels were typically studied at the
bottom glass surface, since transmission decreased rapidly on moving deeper into the
samples. However, microgels are soft, deformable structures, that might flatten at the
glass surface. Micrographs of the microgels MT3 and MT4 recorded at the glass are
displayed in Fig. 2.1A and B and appear to be monodisperse. The micrographs were
recorded at 20 ◦C, with 1 wt of microgel.

The hydrodynamic radius RH of the microgels was determined by means of dynamic
light scattering (DLS), with the intensity of the scattered light being detected at an
angle of 45 ◦. Since the synthesized microgels appeared monodisperse by microscopy,
scattering was detected at just one angle. Setting the decay factor of the DLS correlation
function to 0.2, RH was taken as the second order cumulant radius that was given by the
software, averaging over typically three consecutive measurements of 300 seconds. The
temperature dependence of RH, mirroring the microgels’thermoresponsive behavior,
was obtained by measuring the radius at different temperatures in the range of 20 to
55 ◦C. The obtained swelling curves are displayed in Fig. 2.1C.

For all the microgels, RH decreases gradually with increasing temperature up to the
point of the VPTT, where the microgels undergo a sharp transition from swollen to
collapsed. PNIPAM and PNIPMAM both possess a lower LCST which is for the
corresponding microgels reflected in the VPTT, which is 32 ◦C for PNIPAM [78, 79]
and 45 ◦C for PNIPMAM, [80–82] at which water is expelled as a response to bad
solvent quality. For the PNIPMAM microgels, the curve is fairly flat below the VPTT,
and absent is the gradual decrease in radius expected as the temperature increases and
the quality of the solvent progressively decreases.

The temperature dependence of the electrophoretic mobility is studied by measuring
the mobility at several temperatures in the range of 20-55 ◦C (Fig. 2.1D). Expected is
to observe an increase in (absolute) mobility when passing through the VPTT, which
reflects the microgels’transition from swollen to collapsed. In the collapsed state, the
microgel charge density is higher compared to the swollen state, and microgels will
consequently move faster under the influence of an electrical field.

For microgels, which are soft particles, electrophoretic mobility is generally preferred
compared to the zeta potential: electrophoretic mobility is the primary value obtained
from the electrophoresis measurement, whereas the classical equations relating the mo-
bility to zeta potential have been derived for hard sphere particles. Moreover, the zeta
potential is defined as the potential at the location of the particle’s slip plane, and this
location is not obvious for a microgel particle where both solvent and ions may diffuse
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into the polymer network. What further complicates electrophoresis measurements of
microgels is the fact that the charged groups in the surface region are unlikely to have
a well-defined distribution.

1.2 Amine-functionalized PNIP(M)AM microgels

B

A C

D

2 𝜇m

2 𝜇m

Figure 2.2: Confocal micrographs of LE2 (A) and LE7 (B) microgel particles recorded at 1 wt%, respectively, at 20 ◦C.
(C) The temperature dependence of the hydrodynamic radius RH for LE2 (black circle) and LE7 (red circle),
respectively. (D) The temperature dependence of the electrophoretic mobility and of zeta potential for LE2
(circle) and LE7 (rhombus), respectively.

Amine-functionalized PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgel particles were synthesized
by co-polymerization with allylamine. Functionalization with amine groups allows for
microgel- microgel cross-linking in the presence of glutaraldehyde. [83–86] NIPAM or
NIPMAM monomer (3.0 g), BIS cross-linker (0.21 g or 0.18 g, 5 mol with respect
to NIPAM or NIPMAM) were dissolved in water and the solution was added to a
three-necked round bottom flask (500 mL) coupled to a water circulation thermostat.
Allylamine (199 µL or 177 µL, 10 mol with respect to NIPAM or NIPMAM), sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 40 mg, 13 mg/g monomer), a solution of dye and Milli-Q water
(180.0 mL) was added to the flask. The MRB solution was prepared by dissolving 4
mg in 3 ml Milli-Q water and the FITC solution was prepared by mixing FITC (27
mg) and allylamine (72 µL) in a NaOH-solution (20 mL, 10−4 M) under a nitrogen
atmosphere for 24 hours. The mixture was then heated to 60 ◦C with constant stirring
under a stream of nitrogen for 1 hour. Following that the temperature of the mixture
was increased to 70 ◦C and a degassed solution of KPS or V50 initiator (0.135 g, 1.88
or 2.12 mol with respect to NIPAM and NIPMAM, in 20 mL of Milli-Q water)
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was then added and kept for 4 hours, after which the reaction mixture was cooled
to 40 ◦C.The microgel suspension was filtered through glass wool to remove traces of
coagulum, and was thereafter purified by repeated cycles of centrifugation, decantation
and redispersion.

FITC and MRB dyes were co-polymerized into the microgel particles to enable fluor-
escent CLSM studies. To make imaging easier and in order to obtain higher quality
images, microgels were studied when adsorbed to the cover slip, where they are essen-
tially stationary. CLSM micrographs of dilute suspensions (1 wt) of LE2 and LE7 are
shown in Fig. 2.2A and B. From the micrographs it can be concluded that the microgels
are dyed and appear monodisperse.

The thermoresponsive behavior of the microgels - with respect to size - was studied
by measuring the RH as a function of temperature (Fig. 2.2C). The measurements were
carried out in the range of 20-55 ◦C. The VPTT is slightly shifted in the measurements,
possibly due to the presence of amine groups. However, the difference is small and does
not appear significant.

Particle charge was determined by measuring the electrophoretic mobility of the mi-
crogels (Fig. 2.2D). Normally, the charge of a microgel particle arises largely from resid-
uals of the ionic initiator used to initiate the polymerization during microgel synthesis.
However, in this case the microgels have amine groups incorporated, that will confer a
positive charge when protonated. Protonated amine groups are in equilibrium with un-
protonated amine groups. The charge conferred by the amine groups is relatively small
but still present. The electrophoretic mobility was measured as a function of temper-
ature and thus reflects the thermoresponsive behavior of the microgels. Measurements
were carried out in the range 20-50 ◦C for PNIPAM and 20-55 ◦C for PNIPMAM. As
the temperature increases and the solvent becomes increasingly poor, the electrophor-
etic mobility increases; when the particles collapse, the charge density increases and the
electrophoretic mobility increases with it.

1.3 PNIP(M)AM-co-MA microgels

In addition to NIP(M)AM, BIS and fluorophore, acrylic acid (AAc) was co-polymerised
in order to incorporate carboxylic acid (CA) groups. In a post-polymerisation step,
these CA groups were used as sites for attachment of polymerisable methacryloxy (MA)
groups through reaction with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) under acidic conditions
and at elevated temperature (Fig. 2.3A). This modification step, which was adapted from
Liu et al. [87] and Reis et al., [88] thus converts PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc to PNIP(M)AM-
co-MA. The attached MA groups serve as sites for further polymerisation and thereby
offer the possibility to prepare crosslinked, stable colloidal molecules where dissoci-
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ation into the constituent microgel building blocks is prevented. In order to increase
the crosslinking efficiency, we aimed for a high MA density in the loosely crosslinked
microgel shell, at the point where neighbouring microgels can overlap. This was ac-
complished by introducing AAc to the reaction mixture only after complete addition
of the initiator, when the particles had already grown for some time, thereby localising
the CA attachment sites to the periphery of the microgels.

PNIPAM-co-AAc microgels: the major monomer (NIPAM, 97, Aldrich, 3.0 g), BIS
crosslinker (99, 0.21 g, 5 mol with respect to NIPAM), and MRB (3.0 mg) were
stirred in Milli-Q water (150 mL) for 40 minutes at 60 ◦C and with nitrogen purging
before increasing the temperature to 80 ◦C. At 80 ◦C, a solution of KPS (>99, 51 mg in
20 mL of Milli-Q water) was added, followed by a solution of acrylic acid (AAc, 99.5,
400 µL, 22 mol with respect to NIPAM, in 10 mL of Milli-Q water). The reaction
was allowed to proceed for 4 hours under stirring (500 rpm) before cooling down to
room temperature. The microgel suspension was filtered through glass wool to remove
traces of coagulum, and was thereafter purified by repeated cycles of centrifugation,
decantation and redispersion.

Figure 2.3: (A) Reaction scheme for attachment of GMA to PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc microgels. (B) Schematic drawings of the
PNIPAM- and (C) PNIPMAM-co-MA microgel particles together with confocal micrographs recorded at 4.6 and
4.2 wt%, respectively, at 20 ◦C. (D) Swelling curves illustrating the temperature dependence of the microgels’
hydrodynamic radius RH at pH > pKa (Milli-Q water) (solid lines) and pH < pKa (HCl aq. pH 3) (dashed lines).
(E)The temperature dependence of the electrophoretic mobility and of zeta potential for PNIP(M)AM-co-MA
microgel particles

PNIPMAM-co-AAc microgels: the major monomer (NIPMAM, 97, 3.0 g), BIS
crosslinker (0.18 g, 5 mol with respect to NIPMAM), sodium dodecyl sulphate sur-
factant (SDS, >99, 13 mg) and a fluorescein isothiocyanate dye solution (prepared
by reacting FITC (FITC, >90, 34 mg) and allylamine (AL, 98, 35 µL) in a NaOH
solution (10 mL, 10−4 M) were stirred in Milli-Q water (132 mL) for 25 minutes at
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room temperature and with nitrogen purging before increasing the temperature to 80
◦C. At 80 ◦C, a solution of KPS initiator (51 mg in 5 mL of Milli-Q water) was added,
followed by a solution of AAc (355 µL, 22 mol with respect to NIPMAM, in 10 mL
of Milli-Q water). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 3 hours with stirring (500
rpm) before cooling down to room temperature. The microgel suspension was filtered
through glass wool to remove traces of coagulum, and was thereafter purified by dialysis
for 2 weeks.

Polymerisable methacryloxy (MA) groups were attached to the carboxylic acid (CA)
groups of the PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc microgels (Fig. 2.3A)using a modified method of
those reported by Liu et al. [87] and Reis et al.[88] In summary, HCl solution (2 M, 100
µL/100 g of microgel suspension) and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA, 97, 1.2 mL/100 g
of microgel suspension) were added to a 1 wt PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc suspension under
stirring (500 rpm). Stirring was continued for 30 minutes at room temperature, before
increasing the temperature to 50 ◦C. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 24 hours
before cooling down. The suspensions were filtered through glass wool and were then
purified by means of repeated cycles of centrifugation, decantation and redispersion.

CLSM micrographs together with schematic representations of the two microgels are
shown in Fig. 2.3B and C. The high degree of monodispersity of the PNIPAM microgels
was reflected in their ability to crystallise, here at 4.6 wt. A crystalline regime were
never observed for the PNIPMAM-based ones, and it is evident from the confocal
micrographs that they are somewhat less monodisperse than the PNIPAM ones.

The temperature-responsive properties of the PNIPAM-GMA microgels was studied
by monitoring the hydrodynamic radius RH as a function of temperature (Fig. 2.3D).
The measurements were performed in 1 mM HCl solution, where the osmotic swelling
due to deprotonation of residual carboxylic acid groups is reduced. On increasing the
temperature from 20 to 54 ◦C, RH decreases from 238 to 125 nm for the PNIPAM-GMA
microgels, whereas the PNIPMAM-GMA microgels shrink from 172 to 105 nm. Worth
noticing is that the VPTTs are shifted to somewhat lower temperatures compared to
what is traditionally reported for pure PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgels, which can
possibly be explained by the GMA attachment. We consider the decrease in VPTT an
interesting and potentially useful side effect since a number of microgel properties -
interaction behaviour in particular (as described below) - can now be affected at lower
temperatures. Finally, a comparison with the radii measured in pure water at 20 ◦C,
332 and 202 nm for PNIPAM-GMA and PNIPMAM-GMA, respectively, reveals that
deprotonated carboxylic acid groups have a strong effect on microgel swelling.

The size reduction observed by DLS was accompanied by an increase in charge density,
as was reflected by an increase in the magnitude of the measured electrophoretic mo-
bility µ (Fig. 2.3E). On increasing the temperature from 20 to 50 ◦C, µ increased from
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-0.44 to -3.16×10-8 m²/Vs for the PNIPAM-GMA and from -0.48 to -2.62×10-8 m²/Vs
for the PNIPMAM-GMA microgels. Also these measurements were performed in
1 mM HCl solution, where the residual carboxylic acid groups are protonated. The
measured mobilities thus stem from covalently bound charged initiator residuals alone.

1.4 PNIP(M)AM-co-AL microgels

The attachment of allylamine serves to functionalize the microgel particles with vinyl
groups that can take part in free radical polymerization, as a means of cross-linking the
colloidal molecules in the end. [59, 89, 90]

Figure 2.4: (A) Reaction scheme for attachment of AL to PNIPAM-co-AAc microgels. (B) A confocal micrograph of
LMAAc47AL microgel particles recorded at 1 wt% at 20 ◦C. (C) Reaction scheme for attachment of AL to
PNIPMAM-co-AAc microgels. (D) A confocal micrograph of LMAAc48AL microgel particles recorded at 1 wt%
at 20 ◦C.

To a plastic vessel, the purified PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc microgel dispersion, allylamine
and sometimes with 5’ 6-FAM (Fluorescein) were added in 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic
acid (MES) buffer of pH around 4.8. After mixing, N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’
-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) was added. In this step, these groups were
used as sites for attachment to the microgels (Fig. 2.4A and B). The suspension was
tumbled for 24 hours at room temperature. Finally the mixture was dialyzed against
water with frequent water change for 3 days.

FITC was co-polymerized into the PNIPAM-based microgel particles, whereas the
PNIPMAM-based microgels were undyed to make imaging easier for the attraction
of microgels, preventing the overlapping of FITC and MRB.
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CLSM micrographs of dilute suspensions (1 wt) of LMAAc47AL and LMAAc48AL
are shown in Fig. 2.4B and D. From the micrographs it can be concluded that the
microgels are dyed and appeared monodisperse.
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Figure 2.5: The temperature dependence of the hydrodynamic radius RH for LMAAc47AL (black circle) and LMAAc48AL
(red circle), respectively.

The thermoresponsive behavior of the microgels - with respect to size - was studied
by measuring the RH as a function of temperature (Fig. 2.5). The measurements were
carried out in the range of 20-50 ◦C for LMAAc47AL and 20-55 ◦C for LMAAc48AL.
The VPTTs are shifted to somewhat higher temperatures compared to what is tradi-
tionally reported for pure PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgels, which can possibly be
explained by the allylamine attachment.

The magnitude of the measured electrophoretic mobility was 1.02 ×10-8 m²/Vs for
the LMAAc47AL and -1.27 ×10-8 m²/Vs for the LMAAc48AL microgels in Milli-Q
water at 20 ◦C. While the magnitude of the measured electrophoretic mobility was
-0.90 ×10-8 m²/Vs for the LMAAc47AL and -1.07 ×10-8 m²/Vs for the LMAAc48AL
microgels in 1 mM NaOH solution at 20 ◦C.
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1.5 PNIP(M)AM-co-APMAM microgels

N-(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide (APMAM) is coupled to the AAc groups of the
parent microgels using the zero-length crosslinker EDC. [59, 91, 92] A glass beaker
covered with parafilm was used as reaction vessel. 15 mL microgel suspension was first
transferred into MES buffer of pH about 4.8 by three rounds of centrifugation, de-
cantation and redispersion, and were then diluted to a final volume of 150 mL in MES
buffer of pH about 4.8. APMAm was then added. After mixing, EDC was added to
the mixture. The suspension was stirred for 24 hours at 25 ◦C. Finally the suspension
was purified by centrifugation cycles or by dialysis for 3 days.

A B

C

Figure 2.6: (A) A confocal micrograph of LMAAc61APMAM microgel particles recorded at 1.18 wt% at 20 ◦C. (B) A con-
focal micrograph of LMAAc63APMAM microgel particles recorded at 1.55 wt% at 20 ◦C. (C) The temperature
dependence of the hydrodynamic radius RH for LMAAc61APMAM (black square) and LMAAc63APMAM (red
circle), respectively.

MRB was co-polymerized into the PNIPAM-based microgel particles, whereas the
PNIPMAM-based microgels were undyed to make imaging easier for the attraction
of microgels, preventing the overlapping of FITC and MRB.
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CLSM micrographs of dilute suspensions of LMAAc61APMAM and LMAAc63APMAM
are shown in Fig. 2.6A and B. From the micrographs it can be concluded that the mi-
crogels are dyed and appear monodisperse.

The thermoresponsive behavior of the microgels - with respect to size - was studied
by measuring the RH as a function of temperature (Fig. 2.6C). The measurements were
carried out in the range of 20-55 ◦C. The VPTTs are shifted to somewhat higher temper-
atures compared to what is traditionally reported for pure PNIPAM and PNIPMAM
microgels, which can possibly be explained by the allylamine attachment.

The magnitude of the measured electrophoretic mobility was -2.64 ×10-8 m²/Vs for
the LMAAc61APMAM and -2.70 ×10-8 m²/Vs for the LMAAc63APMAM microgels
in Milli-Q water at 20 ◦C.

1.6 PS-PNIPAM core-shell microgels

5 !m

Figure 2.7: Confocal micrographs of KR3SU1 microgel at 20 ◦C.

The polystyrene-PNIPAM core–shell particles were synthesized by emulsion polymer-
ization of the core polystyrene and radical polymerization of the respective crosslinked
PNIPAM shells. [93, 94] In the first step, to a three necked round bottom flask (1 L)
coupled with stirrer, a reflux condenser and a thermometer, 0.124 g SDS, 20.7 mg of
Rhodamine 101 and 2.359 g NIPAM were dissolved in 238 mL Milii-Q-water under
constant stirring with a stream of nitrogen for 20 minutes. The mixture was heated to
80 ◦C after an addition of 21.27 g of styrene, 47.6 mg of the KPS initiator in 2 mL of
water. After 8 hours the solution was cooled to room temperature and filtered through
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glass wool to remove traces of coagulum, and thereafter purified by repeated cycles of
centrifugation, decantation and redispersion.

In the second step, the seeded emulsion polymerization for the core–shell particles was
performed. 1.241 g of NIPAM and 0.09 g of BIS crosslinker were first dissolved into
50 mL of water and added to the 3.2 g 9.0 wt core solution. The mixture was then
heated to 80 ◦C. One hour later, 58.4 mg KPS solution (dissolved in 1 mL of water)
was slowly added to the solution and the entire mixture was stirred at 300 rpm for 3
hours at 80 ◦C. After cooling to room temperature, the core–shell particles solution
was filtered through glass wool and purified by dialysis against Milli-Q water for two
weeks.

The Fig. 2.7 showed the PS-PNIPAM core-shell microgel KR3SU1 particles with a con-
centration 4.4 wt in water at 20 ◦C. From the micrograph it can be concluded that
the microgels are dyed and appear monodisperse.

1.7 Bowl-shaped PS-PNIPMAM microgels

A B

Figure 2.8: (A) A confocal micrograph of cap 026 microgel particles at 20 ◦C. (B) A SEM image of cap 026 microgel
particles. The scale bar is 2 µm.

Spherical polystyrene-PNIPMAM composite microgel particles were synthesized by
emulsion polymerization and free radical precipitation polymerization as described
above. A dye was stained into the core styrene to distinguish the core from the shell.
This was done by mixing 20 µL styrene and 23 µg pyrromethene (difluoro2- [1-(3.5-
dimethyl-2H-pyrrol-2-ylidene-N)ethyl]-3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrrolato- Nboron, Aldrich)
to 5 mL 1 wt spherical composite microgel dispersion, vigorously shaking and 300 rpm
stirring for 1 hour. Following the method developed by Im et al., [95] the dispersion
was quickly frozen by adding it dropwise to a 500 mL beaker filled with 100 mL liquid
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nitrogen. After full nitrogen evaporation the frozen dispersion was kept overnight at
-20 ◦C followed by slow heating over 48 hour to 4 ◦C by placing the beaker into a
salted ice bath prepared in a styrofoam box and placing it in a cold room of 4 ◦C. Next,
10 mL water was added and the excess of styrene and aggregates were removed by re-
peated washing and redispersion in water using a centrifuge. Finally the bowl-shaped
composite PS-PNIPMAM core-shell particles were obtained as shown in Fig. 2.8.

2 Characterization methods

2.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

focal plane

laser
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Confocal
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Dichroic
mirror

Objective

sample

object not in focal plane
object in focal plane

Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of the setup of a laser scanning confocal microscopy.

Compared to the conventional optical fluorescence microscopy, the design of confocal
microscopy is to enhance the optical resolution and contrast of the micrographs by
using a pinhole in front of a detector. [96] Fig. 2.9 schematically demonstrates the
working principle of confocal microscopy: a point like light source project through a
pinhole, a dichroic mirror and focus on the sample by an objective. A pinhole placed
exactly in the conjugate focal (confocal) plane of the image spot allows the emitted
fluorescent light (solid red line) coming from the focus of the sample and blocks the
out-of-focus fluorescent light (dashed red line) from the sample. This ability of op-
tical sectioning combined with lateral scanning of all focal points allows us to obtain a
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sharp 2D image. By changing the focal depth, a series of sharp 2D images at different
heights of the sample can be captured, resulting in the possibility to reconstruct a 3D
image. The pinhole allows the confocal microscopy to achieve higher axial resolution.
However, the signal intensity is not strong due to the loss of light blocked by the pin-
hole in front of the detector, so long time exposure is needed, which is a drawback in
studying dynamics of objects due to the low frame rates. Photomultiplier tubes (PMT)
are usually used as detectors to increase the sensitivity. Nowadays, the confocal micro-
scopy is called Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) due to the use of lasers as
the light source and scanning mirrors to map the sample, which significantly increase
small volume illumination and imaging speed. Using resonant galvanometer scanning
mirrors allows for fast scanning of an imaging of plane with scan rates of up to 8 kHz.

Confocal micrographs were recorded on an inverted confocal laser scanning microscope
(Leica DMI6000) with an SP5 tandem scanner operating in resonant mode and using
a 100×/1.4NA oil immersion objective. The microscope is mounted in a thermostated
enclosure that enables temperature control with an accuracy of ±0.2 ◦C. The samples
under study were kept between two cover glasses separated by a 0.12 mm spacer (Invitro-
gen Secure-SealTM imaging spacer). Covalent incorporation of fluorescent rhodamine
or fluorescein derivatives during microgel synthesis enabled fluorescence CLSM stud-
ies. A 543 nm HeNe and a 488 nm Ar laser were used to excite the red fluorescence
of rhodamine and the green fluorescence of fluorescein, respectively. Microgels and
colloidal molecules were imaged at a minimum distance of 5 µm from the bottom glass
slide, unless otherwise stated.

2.2 Dynamic Light Scattering

Dynamic light scattering (DLS), also known as photon correlation spectroscopy or
quasi-elastic light scattering, is widely used in material science (Fig. 2.10). This tech-
nique measures the time-correlation functions of the scattered light intensity to char-
acterize colloidal particles and obtain key parameters such as the hydrodynamic radius
and the particles size distribution. These temporal fluctuations of the scattered intensity
are due to the Brownian collision of the particles. DLS measures their collision diffu-
sion coefficient D on a characteristic length scale given by the inverse of the scattering
vector q = 2πn

λ sin θ
2 , where n is the refractive index of the medium, θ is the scattering

angle and λ is the light wavelength. From D, a hydrodynamic radius RH of particles
can then be calculated using Stokes-Einstein equation. 

To characterize the fluctuations of the scattered intensity with time the normalized
intensity autocorrelation function g(2) is defined as:
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram for dynamic light scattering.

g(2)(q, τ) =
⟨I(q, t)I(q, t+ τ)⟩

⟨I(q, t)⟩2
(2.1)

where I(q, t) is the intensity of scattered light at a time t, τ is the correlation time. The
relation between the electric field autocorrelation function g(1) and g(2) is:

β|g(1)(q, τ)|2 = g(2)(q, τ)− 1 (2.2)

where β is the intercept of the intensity auto-correlation function g(2). The equation
(2.2) is known as the Siegert relation. In the case of a monodisperse suspension, g(1)

decays exponentially with τ :

g(1)(q, τ) = e−Γτ (2.3)

where Γ = Dq2 is the decay rate, with D the diffusion coefficient. From D through the
Stokes-Einstein equation the particle hydrodynamic radius RH can then be obtained:

RH =
kBT
6πηD

=
kBTq2

6πηΓ
(2.4)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and η is the solvent
viscosity. In practice, the decay rate Γ is measured at different angles, so the slope of
the function is D and then RH is obtained.

DLS was performed using a goniometer-based light scattering instrument that im-
plements the so-called modulated 3D cross-correlation technique to suppress contri-
butions from multiple scattering (3D LS Spectrometer, LS Instruments). Measure-
ments were done at a wavelength λ = 660.0 nm. The fluctuations in the intensity
of the scattered light were measured using two Avalanche photodiodes in a 3D cross-
correlation configuration with a modulation unit. [97] 5 mm cylindrical NMR-tubes
were used as sample cells. A first cumulant analysis of the obtained correlation func-
tions yielded the diffusion coefficient, from which the hydrodynamic radius, RH, was
calculated using equation (2.4). In the thesis, RH was given as the average of five con-
secutive measurements of 60 seconds each. Microgel swelling curves were obtained
by measuring RH as a function of temperature in the range 20 to 50 ◦C. Temperature
control of the sample was ensured to ±0.1 ◦C by regulating the vat temperature using
an external water circulation thermostat.

2.3 Electrophoretic mobility
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Figure 2.11: Schematic showing the electrical double layer that surrounds a particle in an aqueous medium and the po-
sition of the slipping plane. The zeta potential is the electrical potential at the slipping plane. The figure is
redrawn from ref. [98].

Electric Double Layer (EDL) is formed by a charged colloid particle in a medium sur-
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rounded by a layer of ions. The charged particles in solution develops instantaneously
and is formed of two layers (Fig. 2.11). The inner layer, the so-called Stern layer, is
composed of opposite charged ions adsorbed on the surface. The second layer is a dif-
fusive layer consisting of both opposite and same charged ions/molecules. Within the
diffuse layer there is a notional boundary inside which the ions and particles form a
stable entity. When an electrical field is applied to the sample, the particles move to
the opposite electrode, ions within the boundary move with it. Those ions beyond
the boundary stay with the bulk dispersant. The potential at this boundary (shear or
slipping plane) is called the ζ potential and is generally assumed to be measured by the
electrophoretic mobility (µ) of charged particles under an applied electric field, which
is defined as:

µ =
v
E

(2.5)

where v is the speed of the particle, E is the external electrical field. Light scattering is
one of the most commonly used techniques for determining the electrophoretic mo-
bility of particles. Laser Doppler electrophoresis measures small frequency shifts in the
scattered light that arise owing to the movement of particles in an applied electric field.
The frequency shift Δf is equal to

Δf =
2v sin(θ/2)

λ
(2.6)

where v is the particle velocity, λ is the laser wavelength and θ is the scattering angle.
The measured electrophoretic mobility (µ) is converted into zeta potential (ζ) through
Henry’s equation,

µ =
2ϵrϵ0ζf(κa)

3η
(2.7)

where ϵr is the relative permittivity/dielectric constant, ϵ0 is the permittivity of vacuum,
ζ is the zeta-potential value, f(κa) is the Henry’s function, κ is the Debye length, a is
the radius of the particle and η is the viscosity at the experimental temperature.

When the thickness of the EDL is much smaller compared to the particle radius -
which can be due to bigger particles (up to 1 µm) within aqueous solutions of high salt
concentration (10−2 M) - the value of f(κa) is taken as 1.5 and the Henry’s equation
then modifies into the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski (HS) equation
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µ =
ϵrϵ0ζ

η
(2.8)

On the contrary when the thickness of EDL is much bigger than the particle itself due
to smaller (≤ 100 nm) particles dispersed in low salt concentration (10−5 M) the value
of f(κa) is taken as 1 and the Henry’s equation can be modified as the Hückel equation

µ =
2ϵrϵ0ζ

3η
(2.9)

In this thesis, a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-Z (Malvern Instruments Ltd) equipped with a
633 nm 4 mW HeNe laser with automatic laser attenuator was used for electrophoretic
mobility measurements. Disposable folded capillary cells (Malvern DTS1070) were
used as sample cells. Measurements were performed at a fixed scattering angle of 17◦

using the M3-PALS laser interferometric technique. Samples were equilibrated for 15
minutes prior to measurements. The electrophoretic mobility was given as the average
of 5 consecutive measurements.

3 Microfluidic fabrication

3.1 Photolithography

When making microfluidic devices, the first step is to design and draw the UV-lithographic
mask in CAD assisted software. In this thesis project, all device designs are drawn with
L-edit 11.02 -16.v02 (Tanner Research, Cadence) except for the design of the ”Phase-
Chip” that is drawn with AutoCAD (Autodesk). After the drawing of the devices,
either the photomasks are made in house (serpentine droplet devices) using Heidel-
berge DWL 66 Laser Beam Pattern Generator, or sent to a company (DeltaMask) for
manufacturing at higher resolution.

The process to acquire the wafer mold is called photolithography or UV-lithography, as
shown in Fig 2.12(1-5). These include soft-baking, prior to UV-exposure, post-exposure
bake, following UV-exposure and hard-baking, following resist development. It creates
the mold used to cast the PDMS device. The mold is made from a silicon wafer which is
first spin-coated with a negative photoresist SU-8 (MicroChem, Newton, MA, USA).
The parts exposed to UV-light through a chrome mask will be cross-linked whereas
unexposed parts get washed away in a development step. UV-lithography determines
the quality of the required micro structures, which is considered as a crucial step to
microfluidic fabrication. In the fabrication process, the SU-8 photoresist frequently
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released from the substrate. To enhance the adhesion of photoresist to the wafer, an
additional ultra-thin adhesion layer of OmniCoat™ (MicroChem, Newton, MA, USA)
was spin-coated prior to the photoresist. Since PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) tends to
stick to clean silicon surfaces, which can damage the patterned SU-8 on the wafer when
peeling of PDMS from it and also makes the peeling-off very difficult, a monolayer of
fluorinated molecules is silanised on the surface of the wafer to help demoulding.[99]

1. Clean a silicon wafer 2. Spin-coat a layer  
of SU-8

3. Expose to UV light 
through a photomask

4. Develop the 
unexposed SU-8

5. Surface treat the 
wafer with PFOTS

6. Pour PDMS on 
the wafer

7. Peel off PDMS 
from the wafer

8. Plasma bond PDMS 
device on the glass slide

9. Glue inlet and 
outlet reservoirs

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustration of the SU8 UV-lithography process and the procedure of PDMS replica moulding

Here is an example to show how to make a 3′′ master mold with thickness around
100 µm using SU-8 2050. After the nitrogen flushing, the silicon wafer was baked at
200 ◦C for 1 hour. When the wafer was cooled down to the room temperature, it
was placed in the chunk of a spinner. Subsequently 3 mL of OmniCoat™ was dropped
on the surface of the wafer (5 seconds spinning at 500 rpm with acceleration of 100
rpm/s followed by 30 seconds spinning at 3000 rpm with acceleration of 300 rpm/s).
It was baked at 200 ◦C for 1 minute and then was allowed to cool down to the room
temperature. In the next step, around 3 mL of SU-8 2050 was carefully poured onto
the wafer to avoid introducing bubbles into the resist. It was first spun for 5 seconds
at 500 rpm with acceleration of 100 rpm/s followed by 30 seconds spinning at 1650
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rpm with acceleration of 300 rpm/s. The wafer was immediately taken out from the
spinner and put into a hotplate to soft-baked at 65 ◦C for 5 minutes, after that it was
transferred quickly to another hotplate which had already been set at 95 ◦C for 20
minutes. This process is to evaporate the solvent in the resist. Before the performing of
photolithography, a profilometer (Dektak 6M) was used to measure the actual height
of the adhesion layer of SU-8. The previous spinning rates would be revised if the
required height was not obtained. After acquiring the satisfied SU-8 coated wafer, it
was exposed to the UV light (wavelength at 365 nm) at 20 mW/cm2 in hard contact
mode for 12 seconds through the chrome mask using a contact mask aligner (MJB4,
Karl Süss ). The wafer was then again soft baked at 65 ◦C for 5 minutes followed
by 10 minutes hard baked at 95 ◦C, which is called post exposure bake (PEB). When
the wafer was cooled down to the room temperature, it was put into a beaker with the
developer mr-DEV-600 (Micro Resist Technologies GmbH) under mild sonication for
10 minutes. Following that it was rinsed with SU-8 developer and isopropyl alcohol and
dried with nitrogen after taking out from the beaker. The wafer was inspected under a
microscope to check if further development is necessary. Usually a lot of cracks were
found on the surface, which could be eliminated by the final hard baking the wafer for
30 minutes at 200 ◦C. To prevent the sticking of PDMS, the master was silanised using
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane (PFOTS, ABCR GmbH & Co. KG) to
facilitate demoulding. [99] This was done by adding 75 µL of PFOTS into a 5′′ petri
dish heated to 175 ◦C for at least 4 hours in the dehumidified atmosphere of a glove
box.

3.2 Soft lithography

Soft lithography is an extension of photolithography used to replicate the patterns from
the wafer mould to PDMS, as shown in Fig. 2.12(6-9). It is a simple way to fabricate
many microfluidic devices at low cost. PDMS has various advantages when compared
to other polymers including transparency from the visible into the near ultraviolet,
low toxicity, low cost, biocompatibility, chemical inertness, chemical surface treatment,
mechanical flexibility and durability. This makes it the most widely used material in
soft lithography over the last decades. PDMS monomer and curing agent (Sylgard 184,
Dow Corning) at a ratio of 10:1 (by mass) were mixed uniformly for 10 minutes, the
mixture was then degased in a vacuum chamber for at least 40 minutes to remove all air
bubbles. The PDMS mixture was then poured onto the wafer mould and allowed to
cure at 80 ◦C in a convection oven for at least 45 minutes. The PDMS slab was peeled
off from the mould and inlet and outlet holes were punched using a 2 mm biopsy
punch. To seal the device this patterned PDMS slab was bonded to a clean glass slide
using oxygen plasma (Plasma Preen II-862, Plasmatic Systems or Zepto W6, diener
electronic). In this step, the silanol groups (-OH) created on the surface of PDMS and
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glass reacted to yield irreversible Si-O-Si bonds when brought into contact. The seal
between PDMS and glass can withstand up to 3 bars of air pressure. [100] The device
also becomes very hydrophilic since the silanol groups are polar and its hydrophilicity
can last for a day. To make the device hydrophobic again, either keep the device in
an oven at 120 ◦C for a day or silanised by using PFOTS the same way to facilitate
demoulding for the wafer mould. Finally, connection tubes of length ∼1 cm and outer
diameter 5 mm (ID 3 mm, VWR) were glued (Elastosil A07, Wacker Chemie AG) to
the device.

4 Experimental set up for microfluidics

NIS-Element AR 

MFCS-EZ 
software

Microfluidic device

MFCS-EZ Fluigent

Camera
Microscope

Figure 2.13: Image of the setup where the experiments were performed.

Fig. 2.13 shows the typical experimental set up used in this work. The microfluidic
device was mounted in an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti or TE2000-U). The
inlet reservoirs were collected to a pressure regulator (MFCS-EZ Fluigent), by which
the fluids were driven through the device. The pressure controller could provide a pres-
sure range of 0-1000 mBar with stability of less than 0.1 of measured values. The
device was monitored by a camera connected to the microscope. The camera shown
in the image was a scientific CMOS camera (Flash 4.0 V3, Hamamatsu), but a Luca
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EMCCD camera (Andor Technology) and a high-speed EoSens mini MC-1370 camera
(Mikrotron GmbH) were also used. Images were captured to a computer using NIS-
Elements AR (Nikon), IQ software (Andor Technology), and MotionBLITZ (Mik-
rotron GmbH).
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Chapter 3

Thermoresponsive colloidal
molecules formed by droplet-based
microfluidics

1 Introduction

In this chapter we report on the preparation of bicomponent, patchy colloidal mo-
lecules, which we obtain from a mixture of fluorescently labelled PNIPAM (red) and
PNIPMAM (green) microgels. The colloidal molecules were prepared as is schem-
atically outlined in Fig. 3.1. A droplet-based microfluidic device was first used to
produce highly monodisperse, water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion droplets containing, on
average and with a narrow distribution, four microgels per droplet. Compared to
traditional comminution methods that typically suffer from high polydispersity and,
consequently, wide colloidal molecule size distributions [62] the use of a microfluidic
device provides outstanding control of the emulsification step and considerably sharpens
the size distribution with respect to both the emulsion droplets and the final col-
loidal molecules. [64, 101] Following water droplet generation, colloidal molecule-
like clusters were formed as the water was allowed to evaporate, and were stabilised
by photocrosslinking. A final phase exchange step served to transfer the colloidal mo-
lecules from oil to water where the inter-particle interactions were studied as function of
temperature. Enabled by the difference in VPTT between the two constituent micro-
gels, at temperatures between the two VPTTs the PNIPMAM patches remain repulsive
whereas the PNIPAM ones are attractive; this was evident from the PNIPAM patch-
mediated association of the colloidal molecules, leading to the (reversible) formation
of small aggregates. These interactions are much analogous to patch-patch interactions
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the production of temperature-responsive, bicomponent colloidal molecules. A micro-
fluidic droplet genration device is used to form monodisperse water droplets containing PNIPAM and PNIPMAM
microgels. Through evaporation of the water the microgel particles are forced to form compact colloidal
molecule-like clusters. Following photocrosslinking, the clusters are transferred from oil into water where
their interactions can be tuned with temperature (and ionic strength and pH). The difference in VPTT between
PNIPAM and PNIPMAM enables induction of attractive interactions between the PNIPAM patches at temper-
atures in between the two VPTTs.

between many biomacromolecules, and make our bicomponent colloidal molecules
promising candidates as model systems for, for example, patchy proteins.

2 Droplet-based microfluidics

2.1 Droplet formation basics

A B C

Figure 3.2: Illustration of droplet generation in the different device designs. (A) cross-flowing; (B) flow-focusing; (C)
co-flowing.

Monodisperse droplets are produced using two immiscible phases which are loaded into
microfluidic channels with different geometries, such as the cross-flowing (T-junction)
(Fig. 3.2A), flow focussing (Fig. 3.2B) and co-flowing (Fig. 3.2C). The liquid from which
droplets are formed is called dispersed phase while the second immiscible liquid is called
continuous phase. The flow rate of the two phases is controlled using syringe or pressure
driven pumps. Droplet breakup is caused by homogeneous shearing of the two phases
and a competition between the stresses which act locally on the fluid to deform the
interface and the capillary pressure which acts against this deformation. Generally, the
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droplet size is controlled by the channel geometries and the flow rate ratios of the two
phases. The capillary stress across the interface is given by:

ΔPc = γ/r (3.1)

ΔPv = ηυ/h (3.2)

where η is the fluid viscosity, υ is the characteristic fluid velocity and h is the channel
width. By balancing these two parameters we have the dimensionless Capillary number
(Ca):

Ca =
viscous

interfacial
=

ηυ

γ
(3.3)

The droplet size is inversely proportional to the capillary number,

Rdroplet ∼
h
Ca

=
γh
ηυ

(3.4)

where h is the channel width.

A B

C D

E

Figure 3.3: The different break-up regimes with a pure two-phase system (as an example: blue: aqueous phase, no color:
oil phase) in a flow-focussing device. The arrows show the flow direction of the aqueous (blue) and the oil
phase (black), respectively (A) squeezing, (B) dripping, (C) jetting, (D) tip-streaming, (E) tip-multi-breaking.
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Reducing the capillary number of a system, with given flow rates and channel geometry,
leads to a domination of interfacial effects in comparison to viscous effects and increases
the handling stability of the system. At low capillary numbers, the droplet breakup
is controlled by the channel geometry. An increase of the capillary number at droplet
production results in higher viscous forces of the continuous phase exerted on the inner
phase which tend to deform the droplets with non-asymmetrical shapes.

A multitude of microfluidic methods have been shown capable of generating droplets,
each with their own specific benefits and drawbacks. Much of the recent focus has been
on devices which do not require any external actuation, i.e., passive droplet generation
devices. These are often less versatile than their counterpart, active droplet generation
devices, but provide on the other hand often better performance in terms of monod-
ispersity and generation frequency. Passive droplet generation devices constitute five
different modes of droplet formation (squeezing, dripping, jetting, tip-streaming and
tip-multi-breaking, Fig. 3.3). Each of these modes has its own specific route to how
the dispersed phase liquid thread is broken up into individual droplets. [102] The spe-
cific mode of droplet formation depends on several parameters including device geo-
metry, flow rates, interfacial tensions and fluid viscosities. In all modes except squeezing
the droplet formation is caused by a competition between the interfacial tension and
the viscous forces together with any inertial forces (if present). The interfacial tension
acts to minimize the interfacial area and consequently suppresses the formation of new
droplets. This is counteracted by the viscous and inertial forces, which act to deform the
dispersed phase liquid thread. The competition between these forces is what determines
the specific break up mode of the droplet formation. The final mode, squeezing, relies
to a great extent on the confinement of the dispersed phase liquid. The liquid thread
of this phase blocks the constriction for the continuous phase liquid, leading to a pres-
sure build-up upstream, which results in the pinch off of a single droplet. In squeezing
the ultimate droplet size is to a large extent coupled to the device geometry, resulting
in a more stable droplet generation which is less affected by fluctuations in flow rate.
[103] Consequently, this was the droplet formation mode which we envisioned for the
current work.

2.2 Fluids and surfactant

Various combinations of immiscible fluids can be used to create droplets in micro-
fluidic systems. Aqueous solutions such as water or cell cluture medium are often
selected as the dispersed phase. For the continuous phase the options are broader. The
most commonly used continuous phase in droplet microfluidics is fluorinated oil (i.e.,
HFE-7500, Fig. 3.4A or FC-40), but for example mineral oil, silicone oil and other hy-
drocarbon oils have also been reported in several studies. The choice of the oil is based
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on a number of properties required by the particular application of microfluidics.

As discussed previously, a low capillary number is of advantage in droplet-based micro-
fluidics, as surface tension or interfacial effects dominate over viscous drag forces. This
means, that for a fixed speed and fixed channel geometries, a small viscosity and a high
interfacial tension is of advantage. A low solubility of organic molecules in fluorocar-
bon fluids results in less partitioning and cross-talk between emulsion droplets. Fur-
thermore, the permeability to oxygen is another adaventage to especailly culture bio-
samples. This makes fluorocarbons suitable for blood substitutes and cell culturing in
emulsions. Another advantage for applications in microfluidics is directly related to
PDMS, the channel material commonly used. In contrast to hydrocarbons, fluorocar-
bons do not swell PDMS. All these properties render water-in-fluorinated-oil emulsions
a very promising systems for the use in droplet-based microfluidics.

A

B

Figure 3.4: (A) The chemical structure of HFE-7500. (B) The possible chemical structure of surfactant Pico-Surf 1, which
contains PFPE-PEG-PFPE.

Water-in-oil droplets have higher surface energy compared with the two separate phases,
therefore, due to the principle of minimisation of energy droplets degrade with time,
which is proved by the fact that two droplets that come in close contact tend to co-
alesce. In order to keep droplets’ stability and no cross-contamination between the
individual droplets, surfactants are often added to the fluids. A surfactant is an am-
phiphilic molecule, which has hydrophobic part and the other one one hydrophilic.
In a two-phase system, the surfactant migrate to the interface. The hydrophobic parts
are positioned in the oil phase and hydrophilic parts are positioned in the water phase.
This implies a decrease in the surface energy and stabilization of the droplets. Several
different surfactants have been used in droplet microfluidics, and which surfactant to
choose in a particular system depends on which fluids that are being used. In this
thesis, a commercial surfactant Pico-Surf 1(the structure could be similar to Fig. 3.4B)
from Dolomite was added to the fluorinated oil to increase the droplet stability. As an
alternative to standard surfactants, droplets can be stabilized using Pickering emulsions
in which small solid particles are adsorbed at the fluid interface.
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2.3 Droplet device design and characteristics

Figure 3.5: Overview of the two droplet devices used in the current study. (A) CAD drawing of the short, high generation
frequency, flow focusing droplet device. This device contains an inlet for each phase and a single outlet. (B)
Both inlets are equipped with a sieving structure with which unwanted particles which could potentially clog
the device are removed. (C) The oil phase and the aqueous phase is combined at the constriction where
droplets are formed. (D) CAD drawing of the longer meandering device. The first section is identical to that of
the short device. (E-F) Downstream of where droplets are formed, six meandering channels have been added.
By using six wide channels in parallel the flow velocity decreases significantly. Together with the lengths of
the channels they provide a sufficiently long residence time of the droplets to allow for the study of droplets
shrinkage.

Here, two different microfluidic droplet generation devices were used interchangeably,
both with planar flow-focusing geometries. [104–106] A short device (Fig. 3.5(A-C))
was used for generating water-in-oil (W/O) droplets at a high frequency, while a longer
device (Fig. 3.5(D-F)) was used to not only generate droplets, but also to monitor the
shrinkage of the formed droplets that occurs as a result of dispersed solvent (water)
evaporation. This longer device consisted of an identical droplet generation part but
had a large section downstream consisting of six meandering channels positioned in
parallel. The significantly decreased flow velocity, relative to the droplet generation
part, combined with the channel length of ∼45 cm, results in a long residence time for
the generated droplets. The long residence time allows for observation of the droplet
shrinking process that acts to compact the clusters. The residence time of droplets at
a certain axial position is however expected to vary due to the parabolic flow profile,
resulting in a Taylor dispersion of the sample, nonetheless this setup allows for easy
visualisation of the shrinking of individual droplets before they are collected at the
outlet.

With experiments conducted at low capillary numbers (Ca = V0η/γ ≲ 0.1, with V0

being the characteristic velocity, η the dynamic viscosity, and γ the interfacial tension),
droplets form in squeezing and dripping mode. Consequently, as the diameter of the
droplets d is expected to scale as d/DH ∼ Ca

1
3 , [103, 107] a droplet size close to the

size of the droplet generating constriction, 10 µm (corresponding to a volume of ∼ 0.2
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pL), is expected. Here, the hydraulic diameter DH is given by DH = 4A/Pw, where A
is the cross sectional area of the constriction and Pw the perimeter of the cross section.

Figure 3.6: Comparison between pressure drop in (top) the long and (middle) the short device using COMSOL Multiphys-
ics to simulate the flow field. The inlet pressures were set to 10 Pa, the outlet pressure to 0 Pa. (bottom) For
the long device only ∼10% of the pressure drop occurs at the droplet constriction while the corresponding
number for the short device is ∼75%. The distance over which this was measured corresponds to the distance
between the aqueous phase inlet and the outlet of the short device.

COMSOL 5.3 was used to carry out computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
in order to estimate the pressure drop distributions and the hydraulic resistances of the
different devices used in this study. Further, it gave an indication of the relationship
between residence time and driving pressure for the longer device. The computer-aided
design (CAD) of the short and the long device was directly imported into COMSOL
and converted to a single block to enable CFD analysis. The finite element model
was set up using the 2D Creeping Flow Module in the CFD Physics Toolbox. The
inlet pressures were set to Pin = 10 Pa with an entrance length of 100 µm, while the
outlets were set to Pout = 0 Pa. The mesh consisted of ∼200 000 elements and the
PARADISO solver was used with standard settings. Water, incompressible, was used
as the liquid from both inlets.

The results show that a significant part of the pressure drop across the devices occurs, as
expected, over the droplet forming constriction (Fig. 3.6). However, the pressure drop
over this region for the short device (75 of total pressure drop) is much larger than
that of the long device (10 of total pressure drop). A large pressure drop is beneficial
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as this means that a large part of the energy put into the system acts to form droplets
(i.e. to create new interface between the oil and the water phase). With a larger pressure
drop at the constriction, a higher droplet generation frequency can be expected.

The resistance measurements further point to how the shorter device is better suited for
high frequency droplet generation. Here, the hydraulic resistance of the short device is
Rshort = 1.5 × 109 Pa·s·m−2 while the resistance of the long device is almost twice as
high, Rlong = 2.9× 109 Pa·s·m−2.

The length of the meandering channels is around 30 cm. This means that if we want
a residence time of 5 min, the average flow velocity should be ∼80 µm/s. In our
model, the corresponding pressure drop across the device to achieve this flow velocity
is 11 000 Pa (110 mBar).

3 Preparation of colloidal molecules

The main goal of this work is to prepare thermosensitive colloidal molecules by dis-
persing a small number of microgels in w/o emulsion droplets, and then enforce cluster
formation through a shrinking of the droplets caused by water evaporation. The clusters
were subsequently crosslinked, transferred to a water phase, and then their thermo-
sensitive interactions were investigated. Below we now look in detail at the different
steps taken, and summarize the results obtained.

3.1 Microgel synthesis and functionalisation

The two types of colloidal building blocks used in this study, destined for assembly
into colloidal molecules, are spherical microgel particles based on the temperature-
responsive polymers PNIPAM and PNIPMAM, respectively, and dispersed in water.
The microgels were synthesised by free radical precipitation polymerisation, [108–111]
yielding microgels with a dense-core fuzzy-shell morphology due to the faster reaction
rate of the BIS crosslinker compared to the NIP(M)AM monomer. [112, 113] Polymer-
isable rhodamine (red) and fluorescein (green) derivatives were co-polymerised along-
side NIP(M)AM and BIS to enable fluorescence CLSM studies. CLSM micrographs
together with schematic representations of the two microgels are shown in Fig. 3.7. The
high degree of monodispersity of the PNIPAM microgels was reflected in their ability to
crystallise, here at 4.6 wt; the existence of a crystalline regime was never investigated
for the PNIPMAM-based ones. Polydispersity indices obtained from DLS measure-
ments in water at 20 ◦C, 0.04 for PNIPAM and 0.03 for PNIPMAM, indicated that
both microgel systems were highly monodisperse.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic drawings of the (A) PNIPAM-GMA and (B) PNIPMAM-GMA microgel particles together with CLSM
micrographs recorded at 4.6 and 4.2 wt%, respectively, at 20 ◦C. Scale bars are 5 μm.

In addition to NIP(M)AM, BIS and fluorophore, AAc was co-polymerised in order
to incorporate carboxylic acid groups. In a post-polymerisation step, these groups
were used as sites for attachment of polymerisable methacryloxy groups through re-
action with GMA under acidic conditions and at elevated temperature (Fig. 3.9A).
This modification step, which was adapted from Liu et al. [87] and Reis et al., [88] thus
converts PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc to PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc-GMA; for simplicity, the two
functionalised microgels will in the following be referred to as PNIPAM-GMA and
PNIPMAM-GMA, respectively. The attached methacryloxy groups serve as sites for
further polymerisation and thereby offer the possibility to prepare crosslinked, stable
colloidal molecules where dissociation into the constituent microgel building blocks is
prevented. In order to increase the crosslinking efficiency, we aimed for a high dens-
ity of methacryloxy groups in the loosely crosslinked microgel shell, at the point where
neighbouring microgels can interpenetrate. This was accomplished by introducing AAc
to the reaction mixture only after complete addition of the initiator, when the particles
had already grown for some time, thereby localising the carboxylic acid attachment
sites to the periphery of the microgels.

The attachment of GMA was verified by ¹H NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 3.8), through
the appearance of peaks corresponding to the vinyl (=CH2) protons of GMA. Prior to
NMR, the microgel suspensions were extensively dialysed in order to ensure removal
of impurities such as unreacted GMA. Upon dialysis, the suspensions were freeze-dried
and the microgels were then redispersed in D2O to yield suspensions of 1 wt. Spectra
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Figure 3.8: 600 MHz 1D 1H-NMR spectra (D2O) of (A) PNIPAM-co-AAc, (B) PNIPAM-GMA, (C) PNIPMAM-co-AAc and (D)
PNIPMAM-GMA. Insets show the 5.0-8.0 ppm region, with peaks corresponding to the vinyl protons of GMA
labelled.

are shown in Fig. 3.8. For a complete peak assignment, please refer to reference. [88]

Figure 3.9: (A) Reaction scheme for attachment of GMA to PNIP(M)AM-co-AAc microgels. (B) Temperature-responsive
macrogel obtained from PNIPAM-GMA, through addition of APS to a gelated sample at 50 ◦C and 0.1 M KCl.
Scale bars are 1 cm.

The weak signals from the vinyl protons however reflects the low efficiency of the GMA-
to-AAc attachment reaction, as also reported elsewhere. [87] The amount of attached
GMA molecules was however still sufficient for the microgels to take part in microgel-
microgel crosslinking, as was demonstrated through the preparation of macrogels of
several cm3 that did not dissociate on transfer to water (Fig. 3.9B). These macrogels were
prepared from gelated PNIP(M)AM-co-MA suspensions at 50 ◦C (above the VPTT),
by addition of ammonium persulphate (APS) initiator that served to initiate polymer-
isation of methacryloxy groups on neighbouring microgels. An important observation
was that the resulting macrogels retained the temperature-responsive behaviour of the
individual microgels, which was evidenced by shrinking of the macrogels on increasing
the temperature to 50 ◦C (above the VPTT). The observed deswelling was completely
reversible, and the macrogels recovered their initial size and shape on cooling down.
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3.2 Microgel temperature-responsiveness

Swelling curves at 1 mM HCl
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Figure 3.10: Swelling curves illustrating the temperature dependence of the microgels’ hydrodynamic radius RH, measured
by DLS. Measurements were performed in 1 mM HCl solution. The error bars are typically smaller than the
symbol size.

The PNIP(M)AM-based building blocks used in the present study were selected on
the basis of their temperature-responsive properties. Linear PNIPAM and PNIPMAM
both possess a lower critical solution temperature (LCST)-related volume phase trans-
ition when heated above their characteristic VPTT - 32 ◦C for PNIPAM [78, 79] and
45 ◦C for PNIPMAM [80–82] - at which water is expelled as a response to bad solvent
quality. This transition was in the present study probed, first of all, by DLS, by monit-
oring the hydrodynamic radius RH as a function of temperature (Fig. 3.10). The meas-
urements were performed in 1 mM HCl solution, where the osmotic swelling due to
deprotonation of residual carboxylic acid groups is reduced. On increasing the tem-
perature from 20 to 54 ◦C, RH decreases from 238 to 125 nm for the PNIPAM-GMA
microgels, whereas the PNIPMAM-GMA microgels shrink from 172 to 105 nm. Worth
noticing is that the VPTTs are shifted to somewhat lower temperatures compared to
what is traditionally reported for pure PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgels, which we
relate to the attachment of GMA. We consider the decrease in VPTT an interesting
and potentially useful side effect since a number of microgel properties - interaction
behaviour in particular (as described below) - can now be affected at lower temperat-
ures. Finally, a comparison with the radii measured in pure water at 20 ◦C, 332 and 202
nm for PNIPAM-GMA and PNIPMAM-GMA, respectively, reveals that deprotonated
carboxylic acid groups have a strong effect on microgel swelling.

The size reduction observed by DLS was accompanied by an increase in charge dens-
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ity, as was reflected by an increase in the magnitude of the measured electrophoretic
mobility µ. On increasing the temperature from 20 to 50 ◦C, µ increased from -0.44
to -3.16×10-8 m²/Vs for the PNIPAM-GMA and from -0.48 to -2.62×10-8 m²/Vs for
the PNIPMAM-GMA microgels. These measurements were performed in 1 mM HCl
solution, where the residual carboxylic acid groups are protonated. The measured mo-
bilities thus stem from covalently bound charged initiator residuals alone.
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Figure 3.11: xy CLSM micrographs recorded at 1.0 wt% for the (A) PNIPAM-GMA and (B) PNIPMAM-GMA microgels,
respectively, in 1 mM HCl and 100 mM KCl solution, at (left) T < VPTT and (middle) T > VPTT, together
with (right) corresponding color-coded xyz stacks consisting of 30 xy frames at T > VPTT.

In addition to tunability with respect to size and charge, temperature offers a con-
venient way of tuning the microgel-microgel interactions. Under conditions where
the electrostatic stabilisation is strongly screened, an increase in temperature across the
VPTT induces a transition from a soft repulsive to an attractive behaviour. The micro-
gel collapse not only strongly reduces the steric stabilisation conveyed by the dangling
polymer chains at the exterior of the microgel, but the increased particle density also
results in a much larger Hamaker constant and thus a significant increase of the van der
Waals attraction. Guided by the VPTTs observed by DLS, we studied the attractive-to-
repulsive transition for the two microgels using CLSM (Fig. 3.11). Here, starting from
a liquid state below the VPTT (20 ◦C), in 1 mM HCl and 100 mM KCl solution, the
temperature was continuously increased beyond entry into an arrested state. The liquid-
to-arrested (repulsive-to-attractive) transition occurred around 32 ◦C for the PNIPAM-
GMA system, whereas the corresponding transition for the PNIPMAM-GMA system
occurred around 44 ◦C. In both cases, the transition was characterised by the forma-
tion of a volume-spanning network structure, as is evident from the color-coded 3D
reconstructions. For both microgels, the transition occurred at higher temperatures
compared to the transition temperatures measured by DLS, reflecting the fact that the
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temperature was increased continuously and that it takes a finite time for the sample
temperature to equilibrate and for the system to respond to the conditions.

45 °C

10 μm
T↑

20 °C 45 °C

0 μm

10 μm

z

5 μm

32 °C

10 μm

Figure 3.12: xy CLSM micrographs recorded in a mixture of 1.0 wt% PNIPAM-GMA and 1.0 wt% PNIPMAM-GMA in 100
mM HCl, at (left) 20, (middle) 32 and (right) 45 ◦C together with (far right) a corresponding color-coded
xyz stack consisting of 30 xy frames.

Since the VPTT is considerably different for the two microgels, three different in-
teraction regimes can be distinguished in a mixture of the two: repulsive-repulsive,
attractive-repulsive and attractive-attractive at low (T<VPTTPNIPAM-GMA), intermedi-
ate (VPTTPNIPAM-GMA<T<VPTTPNIPMAM-GMA) and high (VPTTPNIPMAM-GMA<T)
temperatures, respectively. The three interaction regimes are reflected in the sequential
gelation of the two microgels - PNIPAM-GMA before PNIPMAM-GMA, in order
of VPTT - when the temperature of the binary mixture is raised. In a binary mix-
ture of PNIPAM-GMA and PNIPMAM-GMA, since the repulsive-to-attractive trans-
ition occurs at lower temperatures for the PNIPAM-GMA than for the PNIPMAM-
GMA, a volume-spanning core-shell-type network with a PNIPAM microgel core and
a PNIPMAM microgel shell forms as a result of sequential gelation as the temperature
is raised (Fig. 3.12).

The structural and mechanical aspects of such co-gelation have recently been reported
by our group. [114] The existence of the three aforementioned interaction regimes, eas-
ily accessible through changes in temperature, motivated our preparation of bicompon-
ent colloidal molecules, which is described in the following sections. Most importantly,
with bicomponent colloidal molecules, attractions specific to the PNIPAM-GMA con-
stituents can be induced in between the two VPTTs, much analogous to patch-patch
interactions among proteins and other patchy bio-macromolecules.

3.3 Droplet generation

The entire process for the successful microfluidic generation of colloidal molecules is
schematically outlined in Fig. 3.1. To ensure integrity of the water droplets, the attract-
ive interaction with the device walls is prevented by rendering the walls hydrophobic
using PFOTS with an identical protocol as for the silanization of the SU8 and the sil-
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icon oxide of the silicon master. The continuous phase consisted of a fluorinated oil
allowing for droplet shrinkage and cluster formation by solvent evaporation as it is per-
meable to water vapour. In this work two different oils, HFE-7500 and FC-40 (3M),
were evaluated as the continuous phase. They were supplemented with 1.5-2 wt sur-
factant Pico-Surf 1 (Dolomite). The dispersed phase consisted of a microgel suspension,
or a mixture of the two and curing agent.

B

A

Figure 3.13: Automated image processing was used in order to determine the diameters of several thousands of droplets
accurately. (A) Original image (770x297 μm). (B) Processed image with droplets to be analysed.

Generation frequency and droplet diameter were measured as a function of varying
either the oil phase pressure or the aqueous phase pressure while keeping the other
inlet constant at 400 mBar and 500 mBar, respectively. For the droplet size analysis,
an ImageJ 1.51n [115] script was developed which was able to correctly determine the
droplet size of several thousands of droplets per second flowing in the straight, wide
channel (Fig. 3.13). Typically, an image stack containing 500 frames acquired at 5 000
frames per second was used. Frame number 0, 50, 100,... 500 were selected for analysis
in order not to image the same droplet multiple times, generating 11 frames of unique
droplets. First, the background was subtracted by a rolling ball function with a radius
equal to the radius of the droplets (7 pixels). Thereafter the images were thresholded
to create a binary image stack; a grey scale range of 20-255 was used to select individual
particles and to avoid overlap. In order to recreate the shape of droplets which had
been distorted the binary function Fill Holes was used. Non-circular objects were then
excluded by using the function Analyze Particles with the area range set to 0-∞ µm2

and the circularity range set to 0-0.9; the selected areas were removed by filling them
white. Next, objects too small to be droplets were excluded with the area range set to
0-35 µm2 and the circularity range set to 0-1.0. Selected areas were once again filled
white. Next, double Dilate operations were performed followed by Watershed. The
diameters of the remaining particles were measured by taking the mean of the major
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and minor axis of an ellipsoidal fit. In total, 10 653 droplets were measured.
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Figure 3.14: Droplet diameter and generation frequancy as a function of varying either (left) the oil phase pressure or
(right) the aqueous phase pressure while keeping the pressure of the other inlet constant at 500 mBar.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.14. At a constant water phase pressure the droplet dia-
meter decreases exponentially to around the size of the constriction (10 µm). This is
expected since a larger oil phase pressure decreases the time it takes to pinch off the
aqueous phase thread and create a droplet. The minimum droplet diameter is com-
parable to the constriction size due to the device operating in squeezing mode. The
generation frequency when the oil phase is varied is, of course, linked to the droplet
diameter. At low oil pressures the mean droplet diameter is very large, and as a con-
sequence the generation frequency is low. At the highest oil pressures, the generation
frequencies are low due to the high oil pressure decreasing the aqueous phase flow rate.
Consequently, the maximum generation frequency is reached at intermediate oil in-
let pressures, comparable to the water inlet pressure. When keeping the oil pressure
constant and varying the water phase inlet pressure we see an increase in the droplet
diameter with increasing pressure of the aqueous phase. This is expected as a larger
water pressure allows for generating larger droplets before being pinched off by the oil
phase. Also, the generation frequency seems to have a similar tendency as for the pre-
vious study with varying water phase pressure. Low aqueous phase pressure results in
low generation frequency. Here the higher oil pressure hinders the water from entering
the constriction. At very large aqueous phase pressure relative to the oil phase the time
to pinch off the aqueous thread is extended significantly.

The device performance was subsequently tested using microgel dispersions as the dis-
persed phase. W/O droplets containing microgels (0.002 wt PNIPAM-co-MA and
0.0021 wt PNIPMAM-co-MA were successfully generated with the flow focusing
droplet device. Within the driving pressure range used in this study (700-1000 mBar)
the device was consistently operating in the squeezing mode, as expected. This allows
for a high generation frequency of relatively small droplets with high monodispersity.
In order to quantify the droplet diameter 2835 droplets were measured by using the
particle detection algorithm discussed previously. The applied pressures were Po = 922
mBar and Pw = 956 mBar for the oil and water pressure, respectively. A Gaussian fit (R2
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Figure 3.15: Characterization of droplet device performance: (A) (B) Droplet size distribution together with a Gaussian
fit (red line; n=10 653, R²=0.99).

= 0.992) gives a droplet diameter of 10.24 ± 0.23 µm, which translates into a coefficient
of variation, CV ≡ σ/µ = 2.2, signifying a low polydispersity (Fig. 3.15).

3.4 Microgel encapsulation

In the droplet generation process presented above, dispersed particles such as cells and
microbeads can be encapsulated in the droplets. Typically, the number of particles
encapsulated in each droplet is expected to follow a Poisson distribution, which is given
by
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P(X = k) =
λke−λ

k!
, (3.5)

where k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., is the number of aprticles per droplet, λ > 0 is the average
number of particles per droplet, and P(X = k) is the probability of droplets containing
k particles. For example if λ = 1 only 37 of the droplets will contain a single particle
while the rest of the droplets will be empty (37) or contain multiple particles (26).

A 0.00270 wt PNIPAM-GMA suspension was then used as the aqueous phase in
droplet generation experiments, where the goal was to investigate the distribution of
the number of microgels per water droplet. The relatively large droplet size (∼10 µm)
in comparison to the small size of the microgels (0.8 µm) allows us to approximate the
encapsulation of these particles as being independent events. This, together with the
low variation in the droplet volume means that the number of microgels per droplet can
be assumed to follow a Poisson distribution (according to (Eq. 3.5). [116, 117] However,
this is not fully consistent with the actual experimental situation. This is related to the
fact that experimentally the number of microgels per droplet could only be quantified
(counted) after droplet shrinking (i.e. in the cluster state). This is due to the fact
that individual microgels very rapidly diffuse in and out of the field of view in the
large droplets and therefore cannot be counted properly. Empty droplets (containing
zero microgels), however, eventually disappear from the microscope images as a result
of water evaporation, and the resulting clusters containing zero microgels obviously
cannot be counted. Consequently, the experimentally determined distribution of the
number of microgels per cluster is expected to follow a zero-truncated Poisson (ZTP)
distribution with a probability mass function (PMF) given by:

P(X = k|X > 0) =
λk

(eλ − 1)k!
(3.6)

where k = 1, 2, 3, ..., is the number of microgels per droplet and λ > 0 is the average
number of microgels per droplet before shrinking. After shrinking the expected value
E[X] is instead given by

E[X] = λ
1

(1− f(k = 0;λ)
=

λ

1− e−λ
(3.7)

with f(k;λ) denoting a standard Poisson distribution.

Following complete droplet shrinking, a total of 408 of the resulting clusters in oil
were visually inspected and the microgels in each cluster were counted (Fig. 3.16). An
arithmetic mean of 4.17 microgels per cluster was obtained. The distribution (number
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of microgels per cluster) was fitted with the ZTP (Eq. 3.6) giving λcluster = 4.044.
Insertion of this value into Eq. 3.7 gave E[X]cluster = 4.12. The discrepancy of the two
means (4.17 and 4.12) is low due to the fact that the number of empty droplets is low,
1.8. The fraction of empty droplets was calculated by applying the Poisson recurrence
formula:

P(X = x+ 1) =
λ

x+ 1
P(X = x) (3.8)

to access P(X=0).
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Figure 3.16: Histogram showing the experimentally determined distribution of microgels per cluster (in oil) together with
a ZTP fit (red line).

In order to test if our data follows the ZTP distribution we used the chi-square goodness
of fit test with a null hypothesis H0 that the data follows this distribution. The chi
square test is then:

χ2
k−2 =

∑
k

(f0 − fe)2

fe
= 2.38 (3.9)

where fo is the observed frequency, fe the expected frequency under ZTP, k the number
of possible outcomes (microgels per droplets) with an expected frequency larger than
1 (in these measurements the value was k = 10). With a 0.05 level of significance and
a k − 2 = 8 degrees of freedom we get a percentage point of 15.51 for the chi-square
distribution. Since χ2 = 2.38 < 15.51 the decision is to not reject H0. Our measured
data is thus in agreement with a cluster distribution given by the ZPT distribution.

Fig. 3.16 shows that our fabrication approach offers a simple way of obtaining a library
of colloidal molecules with a narrow distribution in a single step. Depending on the
final application of the colloidal molecules, the number of microgels per cluster (while
governed by the Poisson distribution) can easily be tuned by adjusting the encapsulated
volume (the droplet size) or the initial concentration of the microgel suspension.
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3.5 Droplet shrinking

A B

Figure 3.17: (A)Droplet size at channle position 6 cm, 9 cm, 12 cm from the generation nozzle with time in the meadering
device. (B)Droplet flow speed at channle position 6 cm, 9 cm, 12 cm from the generation nozzle with time
in the meadering device.

Cluster formation is induced by shrinking the microgel-containing w/o emulsion droplets
through water evaporation. The shrinking process is driven by Laplace pressure acting
on the droplets, together with the solubility of water in the continuous phase (fluor-
inated oil) and the water permeability of the PDMS device. The droplet shrinking
process was carried out and monitored on-chip for the long, meandering device, and
off-chip for the short, straight droplet device. For the long device, the droplet diameter
is presented as a function of the position in the channel (Fig. 3.18A). As evident from
the kink in the shrinking curve, at ∼20 cm into the meandering channels, the droplets
are close to their minimum size. However, beyond this point the shrinking somewhat
continues, but at a much lower rate enabled by the rearrangement of the microgels in-
side the droplets. Eventually, the final cluster size is determined by the balance between
the microgels’ finite ability to interpenetrate, deform and compress as a result of their
core-shell structure [118–120] and the Laplace pressure of the droplets. It should be
noted that the flow velocity (Fig. 3.17B) increases along the channel length due to the
evaporative removal of solvent, the size of droplet decreases (Fig. 3.17A) and further,
that the position of a particle is affected by Taylor dispersion resulting in a non-linear
relationship between the position and residence time.

Droplets generated in the short, straight device were instead shrunken off-chip (Fig. 3.18B).
First, in total 6 mL of emulsion were generated over 24 hours, after which 2 mL were
transferred from the collection tube connected to the outlet reservoir of the device into
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Figure 3.18: Droplet shrinking through water evaporation. (A) With the long, meandering droplet generation device,
droplet shrinking was monitored on-chip. x = 0 denotes the point where the main channel is split into the
six meandering channels. Error bars are typically smaller than the symbol size. Red lines represent linear fits.
Scale bars are 50 μm in micrographs I-III and 2 μm in IV. (B) For the short, straight droplet generation device,
shrinking was performed and monitored off-chip. t = 0 denotes the time point at which the emulsion was
transferred to a vial for water evaporation under stirring. Red lines represent linear fits.

a glass vial; we define t = 0 as the point of transfer. During droplet shrinking in the vial
the emulsion was continuously stirred and oil was sporadically added to compensate for
losses due to evaporation. Due to the long droplet generation time, the droplets have
already shrunken to some extent before transfer off-chip - droplets generated early on
more so compared to droplets generated at a later stage. This results in an initially smal-
ler droplet size and an initially broader droplet size distribution (larger error bars) for
the short device compared to the meandering one. Droplet shrinking off-chip shows
a similar behaviour as on-chip shrinking, with an initial rapid decrease in droplet size
followed by a second phase characterised by a significantly lower shrinking rate. Also in
this case, this is believed to be a consequence of microgel reorganisation which enables
further water evaporation.
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By approximating the evaporation rate as being proportional to the surface area of the
droplets we arrive at a droplet radius that decreases linearly with time according to

dV
dt

= −kA ↔ dR
dt

= −k (3.10)

with V, A, R and k being the volume, area, radius and a positive constant, respectively.

As described, the benefit of the longer meandering device is to study the cluster form-
ation process. However, due to its length the droplet generation frequency at a spe-
cific pressure is expected to be lower than for the short device. Consequently, when
a high number of clusters are needed for further characterisation and manipulation,
the shorter droplet device is preferred. To acquire a large number of clusters, the gen-
eration was allowed to proceed for an extensive amount of time, up to 24 hours. At
a generation frequency of around 10 000 s−1 this translates into around 109 droplets,
which by parallelisation potentially could be increased 1-2 orders of magnitude.

A B
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FD

1 μm

Figure 3.19: Zoomed-in CLSM micrographs of dense microgel clusters in oil, after complete evaporation of water from
microgel-containing water droplets. PNIPAM-GMA and PNIPMAM-GMA microgels are labelled red and green,
respectively.

3.6 Crosslinking, phase transfer and harvest of colloidal molecules

CLSM was used to determine when the droplets had reached an equilibrium size as
a result of evaporation. Examples of colloidal molecule-like microgel clusters in oil,
formed as a result of water droplet shrinking, are shown in Fig. 3.19. Since the oil is
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a bad solvent for the microgels the clusters are very dense. This makes it somewhat
difficult to distinguish individual microgels within a given cluster.

Figure 3.20: (A) CLSM micrograph showing an overview of a sample of crosslinked microgel clusters upon transfer from oil
into water. (B) Zoomed-in micrographs showing examples of crosslinked microgel clusters in water, consisting
of 2, 3 and 4 microgels, respectively.

At this stage the resulting clusters in oil were photo-crosslinked using UV-light in com-
bination with HMPP, a photoinitiator that has previously been shown to effectively
induce crosslinking of other GMA-functionalised microgels. [121] For crosslinking of
the compact clusters, we used 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (HMPP, Sigma) as
the photoinitiator for photocrosslinking. Due to the low solubility of HMPP in water,
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HMPP solutions were prepared by vortexing 500 µL of HMPP in 49.5 mL of water
(giving a nominal concentration of 1 wt) containing the microgels for 10 minutes.
After 5 minutes of rest to allow for sedimentation of excess HMPP, the top part of
the mixture was extracted and used for droplet generation. After shrinking, the cluster
suspension was extracted into a 10 mL glass vial which was depleted from air by pur-
ging with nitrogen. The cluster suspension was exposed to a handheld UV-lamp (UVP
UVGL-15, 254 nm, 4 W) for 30 minutes to crosslink the microgel clusters.

Following crosslinking, the microgel clusters were transferred from oil into water by a
series of washing steps to remove the oil and surfactants. This initially proved difficult,
with a relatively large fraction of the clusters retained in the oil phase. After multiple
tries with the perfluorinated oil FC-40 as continuous phase, this oil was substituted
for the semifluorinated oil HFE-7500. The greater solubility of HFE-7500 in organic
solvents lead to more efficient oil removal and a more successful phase transfer. Fur-
thermore, as water is more soluble in HFE-7500 compared to FC-40, droplet shrinking
was faster. The final oil-to-water transfer procedure builds on previous work by Abate
et al. [122] First, 1 mL of 20 wt perfluorooctanol (PFO) in oil is added to 500 µL of
cluster suspension. The PFO acts as a demulsifier, breaking the emulsion by coalescing
the dispersed aqueous phase while being vortexed for 1 min. Four rounds of washing
are subsequently needed in order to remove the oil and surfactants. First, 5 mL 1 wt
Span-80 in hexane is added and vortexed for 1 min before centrifuging (Sigma 6K-15)
at 3 000 rpm (1 830 g) for 15 min. Here, the top 6 mL is aspirated and discarded as the
hexane has lowered the oil density below that of water. In the second round, 1 mL of
pure hexane is added, and the sample is vortexed 1 min, then centrifuged (Biofuge pico)
at 10 000 rpm (9 500 g) for 5 min. The top 1 mL layer is aspirated and discarded. In
the third washing round, 1 mL 0.1 wt Triton X-100 in water is added, and the sample
is again vortexed for 1 min and centrifuged at 10 000 rpm (9 500 g) for 5 min. Also,
1 mL of the top layer is aspirated and discarded. The last round of washing is with 1 mL
Milli-Q water, again vortexed for 1 min, centrifuged at 10 000 rpm (9 500 g) for 5 min,
and 1 mL of the top layer is discarded. The result is 500 µL of dilute aqueous cluster
suspension.

Examples of resulting colloidal molecule-like clusters in water are shown in Fig. 3.20.
The clusters have adopted certain conformations in order to maximise the packing
efficiency during droplet shrinking. As discussed previously, depending on the final
application of thermoresponsive clusters, the number of microgels per cluster can be
altered by adjusting the droplet size (encapsulated volume) or the initial concentration
of the microgel suspension. For cases where it is desirable to obtain a certain cluster
size, strategies such as pre-focusing of the microgels [123] or post-generation sorting
[124] of the colloidal molecules can be employed.
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3.7 Interactions between colloidal molecules

Figure 3.21: The interactions between the colloidal molecule-like clusters can be manipulated with temperature. (A)
At temperatures below the VPTT of both microgels, both types of interaction sites possess a soft repulsive
potential and the clusters are non-attractive. (B) When the temperature is raised to above the VPTT of
the PNIPAM-GMA microgels, the clusters become effectively patchy as the PNIPAM interaction sites become
attractive. The two micrographs were recorded at 20 and 35 ◦C, respectively, in 1 mM HCl and 100 mM KCl.
Scale bars are 2 μm.

The temperature-responsive behaviour of the obtained bicomponent colloidal molecule-
like clusters was studied by CLSM. The clusters were imaged in 100 mM KCl and 1 mM
HCl, at 20 and 35 ◦C. At 20 ◦C, both types of microgel interaction sites possess a repuls-
ive interaction behaviour (Fig. 3.11), and individual colloidal molecules were observed
(Fig. 3.21A). In contrast, at 35 ◦C, many large aggregate structures were found in the
sample, due to the transition of the PNIPAM-GMA microgels from the repulsive to
the attractive regime (Fig. 3.21B). These observations confirm that the interaction be-
haviour observed for the individual microgels is inherited by the colloidal molecules,
and that the constituent microgels can effectively serve as interaction sites. In sum-
mary, using temperature as an external stimulus allows us to, in a facile way, control
the interactions in the patchy colloidal molecules system, with the possibility to, in a
selective manner, induce attractive patch-patch-type interactions between one type of
interaction site alone.
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3.8 Additional studies using different building blocks

Amine-functionalized microgels

Figure 3.22: (A) Reaction scheme for the crosslinking of PNIP(M)AM-co-AL microgels using the bifunctional crosslinker
GDA. (B-C) Thermoresponsive macrogels based on PNIP(M)AM-co-AL were obtained through addition of
GDA to dense microgel suspensions at room temperature.

Here, microgel building blocks were prepared according to a method described in
Chapter 2, where pNIP(M)AM and allylamine groups were co-polymerized to form of
amine-functionalized microgels. The primary amine groups were then used as “handles”
to effect microgel-microgel cross-linking through the use of the bifunctional cross-
linker glutaraldehyde (GDA) (Fig. 3.22A). It is important to note that glutaraldehyde
can also bridge amine groups within the same microgel particle, thus forming intra-
particle cross-links. In order to investigate whether or not the synthesized microgels
could be cross-linked, bulk cross-linking tests were performed. Microgel suspensions
were first concentrated by centrifugation and transferred to a glass vial after the removal
of the supernatants. Glutaraldehyde was then added on top of the pellets, and was al-
lowed to diffuse into the dense suspensions. Samples were left for a minimum of three
days to allow for complete cross-linking. The contents of the glass vial were then trans-
ferred to water to check if remaining intact (Fig. 3.22B). If not intact, it would imply
that cross-linking did not take place and individual microgels would diffuse apart. The
pellets were left in water for a period of at least one week to properly show that the mi-
crogels were inter-cross-linked. None of the pellets showed signs of dissolution, thus
proving that they are in fact cross-linked. The formed macrogels were subsequently
heated to above the VPTT of the individual microgels (50 ◦C), in order to demon-
strate the thermoresponsive behavior on a macroscopic scale (Fig. 3.22C). Since the
individual microgels collapse above the VPTT, and because they are cross-linked, the
macrogels are expected to shrink. When allowed to cool back to room temperature,
the microgels reswelled and the macrogels retained their original size.

This strategy was extended to the microfluidic device firstly by encapsulating LMAL1
microgels in W/O droplets (Fig. 3.23A). The droplets were collected and dried com-
pletely to dense packed clusters (Fig. 3.23B). The sample was heated at 60 ◦C, then
cooled down to the room temperature and kept for three days to complete the cross-
linking. Fig. 3.23C shows the microgel clusters after the redispersion to water. The
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Figure 3.23: CLSM micrographs showing (A)the encapsulation of PNIPAM-co-AL microgels with bifunctional crosslinker
GDA inside a droplet. (B)the forming microgel clusters in oil through the complete evaporation of oil. (C)
the microgel clusters transferred to water phase.

confocal micrographs implied that the cross-linking was partially successful, noted that
the image was captured in a dried water phase. Most of the clusters were linearly con-
nected with individual microgels, thus forming 2D-like structures and not the densely
packed 3D cluster morphologies as previously described. This might be due to the
spontaneous cross-linking in the procedure of shrinking, when the microgel particles
moving randomly in the droplets to bridge each other. Alternatively, it might be so that
the amine groups are consumed primarily in intraparticle cross-linking already before
cluster formation, thus strongly reducing the interparticle cross-links required to form
stable and compact colloidal molecule-like microgel clusters.

PNIPMAM-co-MA and PS/PNIPAM-co-MA microgels

The morphologies of colloidal clusters composed of pure PNIP(M)AM microgels were
difficult to characterise after the evaporation of water in W/O droplets. This was due to
the strong interpenetration of the soft microgels. In addition, the overlapping emitted
fluorescent signals made it even more difficult to distinguish individual particles. In or-
der to prevent the interpenetration between microgel particles and enhance the contrast
of individual particles within clusters, a new type of the core-shell microgel particles
(KR3SU1) was synthesized, with polystyrene as the hard core and the PNIPAM mi-
crogel as the soft shell that could again serve as the interaction sites for the formed
clusters. The same method as described previously was employed to create colloidal
molecules in droplet microfluidics. First, only the PS/PNIPAM core-shell microgel
particles were used to make colloidal clusters. The initial concentration of KR3SU1 was
around 0.003wt with photo initiator HMPP (1 v/v) loaded into the sample inlet of
the short droplet device. The droplet emulsion were collected and kept evaporating
for two days to form compact clusters. The resulting clusters are shown in Fig. 3.24A,
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Figure 3.24: CLSM micrographs showing (A) the completely driven formed microgel clusters in oil. (B)the microgel clusters
transferred into water phase.

where individual particles in clusters can be clearly seen. Fig. 3.24B shows the obtained
clusters after washing with PFO, hexane and water, the number of particles in clusters
are still clearly distinguished. However the fluorescent signal (MRB) of the clusters
is much weaker compared with the that of the clusters in the oil phase. This could
be caused by the dissolution of a fraction of the dye molecules in the organic solvent
during the washing process, or by the significant photobleaching when exposed to UV
light for cross-linking. The latter hypothesis was tested by exposing MRB solutions to
UV light for different exposure times, and then characterized with a fluorescence spec-
trophotometer. The results show that the exposure time has almost no effect on the
strength of the fluorescent signal, thus making the dissolution of a significant fraction
of the dye molecules the likely cause.

PNIP(M)AM-co-AL microgels

The imaging of colloidal molecules and the following interaction study requires that
individual PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgels in clusters can be well separated and
identified. However, the low concentration of colloidal molecules after redispersion
and the overlapping emitting light wavelength of the dyes make this difficult to achieve.
Therefore new types of microgels were designed: PNIPAM-bsed microgel (LMAAc26AL)
used as interaction site was dyed with fluorescein while the other one, PNIPMAM-
based microgel (LMAAc27AL) was undyed. First, PNIP(M)AM- co-AAc were syn-
thesised, both undyed. Through EDC coupling, allylamine and aminofluorescein was
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Figure 3.25: CLSM micrographs showing (A) the completely dried droplets containing microgels in oil phase. (B-D)the
microgel clusters transferred in water phase. The scale bar is 5 µm.

then attached to the PNIPAM microgels, and allylamine alone to the PNIPMAM ones.
The attachment of allylamine serves to functionalize the particles with vinyl groups that
can take part in free radical polymerization, as a means of cross-linking the colloidal
molecules in the end.

One thing should be noticed is that the LMAAc27AL microgels are negatively charged,
whereas the LMAAc26AL ones are positively charged. The LMAAc27AL microgels
carry negative charges due to the presence of charge initiator residuals and carboxylic
acid groups to which allylamine has not attached. To screen the electrostatic attraction,
5 mM HCl or 1.29 mM NaOH was added to the microgel mixture prior to loading to
the sample inlet.

The compact microgel clusters composed with these two kinds of microgels in oil are
shown in Fig. 3.25A. The resulting colloidal molecules appear to have a similar mor-
phology as those obtained from the core-shell microgel particles, i.e. seem less dense
and interpenetrated. We can only speculate about the reason for this, but believe that
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Figure 3.26: CLSM micrographs showing (A) (B) the volume-spanning aggregate networks formed after transferring mi-
crogel clusters containing LMAAc26AL and LMAAc27ALfrom oil to water. The scale bar is 5 µm.

this could be attributed to the higher concentration of cross-linker (5.05 molBIS
compared to the monomer) during the synthesis, which could make the microgels
become harder. The resulting clusters can be transferred and redispersed in water, and
Fig. 3.25B-D shows cropped images of the resulting small clusters. Unfortunately, many
large aggregates were found after the transfer to water, as shown in Fig. 3.26. Aggreg-
ation was much worse when compared to the PNIPAM-co-MA microgels, which are
both negatively charged, indicating the detrimental effects that the oppositely charged
building blocks have in this procedure. This results in a considerable loss of clusters
during transfer due to the aggregation, thus limiting the use of these new microgel
building blocks for this purpose.

Bowl-shaped core-shell microgels

Recently Mihut et al. [125] have demonstrated that microgel-based and oppositely
charged particles with complementary shapes (bowl-shaped and spherical) can be used
to implement the concept of interaction specificity into colloidal self-assembly. They
have achieved a temperature-tuneable lock-key binding mechanism through the syn-
thesis of particles with well-defined cavities, where smaller spherical particles can then
dock on through the action the electrostatic attraction. As the curvature of the cav-
ity of the bowl-shaped core-shell microgels and of the spherical microgels depends on
temperature, binding can be controlled through a combination of ionic strength and
temperature.

We thus attempted to use this as a starting point to create colloidal molecules with
strongly improved directional interactions and specificity, and implement a microfluidic-
based assembly strategy to create clusters that contain a well-defined number of charged
colloidal cavities such that they mimic colloidal molecules with a small number of
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Figure 3.27: Cartoon showing the bowl-shaped ’cap’ particle and the core spherical particle that are both negatively
charged. Clusters that contain a well-defined number of charged colloidal cavities are formed by the evap-
oration of water in W/O droplets. Oppositely charged spherical particles could be used to activate a bond
between the colloidal molecules.

specific binding sites (see cartoon in Fig. 3.27). We would then be able to use op-
positely charged spherical particles to activate a bond between the colloidal molecules
(Fig. 3.27). In order to achieve fully reversible bonds with individually tuneable bind-
ing strength, we could use different bowl-shaped core-shell particles with responsive
microgel-based shells to functionalise both the cavities as well as the linker particles with
a swellable shell. The responsive nature of the soft repulsive shell would then provide
us with complete control over the strength of the electrostatic interaction between cav-
ities and linkers. Through appropriate combinations of different sizes and shells with
different swelling transition temperatures, we would then be able to create an exciting
toolbox of colloidal molecules and recognition sites.

The synthesis and characterisation of bowl-shaped or ’cap’ particles (KSC3) is described
in detail in Chapter 2. The strategy here is to form colloidal clusters or colloidal mo-
lecules using bowl-shaped particles as the interaction sites. This however requires the
correct orientation of the particle cavity to the exterior of the cluster, thus offering an
interaction site where the spherical linker particles can then dock on and form a bond
with a neighbouring cavity from another cluster. In a first attempt we investigated
the formation of such clusters using the same droplet-based microfluidics approach,
where bowl-shaped particle containing W/O droplets are formed as a template, and
subsequently form compact clusters through the evaporation of the water. After the
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Figure 3.28: (A) The morphologies of cap particle clusters with n = 2; (B) The morphologies of cap particle clusters with
n = 3; (C)The morphologies of cap particle clusters with n = 4; (D)The morphologies of cap particle clusters
with n > 4.

complete shrinking of the droplets, confocal microscopy was used to capture the formed
clusters in oil. Fig. 3.28A-D shows the resulting clusters, and it becomes immediately
evident that the bowl-shaped particles have a random orientation within the shrunken
droplets, similar to the structures previously found in studies of the phase behaviour of
dense suspensions of colloidal bowls. [126] While some clusters indeed have particles
with their cavities oriented towards the outside of the cluster, the formed assemblies do
clearly not resemble the type of colloidal molecules with well-oriented specific binding
sites that we were aiming for.

In a next step we tried to use the strong curvature-dependence of the electrostatic in-
teraction between charged spheres and bowls [125] to orient the particles already in the
early stages of the emulsion droplet drying process. For this purpose we encapsulated
a mixture of like-charged microgel spheres and bowls in the W/O emulsion droplets
at low ionic strength. Table 3.1 shows the properties of spherical particles which were
used in this initial study. The ionic strength used was 0.1mM, and the concentration
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Table 3.1: Summary of the spherical particles used as the core particle to form clusters

Batch ID RH @ ◦C (nm) Type Co-monomer Polymer identity Dye

LMAAc  Microgel AAc PNIPAM MRB
LMAAc  Microgel AAc PNIPMAM FITC

TdWAAcR  Microgel AAc PNIPAM MRB
MT  Microgel / PNIPAM MRB

PSU  Polystyrene / PS /
PSG  Polystyrene / PS PM

KUSR  Core-shell PNIPAM PS-PNIPAM MRB
LMAAc  Core-shell PNIPAM PS-PNIPAM MRB

A B

Figure 3.29: Confocal micrographs of the clusters containing bowl-shaped particles and spherical LMAAc-8 microgels
formed by evaporation of water in droplets.

was adjusted such that each droplet should contain on average 4 bowl-shaped particles
and one spherical particle. The repulsive electrostatic interaction between like-charged
bowls and spheres is strongly curvature dependent, and reaches a maximum for a pair
where the sphere faces a cavity with the matching curvature, and a minimum for a
sphere facing the opposite site of the bowl. Therefore we expect that electrostatic inter-
actions should drive the orientation of the sphere and bowls during the drying process,
with a preferred overall structure where the sphere is located in the center of the cluster,
and the bowls have their cavities oriented towards the outside of the cluster. We have
tested a number of bowl-sphere combinations with different curvature, and see that
for LMAAc-8 (where the sphere radius is close to the radius of the cavity of the bowl-
shaped particles) we indeed find a large probability for correctly ordered caps as shown
in Fig. 3.29. While there remain a number of issues such as a successful crosslinking
step to fix the orientation of the caps in the clusters after transfer to water that need to
be overcome, these preliminary results indicate that this approach could indeed yield
vastly improved colloidal molecules with externally controllable specificity, direction-
ality and binding probability.
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4 Conclusions

The strive for using self-assembly to fabricate materials with improved or novel prop-
erties has led to a rapid development of colloidal building blocks with increasing com-
plexity. In particular the synthesis of patchy or molecule-like particles has been ex-
plored by various researchers. This is for example driven by the need of obtaining
low-density crystal structures in order to obtain photonic materials with a complete
band gap, which is very difficult to achieve with spherical particles interacting via a
centrosymmetric potential only. While a number of successful strategies for making
colloidal molecules have been presented in the past, their ability to form the required
low-density single-crystal structures with a large size and free of defects has been lim-
ited. This is primarily due to lack of tunability and external control of the interactions,
which makes it very difficult to grow large crystals with the necessary degree of perfec-
tion, as the particles aggregate in a rather uncontrolled way and the systems frequently
become trapped in an arrested glassy or amorphous state. The lack of control of the
interactions then also makes it difficult to use annealing processes that can be success-
fully used in molecular systems. We believe that the use of colloidal molecules formed
by temperature-responsive particles could offer a promising route for making such ma-
terials.

Our results demonstrate that we can fabricate bicomponent, or patchy, colloidal mo-
lecules based on the spontaneous evaporation of water from W/O emulsion droplets
containing PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgels. Droplet-based microfluidics offers
precise control over the droplet size and thereby over the number of temperature-
responsive interaction sites, or patches, per colloidal molecule. The inherent response
of the microgels to changes in temperature, pH and ionic strength gives us the ability to
tune the interactions between different patches via these parameters. While the current
study has shown the feasibility of such an approach, future work will have to address the
quantitative investigation of the resulting directional interactions, the phase behaviour
and the self-assembly of mixtures of colloidal clusters as a function of concentration
and temperature. While the currently used microgels are of limited use for making for
example photonic materials due to their low optical density, there exist a number of
pathways to create core-shell architectures that combine inorganic, metallic or mag-
netic particle cores with a temperature-responsive microgel shell [127–131] required for
the crosslinking step and the exquisite external control over the patchy interactions
demonstrated in this work. We believe that the use of such hybrid particles combined
with the application of droplet-based microfluidics fabrication methods provides us
with an exciting opportunity for the creation of novel and responsive materials.
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Chapter 4

Sorting of colloidal molecules using
Deterministic Lateral Displacement
(DLD)

1 Introduction

Most assembly strategies used to create colloidal molecules will not result in completely
monodisperse dispersions. Therefore, we will need in addition a strategy to separate spe-
cific structures from other clusters or not as individual particles that my also be present.
This is illustrated in this chapter, where we introduce microfluidic deterministic lateral
displacement (DLD) technology as a suitable method, and apply it to two new methods
developed to create colloidal molecules that are assembled from PNIPAM-based mi-
crogels. In the first approach, colloidal molecules are prepared from a binary mixture
of oppositely charged microgels - one smaller and cationic (labeled A), and one lar-
ger and anionic (labeled B) - into small, narrowly size-distributed colloidal molecule-
like ABn-type clusters with a core-satellite structure (Fig. 4.1A), where the valency n
can be controlled via the B:A size ratio. With satellites (B) in large excess with re-
spect to cores (A) in order to suppress random aggregation, and at high ionic strength
where the electrostatic attraction is screened, assembly is initiated through dialysis that
serves to turn on the attraction. In the second one, a microgel-Pickering emulsion
route was employed to the generation of colloidal molecules with microgel interac-
tion sites. [132] This method utilises the surface activity of microgels [133–138] to drive
their assembly through anchoring to monodisperse poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) oil
emulsion droplets, synthesised by ammonia-catalysed hydrolysis and condensation of
dimethyldiethoxysilane (DMDES) [139] in the presence of an excess of microgels. In
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Figure 4.1: (A) Electrostatically driven assembly of microgels into temperature-responsive colloidal molecules with a core-
satellite morphology. Assembly starts from a binary mixture of oppositely charged microgels at high ionic
strength and is induced by dialysis that serves to decrease the ionic strength and to turn on the electrostatic
attraction. Following DLD isolation of the colloidal molecules through removal of excess satellites, their in-
teractions (as well as size and volume fraction) can be tuned via temperature from soft repulsive (T<VPTT)
to attractive (T>VPTT). (B) Synthesis of PDMS oil droplets in the presence of PNIPAM microgels yields col-
loidal molecules with a small number of discrete interaction sited following dialysis that quenches further oil
droplet growth. Mediated by the PNIPAM interaction sites, the interactions between the colloidal molecules
can be tuned from soft repulsive (T<VPTT) to attractive (T>VPTT) through an increase in temperature across
the microgels’ VPTT.

order to promote the formation of low-valency colloidal molecules with well-defined
interaction sites, highly charged microgels that are comparable in size to the oil droplets
are chosen to play the roles of the interaction sites. At a desired stage, when the assem-
blies have reached a desired size/valency, further growth is suppressed by employing an
efficient dialysis step that serves to reduce the concentration of DMDES monomer and
ammonia catalyst (Fig. 4.1B).

Following assembly, both methods result in quite monodisperse colloidal molecules
with a given functionality or valence, however, they both have the disadvantage of
resulting in a mixture of these colloidal molecules with a large amount of individual
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microgels. In order to purify and extract the colloidal molecules for further use, mi-
crofluidic deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) technology is used as an efficient
tool to isolate colloidal molecules through removal of excess satellites. Higher through-
put and resolution in separation has been achieved by DLD devices compared to other
common size-based sorting methods such as size exclusion and hydrodynamic chroma-
tography. [140–145] The sorting process relies on interactions of particles suspended
in a fluid with a symmetric array of perpendicular posts under laminar flow condi-
tions. Here, a number of array parameters, such as the post-post distance and the
angle between the array of posts and the flow direction, determine the so-called critical
diameter Dc. From the point of entry into the device, particles smaller in size than
Dc follow a zigzagged but ultimately straight course as they do not interact with the
perpendicular posts but follow the overall flow direction. Particles larger than Dc, on
the other hand, are laterally displaced to the next streamline when negotiating a post.
In this way, particles smaller and larger than Dc are separated along the length of the
device and are finally collected in different outlet reservoirs on exiting the device.

Finally, the temperature-dependent interaction behaviour of the isolated colloidal mo-
lecules is demonstrated using confocal microscopy. Their temperature response with
respect to interactions, size and volume fraction, together with their softness and de-
fect tolerance, make these colloidal molecules highly promising building blocks for
self-assembly, relieving some of the issues typically associated with assembly of hard
sphere-type colloidal molecules. These soft, temperature-responsive colloidal molecules
constitute highly promising building blocks for the preparation of new materials with
emergent properties, and their optical wavelength-size makes them especially interest-
ing for optical applications.

2 Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD)

2.1 DLD basics

DLD theory

Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) is a microfluidic method first introduced in
2004 by Huang et al., [146] which is capable of sorting particle size up to ∼10 nm. A
DLD device consists of a large array of micro-posts shifted laterally in each subsequent
row. When particles suspended in a fluid flow into the array in the device, they interact
with the fixed posts which sterically force large particles to cross streamlines. However,
smaller particles are move with flow and stay in the same flowing lane. Different sized
particles follow different streamlines and in the end the particles are separated in space
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by this way. Not only their size but also other characteristics include their shape, soft-
ness and dielectric constants could be empolyed as controlled parameters to separate.
In addition, difference in the device geometry, such as the post shapes [] and their dis-
tances [] can create different streamlines, which could also affect the particle separation.
The DLD separation is a continuous and passive way to separate particles, relying only
on the pressure driven flow. However, there are other attemps explored by applied
exteral forces like acoustic waves, [147], electric field, [148, 149] , and magnetic fields.
[150].
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Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the basic principle of the DLD separation: particles are forced to into different traject-
ories according to their size. Particles with smaller diameter than Dc (green particle) travel in the flow direction.
But particles with larger diameter than Dc (red particle) move accross their streamlines to the adjacent one.
Dc is twice the width of the first streamline and generally depends on the row shift fraction, ε, and the gap
width, G.The figure is redrawn from the ref. [140]

Fig. 4.2 shows the basic principle of the DLD separation. A DLD device is constructed
with arrays of micro-sized posts. These posts are structured in rows with a center-
to-center distance λ between two subsequent posts. Every second row in the array is
shifted by a distance Δλ. The periodicity of the array, N, is defined as:

N =
λ

Δλ
(4.1)

In Fig. 4.2, the array repeats itself after three rows. The row shift fraction ε is the inverse
of N :
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ε =
1

N
(4.2)

The gap width (G) is the difference of λ and the post diameter (P).

In Fig.4.2, when a fluid flows past arrays of micro-posts, it splits into 3 individual
streamlines with different velocities, each containing the same amount of fluid flux.
Therefore the width of sub-flow streamline changes. The lines that separate the different
streams are known as stall lines. The stall lines shift periodically, which means that the
stall line would return to their initial positions after the periodicity. In Fig. 4.2, N = 3,
take the flow lane with index 1 as an exaple. After a period, the first streamline crosses
serveral rows of posts and return to the initial position.

Particles with different sizes in the fluid are forced to go different paths in the array.
The width of the first streamline (β) determines the specific trajectories of particles. the
width is equivalent to the critical radius of the devic. The critical diameter (Dc) is then
twice the width of the first streamline and can be written as:

Dc = 2β (4.3)

If the diameter of a spherical particle is smaller than Dc , it will go“zig-zag”motion
and straight to the end of the array. On the contrary a larger particle will be displaced
into the adjacent streamline and consequently flow at an angle with respect to the flow
direction and is defined by:

θ = arctan(1/N) = arctan(ε) (4.4)

where θ is the migration angle of the device and depends on the array periodicity N.

An empirical expression estimation proposed by Davis [151] is often used to estimate
determine the critical diameter, assuming that the particles are rigid spheres:

Dc = 1.4Gε0.48 (4.5)
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2.2 Device design

Main array

Depending on separation purposes, the body of the DLD can consist of one array with
an individual critical size or several arrays with a range of critical sizes. Single arrays
are limited in usage because they only differentiate between two particle populations:
particles with smaller and larger effective sizes than the critical size of the array.

On the other hand, multiple separation modes are achieved in a multiple array device,
a chirped device or a cascade array. These devices are categorized depending on the
parameters that vary in successive arrays (row fraction, gap size or both). In a chirped
array, the row shift fraction (ε) changes in successive arrays, while the gap size (G)
usually remains constant. To prevent device clogging, G is usually designed to be more
than twice the largest critical size. Separation occurs from the smallest particles at the
beginning of the device to the largest ones as the flow goes to the end. Thus, the critical
size increases from top through the bottom of the device. However, it is possible to
design a reversed chirped array to sort larger particles at the beginning of the device.

In this thesis work, the initial goal was to choose a chirped array to sort out a library
of colloidal molecules that were formed in Chapter 3. However, the inefficient phase
transferring of colloidal clusters from oil strongly hampered the progress of the initial
project. Emphasis was thus given to the development of an efficient way to isolate col-
loidal molecules from free individual particles generated through alternative fabrication
processes.

Figure 4.3: Number of periods N and the resulting critical diameter Dc for different post diameters P (µm) in the DLD
device.
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When designing the device, the gap had to be kept relatively large with respect to the
particles (satellites and clusters) in order to minimise clogging and thereby enable longer
run times. Given that the diameter of an AB4 cluster is about 2 µm, we decided to use
a gap of 6 µm. One thing that should be noticed is that the size of clusters is estimated
from the hydrodynamic radius measured by DLS, the effective sizes of clusters are not
known and are suspected to be smaller than RH.

Table 4.1: Overview of parameters of DLD devices A and B

Device ID Dev A Dev B
Dc(µm) . .
G(µm)  
P(µm)  
λ(µm)  

Δλ(µm) . .
N  

Length N N
Sample Inlet ,  λ λ

Buffer Inlet λ λ
Zig-Zag Outlet,  λ λ

Displacement Outlet λ λ

Another important factor to consider in device design is related to the manufacturing
grid used during UVL mask fabrication. Our supplier (Deltamask B.V. The Nether-
lands) uses a grid size of 0.2 µm, which is the positioning accuracy of a feature on
the mask. This means that the posts can only be shifted by multiples of this number.
With this in mind, the post diameter P was varied from 16 to 22 µm while extracting
the number of periods of the array and the resulting critical size (Fig. 4.3). In order
to simplify design, an integer period was desired. In the end, two different devices A
and B with different Δλ and thus different critical diameters were fabricated, with Dc
= 1.18 µm for device A and Dc = 1.64 µm for device B. The overview of the parameters
is listed in Table 4.1. The device B will give much higher throughput considering its
larger width and displacement area if the critical size is smaller than the effective size
of colloidal molecules.

With the size constraint of a glass slide, the array could be repeated 35 times for Dev
A and 70 times for Dev B. This gave a length of 50 mm, leaving sufficient space for
inlets and outlets. In order to increase the throughput a mirrored design was chosen
(Fig. 4.4). Sample inlets were positioned at the sides of the array, and the water inlet in
the centre. With this design, the AB4 clusters are expected to be focused in the centre
of the array through lateral displacement, exiting into their dedicated outlet, while the
smaller satellite microgels follow the overall direction of the fluid and exit the device
into the side outlets.

In the device A, the width of the sample inlets are is = 2 ·29λ while the water inlets are
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Figure 4.4: Schematic drawings of the DLD device A and B. Each device has a mirrored design to allow for greater sample
throughput.

iw = 2 · 21λ, giving a total width of 100λ (2.4 mm). The width of the cluster outlets
are oc = 2 · 15λ while the satellite outlets are os = 2 · 35λ. This means that a particle
has to be displaced at least 6λ in order to end up in the cluster outlet. At the same time,
a particle that is injected at the wall of the device needs to travel 35λ in order to end up
in the cluster outlet. The array in the device consists of 35 repeated periods, where each
period has a length of 60λ (1.44 mm). Each period laterally displaces particles larger
than Dc a distance 1λ. Consequently, particles larger than Dc, the AB4-clusters in this
case, can reach the cluster outlet no matter where they are injected into the device.
At the same time, particles smaller than Dc, the excess satellite microgels in this case,
need to travel laterally at least 6λ in order to reach the cluster outlet. Considering 1D
diffusion, this distance would on average take 18 hours for a particle with a radius of
500 nm. We therefore expect to be able to extract the vast majority of the clusters while
maintaining the sorted fraction free from the smaller satellite particles.

In the device B, the width of the sample inlets are is = 2 ·58λ while the water inlets are
iw = 2 · 39λ, giving a total width of 194λ (4.7 mm). The width of the cluster outlets
are oc = 2·29λ while the satellite outlets are os = 2·68λ. This means that a particle has
to be displaced at least 10λ in order to end up in the cluster outlet. At the same time,
a particle that is injected at the wall of the device needs to travel 68λ in order to end
up in the cluster outlet. The array in the device consists of 35 repeated periods, where
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Table 4.2: Overview of parameters of Devices: Dev 1, Dev 2 and Dev 3.

Device ID Dev  Dev  Dev 
Dc(µm) . . .
G(µm)  . 
P(µm)   
λ(µm)  . 

Δλ(µm) . . .
N   

Length N N N
Sample Inlet λ λ λ
Buffer Inlet λ λ λ

Zig-Zag Outlet λ λ λ
Displacement Outlet λ λ λ

each period has a length of 70λ. Each period laterally displaces particles larger than Dc
a distance 1λ. Consequently, particles larger than Dc, the AB4-clusters in this case, can
reach the cluster outlet no matter where they are injected into the device. At the same
time, particles smaller than Dc, the excess satellite microgels in this case, need to travel
laterally at least 6λ in order to reach the cluster outlet. Considering 1D diffusion, this
distance would on average take 18 hours for a particle with a radius of 500 nm. We
therefore expect to be able to extract the vast majority of the clusters while maintaining
the sorted fraction free from the smaller satellite particles.

To increase the separation resolution of the DLD device, we also designed another 3
devices with smaller critical sizes: 0.68 µm, 1.01 µm and 0.95 µm, respectively. Table 4.2
summarizes the parameters of device Dev 1, Dev 2 and Dev 3. The fabricated depth of
all the devices was 13.6 µm.

Fig. 4.5 shows the design of the three devices and the SEM micrographs of entrance
area in the device Dev 1.

Edge correction

As mentioned previouly that in a DLD device, every second row is shifted by a small
distance compared to the last row. If the device edges are designen straight, the widths
of the first and last gap would differ a lot and the flow pattern would be distorted.
The streamlines of the laminar flow are disturbed and the separation would not be
as efficient.This edge effects induced non-ideal flows in DLD are known as boundary
effects. The boundary actually changes the amount of the flow flux which goes to the
left upon encountering each post, thus affecting the critical size nearby. Assumed that
the fluid flux is proportional to the the squre of the gap, A method which allows for a
linear change in fluid flux from row to row was used in order to maintain symmetric
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Figure 4.5: Schematic drawings of the three devices DEV 1, Dev 2 and Dev 3, and SEM micrographs of the entrance area
of Dev 1.

flow through the device. With higher symmetry of the flow comes improved separation
efficiency. As described by Inglis et al.,[141] the gap size of the boundary on the zigzag
side of the array is given by:

g(n, zigzag) = g
√

n
N

(4.6)

g(n, displacement) = g
√
2− n

N
(4.7)
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where g(n, displacement) is the gap size of the doundary on the displacement side. G is 
the nominal gap width and n varies from 1 to N. Fig.4.6 shows the edge correction for 
both side walls.
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Figure 4.6: The edge correction for left and right boundaries. The optical micrographs shows the edge correction for
example the device Dev 1.

Inlets and outlets

To inject the liquid and to collect the separated fractions, the main array should be
connected to inlet and outlet reservoirs. This is done through channels which all have
the same fluidic resistance. This ensures entering and flowing parallel streams into the
device.

In order to ensure that the flow is split up symmetrically into the respective outlets at the
end of the device, computational fluid simulations were carried out using COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.3. By adjusting the widths of the centre outlets in small increments the
exact size resulting in a correct hydraulic resistance could be determined (Fig. 4.7).

Surface treatment and buffers

To prevent the adsorption of microgels to the walls or the PDMS posts and the clogging
of the devices, the device was flushed with 10 v/v PEG-silane in anhydrous acetone
immediately following plasma bonding and allow to react for 1 hour at room temper-
ature. The devices were then flushed with water, dried with air and then stored until
used. [152]. It was noticed that sometimes the residual PEG-silane droplets were left
in the channel, and thus required further cleaning with Isopropyl for tens of minutes.
Several other methods had also been tried to minimize the the adsorption of micro-
gels and clusters, such as adding 0.1 Pluronic F-127 to the water buffer and microgel
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Figure 4.7: (A) The velocity magnitude of fluid in outlet channel of the device B. (B) The velocity magnitude of fluid in
outlet channel of the device B after increasing the width of the outlet channel. All these narrow channels have
the same resistance.

suspension before performing any particle sorting, or introducing a solution of 0.2
PLL-g-PEG (poly[l-lysine])- graft-Polyethyleneglycol, SuSoS AG, Dübendorf, Switzer-
land) [153] in deionized water through the device for at least 20 minutes immediately
after the plasma bonding before rinsing with water for another 20 minutes. However,
neither of the methods were proved efficient in preventing the adsorption of microgels
to the device.
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3 Electrostatic adsorption of oppositely charged microgels

3.1 The microgel building blocks

In this work, soft, temperature-responsive microgels were chosen as building blocks for
the preparation of core-satellite, ABn-type colloidal molecules. Anionic, rhodamine-
labelled PNIPAM microgels (LMAAc19) of RH 474 nm (at 20 ◦C) were chosen to
serve as satellites (B), and will in the following be referred to as B474 (the synthesis
has been introduced in Chapter 2). PNIPAM microgels were preferred as satellites
over PNIPMAM-based ones due to the lower, more easily accessible VPTT (32 versus
45 ◦C). As cores (A), three oppositely charged (cationic) microgel particles were invest-
igated, and were picked based on their size. The three core microgels are in the fol-
lowing referred to as A115 (LE1), A220 (LE7) and A394 (LMAL3), respectively, where
115, 220 and 394 refer to their respective RH (at 20 ◦C). The A220 cores are based on
PNIPMAM whereas the other two are PNIPAM-based; the A394 cores are fluorescein-
labelled whereas the other two are non-fluorescent. All four microgels were obtained by
free radical precipitation polymerisation, [108–111] and are all moderately crosslinked
using BIS (3.1-4.8 mol). Negative charges where incorporated into B474 through
co-polymerisation with AAc, whereas positively charged AL was used as co-monomer
in the synthesis of A115, A220 and A394. Incorporation of the charged co-monomers
was confirmed by measurements of the microgels’ electrophoretic mobility µ in water
(Table 4.3).

From the measured RH values (see Chapter 2), the swelling ratio α - a measure of a
particle’s swelling capacity - can be calculated. α(T) is here defined as

α(T) =
Vswollen

Vcollapsed
=

[
RTH

R55◦CH

]3
(4.8)

where Vswollen and Vcollapsed are the particle volume at temperature T and in the fully col-
lapsed state (55 ◦C), respectively. α(20 ◦C) varies significantly among the four microgels
(Table 4.3) - from 4.4 for A115 to 11.0 for A394 - which may stem from a combination
of factors such as the identity, amount and efficiency of incorporation of monomer,
co-monomer and crosslinker, as well as various synthesis parameters. The variation in
α(20 ◦C) will not be discussed in more detail, as the aforementioned variables were not
systematically investigated in the present paper.

In addition to control over size and volume fraction, the use of microgels allows for
convenient tuning of the inter-particle interactions through a combination of salt that
governs the electrostatic repulsion, and temperature that governs the polymer-solvent
interactions and the inter-particle van der Waals attraction. Again, CLSM can be used
for direct visualisation of the temperature-response: in Fig. 4.8, reversible association
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Table 4.3: Overview of selected properties of the four microgel systems used in the thesis work

Microgel ID Polymer BIS Co-monomer µ × 10−8@◦C RH@◦C RH@◦C α ( ◦C) B474 : A@20◦C
[mol] [mol] [m2V−1s−1] [nm] [nm] [nm/nm]

B PNIPAM-co-AAc . . -.   . -
A PNIPAM-co-AL . . +.   . .
A PNIPMAM-co-AL . . +.   . .
A PNIPAM-co-AL . . +.   . .

Fig. Repulsive @ T<VPTT -> a5rac8ve @ T>VPTT for satellite colloids
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Figure 4.8: CLSM micrographs of the B474 microgels at 2.5 wt% in 5 mM HCl, at (A) 20 (T<VPTT), (B) 40 (T>VPTT) and
(C) 20 ◦C again, respectively. (A) and (C) are snapshots from videos recorded in bulk solution, whereas (B) is
a maximum intensity projection constructed from 22 xy frames collected over a z-distance of 5.29 μm.

of the B474 microgels was brought about by increasing the temperature to above the
VPTT (40 ◦C), under acidic conditions (5 mM HCl) to neutralise the charges of the
carboxylic acid groups and to screen the remaining electrostatic repulsion originating
from charged initiator residuals. It is worth noticing that 2.5 mM HCl was not suf-
ficient to suppress the electrostatic stabilisation. Association of the microgels leads to
the formation of a volume-spanning network structure, which completely dissociates
on returning to temperatures below the VPTT.

3.2 Preparation of colloidal molecule-like clusters

Using the oppositely charged satellite B474 and core A115, A220 and A394 microgels,
we took on an electrostatically driven assembly approach to prepare core-satellite, ABn-
type, colloidal molecule-like clusters (Fig. 4.1A). For mixing of the two species - cores
and satellites - two different methods were initially investigated. Common for the two
methods is the use of an excess of satellites compared to cores (≈ 12n B:A number ratio)
in order to ensure complete decoration of the cores by the satellites and to suppress
formation of unwanted aggregates of alternating satellites and cores. The fundamental
difference between the two mixing methods is the ionic strength at which the cores and
satellites are mixed. In the first method, the cores were added to the satellites under
deionised conditions where electrostatic attractions are present already from the start.
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Fig. Aggregates formed from controlled mixing
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Figure 4.9: xy CLSM micrographs showing examples of unwanted aggregates formed when A220 cores were added to
B474 satellites under deionised conditions. The B:A number ratio was ≈ 48. The core suspension (43.5 μl) was
slowly added (0.5 μl/min) to the satellite suspension by means of a syringe pump, under vigorous stirring. The
CLSM micrographs were recorded 4 hours after completed core addition. The (image acquisition) temperature
was 20 ◦C.

In order to suppress aggregate formation, the cores were added only very slowly and
at high stirring speed to ensure their rapid distribution among the satellites. In the
second method, the cores were instead added to the satellites at high ionic strength
(0.1 M KCl), and not until the resulting suspension had been well mixed and the cores
evenly distributed among the satellites, the electrostatic attraction was turned on by
dialysis. Whereas the two approaches yielded the same types of small clusters (which we
will come back to in the next paragraph), unwanted aggregates (Fig. 4.9) - sometimes
macroscopic - were common in the case of mixing under deionised conditions but
were very rare if mixed at high ionic strength. This illustrates the importance of a low
local concentration of cores, in combination with a large excess of satellites, in order
to suppress aggregate formation. Most likely, as the cores enter the satellite suspension
during deionised conditions, they are not distributed among the satellites fast enough,
despite slow addition and high stirring speed. In contrast, mixing at high ionic strength
allows for the cores to be evenly distributed among the satellites prior to assembly. In
that case, suppression of aggregate formation becomes only a matter of having a large
enough excess of satellites. The more successful method - mixing at high ionic strength
followed by dialysis - was used in all subsequent experiments.

Controlling the cluster valency

Having established a method for core-satellite mixing, the ability to control the valency
n of the resulting ABn clusters via the B:A size ratio was investigated. Here, the B:A size
ratio was varied through the core (A) size, using the A115, A220 and A394 microgels in
combination with the B474 satellites. The corresponding B:A size ratios are given in
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Table 4.3. As previously mentioned, n is (for hard particles) governed by geometrical
constraints and by the strength and range of the satellite-satellite repulsion. [57, 58]
However, as the soft nature of microgels allows for deformation, compression and in-
terpenetration, [118–120] we acknowledge also that the particle softness and the extent
of microgel-microgel overlap might influence n. Whereas the effect of microgel softness
is outside the scoop of the present paper, it is important to keep in mind that for the
same value of B:A, the use of soft and hard particles does not necessarily yield clusters
of the same n. Nevertheless, the B:A size ratio yielding a certain n with hard particles
may still serve as a guide. Thus, based on previous work on PS particles, [57] the A220
cores were selected in order to yield AB4-type, tetrahedral clusters in combination with
the B474 satellites.

Figure 4.10: CLSM micrographs of ABn-type clusters, in an excess of B474 satellites, at three different satellite:core size
ratios: (A) 4.12, (B) 2.15, and (C) 1.20. The micrographs are snapshots from videos recorded in bulk solution.
The schematic drawings show the most prevalent type of cluster in each case.

ABn clusters obtained with B474 in combination with A115, A220 and A394 were qual-
itatively assessed using CLSM. With the A115 cores, AB2-type clusters were obtained
(Fig. 4.10A) alongside a very small number of trigonal planar, AB3 ones. All of the AB2
clusters displayed a carbon dioxide-like, linear geometry, likely due to the electrostatic
repulsion between the like-charged B747 satellites as also explained elsewhere; [58] this
is analogous to the valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model proposed for
small molecules. The existence of a small numer of AB3 clusters can be explained by the
fact that the cores and satellites are not perfectly monodisperse and/or by the occurrence
of random core clusters prior to assembly.

On increasing the core size, clusters of higher n were obtained. As aimed for, methane-
like, AB4-type clusters of tetrahedral geometry (Fig. 4.10B) were by far the most pre-
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valent ones when the A220 cores were used. AB3 clusters were observed only very
rarely, whereas AB2 clusters were absent. As explained elsewhere, [57] the presence of
AB3 clusters can be attributed to unoccupied ‘parking spaces’ on the cores even at long
times.

A further increase in core size, realised using the A394 cores, resulted in sulfur hexafluoride-
like, octahedral AB6-type clusters (Fig. 4.10C). Some phosphorus pentafluoride-like,
trigonal bipyramidal AB5-type ones were also observed. The electrostatically adsorbed
B747 satellites are well separated on the central green cores, giving the assemblies a
patchy particle-like appearance.

For all of the A-B combinations investigated in the present paper, regular clusters were
obtained: linear dimers, tetrahedral tetramers and octahedral hexamers, respectively.
As argued elsewhere, [58] we attribute the symmetric distribution of satellites to the
electrostatic satellite-satellite repulsion that serves to maximise the satellite-satellite dis-
tances. For this maximisation to be possible, the satellites need to be able to rearrange
on the surface of the cores. We believe that such rearrangements are enabled, first of
all, by the absence of attractive van der Waals interactions between these highly water-
swollen microgels. This, together with the short-range, soft repulsion [28–30, 154] pre-
vent cores and satellites from the well-known instantaneous, irreversible sticking at
contact that is observed for particles interacting via purely attractive potentials.

To summarise, the above demonstration that the valency n can be conveniently tuned
via the B:A size ratio makes the electrostatic assembly method for ABn cluster produc-
tion highly versatile, as it can be used to generate assemblies ranging from the low-
valency clusters described above to high-valency, raspberry-like ones. Interestingly,
despite the soft nature of the microgels and their ability to interpenetrate, compress
and deform, [118–120] the relationship between B:A and n observed for hard particles
does not seem to be significantly altered. For the reminder of the present paper, the
target tetrahedral, AB4-type clusters that resulted from the assembly of B747 satellites
and A220 cores will be the focus.

3.3 Microfluidic DLD-based isolation of colloidal molecules

Removal of excess microgels from colloidal molecules was accomplished using DLD
technology. The microgel suspension (≈ 0.2wt, labeled with LM-A through the
text) was a mixture of ABn clusters (obtained with B474 in combination with A220)
and B474 microgels, the B:A number ratio was ≈ 48.

The (theoretical) Dc of the DLD devices used was small enough to suppress lateral dis-
placement of the excess microgels while still allowing for displacement of the colloidal
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Figure 4.11: Micrographs showing the microgel suspension (B474 mixture) flowing in the DLD channel: (A) an area close
to the outlet channel; (B) an area on the outlet channel.
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Figure 4.12: (top) Micrographs showing the microgel suspension (B474 mixture) flowing in the end of outlet channel of
device B. (bottom) Schematic illustration showing the displacement of the microgel clusters in device B.

molecules. DLD device B was used first to try to isolate the colloidal molecules since
it has a higher throughput. Fig. 4.11A shows the microgel suspension flowing in the
range close to the outlet reservoir and the displaced trajectories of microgel clusters.
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Figure 4.13: Micrographs showing the microgel cluster (AB4) (A) flowing into the central outlet reservoir of device B. (B)
were extracted to the cover glass for observation.

Fig. 4.11B shows the the AB4 clusters were displaced to the central outlet reservoir.

Fig. 4.12 shows the sorted results at the end of channel in Device B at a higher magnific-
ation. The applied pressures were set around 20 mBar, while the pressure on the middle
buffer inlet was 1-2 mBar higher than for the sides to make sure that no free microgels
flow to the central outlet (sorted) reservoir. The low pressures applied to record the flow
of microgel clusters and individual microgels clearly. On the right side of Fig. 4.12 we
observe a mixture of clusters and individual microgels (monomers) at a distance of 26λ
from the mirror line, and on the left and middle part of Fig. 4.12 we only find micro-
gel clusters. The bottom of Fig. 4.12 illustrates the range of central outlet from -29λ
to +29λ from the mirror line. This means that a part of individual microgels enter into
the sorted outlet reservoir and contaminate the target sample. By further increasing the
pressure on the middle buffer inlet, individual microgels will be forced to enter into the
side reservoir. In the actual sorting application, we used much higher applied pressures
of hundreds of mBar in order to reach a high throughput. However, we found that the
sorting throughput was not increased but instead much larger aggregates were collec-
ted in the outlet reservoir. One possible explanation is that the microgels’ effective size
becomes ssmaller at higher pressure due to their intrinsic softness. We then substituted
Device B with A that has a smaller critical size Dc = 1.18µm and ran the device at
higher pressures. Fig. 4.13A shows the sorted clusters entering into the outlet reservoir
by applying higher pressures on the inlets of Device A. The pressures applied on the
inlets were 105 mBar (side inlet), 110 mBar (buffer inlet) and 107 mBar (side inlet),
respectively. Highly purified microgel clusters were collected with a relatively higher
throughput. Fig. 4.13B shows the optical micrograph of the microgel clusters extracted
from the sorted outlet reservoir. This clearly demonstrates the ability of microfluidic
DLD technology can efficiently separate microgel clusters from monomers.
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Figure 4.14: (A)Schematic drawing of the‘fried egg-like’conformation adopted by microgels at the interface, (B) the
adsorption and clogging of microgels at the outlet channel in isolating electrostatic-attraction driven clusters,
(C) the adsorption and clogging of microgels at the outlet channel in isolating microgel-pickering droplets.

Unfortunately, however, despite extensive surface treatment, the microgels were ob-
served to stick to the walls and posts of the device - a problem that grew more and
more severe with increasing run time (Fig. 4.14). This sticking affects, first of all, the
effective post size and post spacing, which in turn influence Dc. Second, sticking even-
tually results in the formation of clogs that disrupt the fluid flow through the device.
Both of these factors serve to decrease the resolution of the sorting, and are the reasons
why a small number of free microgels ended up as contaminants in the colloidal mo-
lecule reservoir. Whereas alternative surface treatments need to be investigated in order
to relieve the sticking problem, the fact that we already obtain an almost pure colloidal
molecule sample points to the usefulness of this sorting approach for the separation of
excess microgels from the target colloidal molecules. CLSM micrographs of colloidal
molecules harvested following DLD sorting are shown in Fig. 4.15.

Temperature-dependent interactions between colloidal molecules

The ability to control the inter-particle interactions between the isolated AB4-type, col-
loidal molecule-like clusters was demonstrated by CLSM, by raising the temperature
across the VPTT (from 30 to 35 ◦C) under acidic conditions (5 mM HCl) in order to
sufficiently reduce the electrostatic cluster-cluster repulsion. Before the study, as the
sample obtained from DLD was very dilute, the concentration of clusters was increased
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Fig. A'er DLD isola0on (output and in CLSM)
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Figure 4.15: xyz maximum intensity projections, constructed from 15 xy frames collected over a z-distance of 2.94 μm and
recorded at 20 ◦C, showing isolated colloidal molecules of tetrahedral geometry adsorbed to the glass cover
slip.

by evaporation to approximately one third of the volume. Analogous to the observa-
tions made for the pure B474 satellite microgels (Fig. 4.8), increasing the temperature
across the VPTT serves to turn on attractive inter-particle interactions that cause as-
sociation of the clusters. The association of two AB4 clusters is shown in Fig. 4.16. As
for the pure B474 satellites, the association process is completely reversible, and the
sample returns to its original state on cooling down. In summary, these observations
show that the ‘intermolecular’ interactions between the AB4 clusters can be tuned in a
simple manner through an interplay between electrostatic repulsion, tuned by acid (or
salt) concentration, and attractive vad der Waals and interactions controlled by tem-
perature as an external stimulus.

4 Microgel-Pickering emulsion route

In this method we use a previously established approach as described in Fig. 4.1B, where
small monodisperse oil droplets are used as templates to anchor irreversibly adsorbed
microgels into a colloidal molecule-shaped object. [132]
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Figure 4.16: CLSM micrographs showing the association of two AB4-type clusters, induced by an increase of temperature
from 30 ◦C (T<VPTT) to 35 ◦C (T>VPTT) in 5 mM HCl. The micrographs are snapshots from a video recorded
in bulk solution (Video S3). The top and bottom panels show fluorescence and bright-field micrographs,
respectively.

The microgel building blocks

When designing the microgel system for the present study, mainly two factors were
considered: microgel size and microgel charge (electrostatic inter-particle repulsion).
These factors were believed to be the most important for the number of microgels per
oil droplet (valency) and their separation (distance) at the oil-water interface. With re-
spect to size, the microgels cannot bee too small in comparison with the central PDMS
oil droplets, or high-valency, raspberry-like structures will be obtained instead of the
target low-valency colloidal molecules. Also the microgel charge naturally influences
the valency, as particles that strongly repel each other occupy a larger effective droplet
surface area compared to weakly repulsive ones. Furthermore, the larger the separa-
tion between adsorbed microgels, the more well-defined the interaction sites and the
more directional the interactions that they mediate; if too densely packed, the assembly
would merely resemble a sphere with a rough surface. Finally, the use of strongly re-
pulsive microgels would, hypothetically and in a valence shell electron pair repulsion
(VSEPR)-like manner, result in regular microgel configurations where the microgel-
microgel distances are optimised.

With these considerations in mind, and in contrast to our previous study along the lines
of microgel-Pickering emulsions where only very weakly charged microgels were em-
ployed, [132] the microgels (LMAAc19, B474) were used in this study to have a greater
magnitude of charge. Besides charges originating from the free radical initiator KPS,
AAc was co-polymerised in order to incorporate additional negative charges (carboxylic
acid groups). NIPAM was chosen as main monomer due to the low, easily accessible
VPTT of the corresponding polymer, PNIPAM.
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PDMS oil droplets

Emulsion preparation

In order to obtain a monodisperse colloidal molecule end product, a chemical syn-
thesis route to prepare monodisperse oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions was here chosen
over traditional comminution methods that typically yield broad oil droplet size dis-
tributions. In brief, following the method first introduced by Obey and Vincent, [139]
this was accomplished by ammonia-catalysed hydrolysis and condensation of DM-
DES monomer to yield charge-stabilised PDMS oil emulsion droplets of high monod-
ispersity in aqueous solution. The reaction is analogous to the well-known Stöber syn-
thesis of silica colloids from tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), [155] and has also been em-
ployed for polymerisation of other organosilanes. [54, 156–158] The process starts from
a two-phase system containing DMDES oil in aqueous ammonia solution. Ammonia-
catalysed hydrolysis serves to solubilise the DMDES, which then condenses to give
PDMS oligomers that, at a critical length, become insoluble and separate out of the
solution in the form of oil droplet nuclei. A new two-phase system is formed where the
oil droplets grow as a function of time, by recruiting oligomers from solution and by
coalescence until stabilised by charges originating from deprotonated silanol groups.

In addition to high droplet monodispersity and excellent emulsion stability, the use of
PDMS as the oil phase offers two important advantages. First, the refractive index of
PDMS (1.40) is only slightly higher than that of water (1.33). This has, in turn, two
important implications: the corresponding emulsions scatter light only very weakly
and the attractive droplet-droplet van der Waals attractions are weak. Whereas weak
scattering is beneficial for microscopy studies, weak van der Waals forces means that
the interactions of microgel-decorated oil droplets is (mainly) governed by microgel-
microgel interactions. Second, the fact that PDMS is slightly less dense than water
(0.91 g/ml) compensates for the microgels being slightly more dense, and it can be
assumed that the resulting microgel-decorated oil droplets are (more or less) density
matched with water. This allows for microscopy studies in bulk solution without sig-
nificant sedimentation or creaming during the time frame of the experiment.

PDMS oil droplet synthesis

PDMS oil droplet syntheses were (typically) performed in 20 ml glass vials with screw-
cap, cleaned by soaking in 4 NaOH over night and, in 14 HNO3 for 10 min, and
then thoroughly washed with water. 100 µl (0.01 v/v) of DMDES (either unstained
or stained with 1.0 mg PM546 per 10 ml of DMDES) was added to 9900 µl of 0.1 v/v
aqueous ammonia solution (corresponding to a pH of 12.3; the pH was never meas-
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Fig. Oil droplet characterisa2on: monodisperse oil droplets @ 3 days
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Figure 4.17: (A) Bright-field and (A) fluorescence CLSM micrographs of monodisperse PDMS oil droplets prepared from
0.01 v/v PM546-dyed DMDES in 0.1 v/v ammonia and grown for 48 hours. The emulsion was not dialysed.

ured after addition of DMDES as we suspect that DMDES might react with the glass
surface of the pH probe) followed by vigorous shaking by hand for 30 s. The solu-
tion was allowed to rest during oil droplet formation and growth. After two hours, a
slight increase in turbidity was observed, which continued to increase during oil droplet
growth. The resulting emulsions were (sometimes) dialysed (MWCO 12-14 kDa, Spec-
trum Labs) against water (100 times the sample volume) in order to suppress further
oil droplet growth and to, as described elsewhere, [139] increase emulsion stability.

Guided by previous studies on organosilane polymerisation, [139, 157] in the present
study PDMS oil droplets were prepared from 0.01 v/v DMDES in 0.1 v/v ammonia
solution, corresponding to a pH of 12.3. As anticipated, the resulting oil droplets
showed, by emulsion standards, a remarkably high degree of monodispersity, as re-
vealed when a 48-hour-old emulsion was studied by CLSM (Fig. 4.17). Based on the
micrographs, the oil droplet diameter was estimated to about 1.5 µm. The zeta potential
ζ of the droplets was measured to −110.6±2.4 m²V-1s-1, signifying them being highly
colloidally stable.

Oil droplet growth

Whereas the 1.5 µm oil droplets showed excellent monodispersity, their size was too
large with respect to the size of the microgels to be considered suitable for the prepar-
ation of low-valency colloidal molecules. In order to obtain smaller oil droplets, the
possibility to shorten the oil droplet growth time was therefore investigated; it was en-
visioned that the final oil droplet size could be limited through efficient dialysis that
depletes the reaction mixture of DMDES and ammonia, effectively quenching further
growth.

Prior to any attempts at dialysis quenching, the evolution of the oil droplet size with
time during the first 24 hours was studied by DLS. Here, the 3D cross-correlation
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technique [159, 160] was employed to allow for the measurements to be performed
in situ while effects of multiple scattering were being suppressed. The measurements
were performed at four different scattering angles and any measurement coinciding
with the minima of the form factor (characterised by a low intercept in the correlation
function) was excluded from the data set. As seen in Fig. 4.18, the oil droplet radius
initially increases steeply and thereafter the growth begins to slowly level off. After
24 hours of growth, the radius approaches 500 nm. As it took a finite time to prepare
the sample for measurements, the first 10 minutes were not monitored and the curve
is therefore missing a lag phase corresponding to the nucleation period as well as the
0-100 nm growth period. As the full growth curve was not captured, no model has
been fitted to the data to describe the growth process in more detail.

Figure 4.18: PDMS oil droplet growth probed via the evolution of RH with time t up to 24 h, measured by 3D DLS at four
different angles. t =0 corresponds to the time of addition of DMDES to the ammonia solution; t =10 min
corresponds to the start of the measurements. Correlation functions with an intercept lower than 0.2 (due
to coincidence with P(q) minima) have been excluded from the data sets. The oil droplets were prepared
from 0.01 v/v DMDES in 0.1 v/v ammonia solution.

After 24 hours of oil droplet growth, the turbidity of the emulsion prevented further
in situ light scattering measurements. At this point the emulsion was instead diluted
ten times in order to effectively reduce the oil droplet concentration and growth rate
before subjecting it to SLS measurements. The presence of well-defined minima in the
resulting I(q) trace (Fig. 4.19) points to a high degree of oil droplet size monodispersity,
which was quantified by fitting the form factor P(q) with a Mie scattering profile of
homogeneous solid spheres; considering that the sample was very dilute, we assumed
inter-particle interactions to be negligible and consequently I(q) ∝ P(q). The fit,
which included a Gaussian smoothing to mimic polydispersity, yielded an oil droplet
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Fig. Oil droplet SLS with fit @ 24 h (Niels)
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Figure 4.19: I(q) trace measured by SLS (symbols) together with a Mie fit of the form factor (line; radius 473 nm and
polydispersity 5.0%), for oil droplets prepared from 0.01 v/v DMDES in 0.1 v/v ammonia solution and grown
for 24 hours. The emulsion was diluted ten times prior to measurements.

radius RSLS of 473 nm - in good agreement with RH obtained from DLS measurements -
and a polydispersity of 5.0.

Oil droplet growth quench

In order to assess the feasibility of dialysis quenching to limit the final oil droplet size,
aliquots of the emulsion containing growing oil droplets (2 ml each time of the total
10 ml of emulsion) were taken out after 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours of growth and were put
for dialysis. After 72 hours of dialysis, the oil droplet size was measured by 3D DLS to
419± 18 (12 h), 504± 38 (24 h), 568± 31 (48 h) and 648± 39 nm (72 h), respect-
ively, averaging over three 60 s measurements per angle and over all scattering angles
(50, 70, 90 and 110◦). By comparison with the oil droplet size measured following a
simple dilution quench (Fig. 4.20), it can be confirmed that dialysis serves to effectively
limit further oil droplet growth. In addition, as shown in previous work, [139] dialysis
contributes to long-term oil droplet stability by reducing the ionic strength.

4.1 Colloidal molecules

Microgel-decorated oil droplet preparation

Considering the relatively large size and high electrophoretic mobility (478 ± 35 nm
and −1.90±0.03 ·10−8 m²V-1s-1 at 20 ◦C, respectively) of the microgels, and compar-
ing to a study involving smaller, less charged, pure PNIPAM microgels (Fig. 4.21), we
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Fig. Feasibility of oil droplet growth quench
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Figure 4.20: Evolution of RH of oil droplets - prepared from 0.01 v/v DMDES in 0.1 v/v ammonia solution - with growth
time t. Data represented by filled gray squares were obtained following a ten times dilution of (an aliquot of)
the emulsion whereas data represented by red circles were obtained following a 72 hours dilution quench.

hypothesised that the target colloidal molecules, with four microgel interaction sites
per droplet, would not form until after the initially steep oil droplet growth period
(Fig. 4.18). This is beneficial as it means that less demands are put on the efficiency of
the dialysis quench that serves to limit further oil droplet growth. In order to localise
the position in time at which the target colloidal molecules have formed, the evolu-
tion of the number of microgels per oil droplets was studied by imaging the sample by
CLSM after 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 72 hours of oil droplet growth (Fig. 4.22). As in the
emulsion experiments, the DMDES and ammonia amounts were 0.01 v/v and 0.1 v/v
(pH 12.3), respectively. In order to suppress the formation of bridging aggregates of
alternating oil droplets and microgels, a large excess of microgels was used (0.5 wt).

Already at the first time point investigated, at 12 hours of oil droplet growth, small,
colloidal molecule-like microgel-decorated oil droplet were observed. Due to the high
monodispersity of the oil droplets, the assemblies display a remarkably narrow size dis-
tribution: a single type of assembly was observed together with a very small number
of ‘dimer aggregates’ formed by the bridging of two oil droplets prepared by one mi-
crogel particle. Judging from the xy micrograph in Fig. 4.22 (Fig. 4.23 show additional
micrographs), the oil droplets each carry three microgels at this point. However, stud-
ies of the assemblies in bulk solution, where they tumble around and their geometry
can be more clearly visualised, reveal that each oil droplet in fact carries four micro-
gels, well separated on the surface of the droplet, in a tetrahedral-like arrangement. As
seen in Fig. 4.22, the number of microgels in the cross-section increases with time to
four (sometimes five) at 72 hours, the last time point investigated. At 72 hours, the oil
droplets carry about six to seven microgels in total, as deduced from studies in bulk
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Fig. Assembly growth as a function of time MT4

1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h

6 h 12 h 24 h 72 h

5 µm

Figure 4.21: xy CLSM micrographs showing the growth of microgel-decorated oil droplets with time, prepared from
0.01 v/v DMDES in pH 10.8 NH3 (aq.) in the presence of very weakly positively charged (µ=+0.53 m²V-1s-1),
299 nm radius PNIPAM microgels. The microgels are covalently labelled with rhodamine whereas the oil
droplets are non-fluorescent and therefore not visible. The assemblies are adsorbed to the bottom glass
cover slip. The (image acquisition) temperature was 20 ◦C.

Fig. Assembly growth as a function of time
CLSM: 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 72 h

12 h 18 h

5 µm

36 h

24 h

48 h 72 h

Figure 4.22: xy CLSM micrographs recorded at 20 ◦C, showing the evolution of the size of the microgel-decorated oil
droplets with time. The assemblies are adsorbed to the glass cover slip. The oil droplets were prepared from
0.01 v/v DMDES in 0.1 v/v ammonia solution and grown in the presence of 0.5 wt% microgels.

solution.

As the target colloidal molecules with four microgel interaction sites per droplet were
found at 12 hours of oil droplet growth, t = 12 hours was naturally chosen as the
point of the dialysis quench. The efficiency of the quench was confirmed by CLSM:
the assemblies present after 33 hours of dialysis were still four-microgel ones. However,
the fluorescence of the oil had considerably weakened in the dialysis process, which can
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Fig. Additional images recorded at 12 h

5 µm

Figure 4.23: Additional xy CLSM micrographs showing microgel-decorated oil droplets after 12 hours of oil droplet growth
in the presence of microgels. The assemblies are adsorbed to the bottom glass cover slip; The oil droplets
were prepared from 0.01 v/v PM546-dyed DMDES in 0.1 v/v NH3 (aq.). Microgel concentration was 0.5 wt%.
The (image acquisition) temperature was 20 ◦C.

be expected since the fluorophore was not covalently attached but merely solubilised in
the oil. The geometry of the obtained assemblies is highly regular, with the microgels
pointing to the corners of a tetrahedron. The situation is analogous to the localisation
of the hydrogen atoms in methane (CH₄), with the the oil droplet playing the role of
the sp²-hybridised carbon centre. We attribute the assemblies’ regular geometry to the
electrostatic microgel-microgel repulsion in the plane of the interface - minimised in
the tetrahedral arrangement - and believe this inter-particle force to also be the locus
of the (2D) crystalline microgel arrangement observed at the interface in the case of
the large silicon oil droplets. As previously mentioned, these rearrangements, which
enables the microgels to find their optimum positions with respect to one another, are
possible due to the liquid nature of the central oil droplet.

Towards patchy colloidal molecules

So far, we have demonstrated the usefulness of the in situ microgel-Pickering emul-
sion approach for the preparation of colloidal molecules with a small number of well-
defined microgel interaction sites. In the reminder of this paper, we will share some
initial results on the extension of this approach to the preparation of tricomponent
colloidal molecules comprising a central oil droplet and two types of interaction sites,
one PNIPAM and one PNIPMAM that differ with respect to their VPTT (32 and
45 ◦C, respectively). The difference in VPTT between the two should then allow for
induction of attractions specific to the PNIPAM interaction sites at temperatures in
between the two VPTTs; in this temperature regime, the PNIPMAM sites are still re-
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Figure 4.24: CLSM micrographs of PM546-dyed silicon oil emulsion droplets simultaneously decorated with PNIPAM-co-
AAc and PNIPMAM-co-AAc microgels, recorded at 20 ◦C, in (A) fluorescence and (B) bright-field mode.

pulsive and serve as spacers, effectively separating the attractive PNIPAM interaction
sites. Such colloidal molecules can thus be classified as patchy [43, 161–167] and their
interactions are, per definition, strongly anisotropic and highly directional. We believe
that the use of such patchy microgel-decorated oil droplets will considerably facilitate
studies of their directional interactions, which motivated us to fabricate them. In a
previous publication, [132] we already reported on the fabrication of colloidosome-like
microgel-decorated oil droplets with around 30 PNIPAM and PNIPMAM microgels
simultaneously adsorbed. Whereas this shows the feasibility of the approach, the goal
is here to fabricate patchy colloidal molecules - not colloidosomes - with only a small
number of interaction sites in order to, at a later stage, clearly resolve the directional
interactions.

In this part of the study, we used two different microgels, one rhodamine-labelled,
401 nm (RH at 20 ◦C) PNIPAM-co-AAc microgel and one unlabelled, 355 nm PNIPMAM-
co-AAc one. Both were moderately crosslinked (4.8 and 4.9 mol BIS, respectively)
and have an AAc content 4.8 mol.

Before any attempts to prepare colloidal molecules, we studied the simultaneous ad-
sorption of the microgels - in a 1:1 number ratio - to the interface of an emulsion
comprising large silicon oil droplets. Both microgels were observed to adsorb to the
interface, arranging in a (distorted) hexagonal pattern (Fig. 4.24). Here, a quite strong
preference for adsorption of PNIPAM over PNIPMAM was recognised; such prefer-
ential adsorption was also observed with the patchy colloidosomes featured in our pre-
vious publication. [132] We did not investigate the locus of this preferential adsorption
in more detail, as this would require a systematic study varying a number of parameters
such as polymer identity and particles size, softness and charge. Instead, we now turned
to smaller oil droplets and the preparation of colloidal molecules.

A small series of consecutive experiments, outlined in Table 4.4, was now performed
in order to reach the target patchy colloidal molecules. First, microgel-decorated oil
droplets were prepared with the two microgels individually. After 24 hours of oil
droplet growth, the resulting assemblies were studied by CLSM (Fig. 4.25A-B), reveal-
ing, for both microgels, similar monodisperse, structures as those shown in Fig. 4.22.
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Table 4.4: Amounts used for the preparation of the patchy colloidal molecules presented in Fig. 4.25. The number ratio
refers to PNIPAM:PNIPMAM. The concentrations of the microgel suspensions were 1.87 wt% for PNIPAM and
1.95 wt% for PNIPAM. The ammonia concentration was 0.1 v/v.

Fig. Number ratio H₂O [µl] NH₃ [µl] DMDES [µl] PNIPAM [µl] PNIPMAM [µl]
.A :     
.B :     
.C :     
.D :     
.E ( h):     

CBA E

1:0 0:1 1:1 1:5 1(6h):5

D

Figure 4.25: CLSM micrographs, recorded at 20 ◦C, showing 24-hour-old microgel-decorated oil droplets prepared with
different PNIPAM-co-AAc:PNIPMAM-co-AAc number ratios. The assemblies are adsorbed to the glass cover
slip. Scale bars are 2 μm.

Deduced from studies in bulk solution, the oil droplets carried about six microgels at
this point. Next, the in situ reaction was performed with a 1:1 mixture of the two mi-
crogels. Here, the strong preferential adsorption of the PNIPAM microgels became
clear: the oil droplets were exclusively decorated by the PNIPAM microgels and the
same structures as in Fig. 4.25A was obtained. In order to boost adsorption of the
PNIPMAM microgels, in the next step a 1:5 PNIPAM:PNIPMAM mixture was used.
However, this merely resulted in aggregation by a bridging mechanism as the PNIPAM
microgels are still preferentially adsorbed but no longer present in excess. In order to
work around the problem, still using a 1:5 ratio of the two microgels, we delayed the
addition of the PNIPAM microgels to 6 hours following the start of the oil droplet
synthesis. At this stage, the oil droplets were already decorated with PNIPMAM mi-
crogels, and further growth beyond this point would then allow for PNIPAM microgels
to adsorb. With this approach, we could successfully obtain patchy colloidal molecules
carrying, typically, one or two PNIPAM interaction sites. Whereas the current paper
only summarises the results of our initial experiments, this constitute a first proof-of-
concept for this approach for patchy colloidal molecule preparation. It is already clear
that this approach is conceptually more simple than, for example, the preparation of
DNA-functionalized patchy particles. [42, 168] A drawback is, however, that the posi-
tion of the patches cannot be controlled.
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Isolation of colloidal molecules

Figure 4.26: CLSM micrographs (20 ◦C) showing MG1-decorated PDMS oil mini-emulsion droplets obtained with the in
situ approach
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Figure 4.27: Optical micrographs showing (A) large polystyrene particles were displaced to the upper outlet channel,
(B) the mixture and small particles entered into the lower channel. (C) (D) (E) the decorated droplets and
individual microgels entered into the lower output channel with field moving down.

Initially in the thesis project, DLD devices 1, 2, and 3 were used to isolated the colloidal
molecule-like microgel-decorated oil droplets by the in situ microgel-pickering emul-
sion approach (Fig. 4.1B). [132] A microgel suspension was added to a just-hydrolysed
DMDES solution, and the oil droplets grew in the presence of an excess of microgels.
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This approach successfully yielded microgel-decorated oil droplets with the microgel
MG1 as shown in Fig. 4.26, where the building blocks MG1 microgel has the same
property as the microgel MT4 described in Chapter 2 (2.1.1). The hydrodynamic dia-
meter of MG1 is 506 nm at 20 ◦C and the estimation of the diameter of the decorated
droplet is around 2 µm, which is greater than the critical diameters and the gap dis-
tance of any devices. Here, we took the device 2 (critical diameter Dc = 1.01µm) as
an example. We started with a test separation of the mixture of two different sized
polystyrene particles with diameter 0.71 µm and 2.1 µm, respectively. Fig. 4.27A-B
shows that only the larger particles enter into the upper outlet channel while the mix-
ture were loaded into the lower inlet reservoir. To prevent the adsorption of microgels
to the channel, a solution of 0.2 PLL-g-PEG in deionized water was flushed through
the device for at least 20 minutes immediately after the plasma bonding before rinsing
with water for another 20 minutes. However, there is still a significant adsorption and
clogging of microgels at the outlet channel shown in Fig. 4.27C. In this case, the larger
decorated droplets were not sufficiently displaced to the upper outlet but a clear separ-
ation between the microgels and the decorated droplets were seen at the lower output
channel (Fig. 4.27D-E). The clogging induced by the adsorption of microgels strongly
hampered the progress of sorting by DLD. New surface treatment of the PDMS chan-
nels was searched and tested and in the meanwhile, other designs of DLD devices with
larger gap distance and inlet filters could help reducing the clogging.

For the current colloidal molecules prepared from the refined microgel-pickering emul-
sion route, the building blocks - B474 microgels - are exactly the same one used in
the electrostatic attraction-driven approach. The sizes of the microgel-decorated oil
droplets also stay below the gap distance of DLD device A and B. It is reasonable to
reuse one of them to isolate the decorated droplets. From the experience in the above
section, device A was used from the beginning. Fig. 4.28A shows the flowing traject-
ories of the individual microgels (zig-zag) and the decorated droplets (displaced) above
the mirror line, while Fig. 4.28B shows the same below the mirror line. The pressures
applied on the inlets were around 200 mBar, with the middle one higher than the ones
of the sides. Fig. 4.29A shows the sorted colloidal molecules entering in the reservoir
with a high throughput. Fig. 4.29B shows the optical micrograph of the decorated
droplets extracted from the sorted outlet reservoir and Fig. 4.30 shows the CLSM mi-
crographs of it. While the device is indeed capable of separating individual microgels
from clusters, it cannot be kept running for very long times due to the continuing
adsorption of microgels (Fig. 4.14C), which decreases the throughput and clogs the
device.
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Figure 4.28: Microgel suspension flowing in the DLD channel: (A) close to outlet (B) the end of channel

A B

5 𝜇m

Figure 4.29: Optical micrographs showing (A) sorted droplets entered into the outlet reservoir, (B) the decorated droplets
extracted from the sorted outlet reservoir

Fig. Isolated assemblies following DLD

BA

2 µm

Figure 4.30: xyz maximum intensity projections, constructed from 15 xy frames collected over a z-distance of 2.94 μm and
recorded at 20 ◦C, showing isolated colloidal molecules of tetrahedral geometry adsorbed to the glass cover
slip.

5 Conclusions and outlook

In this chapter we reported on two easily up-scalable bulk methods for the prepara-
tion of large quantities of microgel-based colloidal molecules. We first made a bin-
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ary mixture of oppositely charged microgels and allowed electrostatics to drive their
assembly into well-defined, core-satellite ABn-type, colloidal molecule-like clusters,
where clusters of a certain n can be obtained through careful selection of cores and satel-
lites of the appropriate relative size. We also developed an in situ microgel-Pickering
emulsion route for the preparation of colloidal molecules with a small number of well-
defined interaction sites. Both strategies used to create colloidal molecules resulted in a
mixture of microgel clusters and excess individual microgels. Therefore, we developed
a microfluidic DLD strategy to separate colloidal molecules from individual micro-
gels. We fabricated several different critical diameter DLD devices according to the
requirements. We tried different surface treatment methods to prevent the adsorption
of microgels to PDMS walls and proved that the PEG-silane coated PDMS surface is
currently the most he most effective way, but thus not allow for long term use of the
DLD. We then successfully extracted the interesting colloidal clusters around 2 µm
from the excess individual microgels with high purity. However, the low throughput
remains the common disadvantage for such microfluidics-based devices. microgels and
clusters are too small (submicron meter) and we can thus not capture their dynamics
and morphology as thesy move through the device. The throughput can be improved
by using parallelisation and a more efficient surface treatment, which will be invest-
igated in the future. The other question left is the effective size of the microgels and
microgel clusters as they interact with the posts in DLD at a high driving pressure.
This is difficult with the current instruments since the microgels too small (submicron
meter) to capture the dynamics and morphology at high speed. One possible way could
be using largeer microgels the model particles to to investigate these properties.

We also explored alternatives to increase the sorting resolution by combining DLD
with Dielectrophoresis (DEP) by modulating the voltage and frequency, thus altering
the dielectrophoretic force acting on the particles. Such a combination could allow us
to resolve particles of equal size, reduce the probability of clogging and achieve higher
resolution. Beech et al. presented a new approach to combine DEP and DLD by
fabricating post arrays that are also electrodes. Due to the proximity of the electrodes
similar field gradients as in the previous work [169] can be generated using two orders
of magnitude lower applied voltages. This allows to work with frequencies up to tens
of MHz. Using this approach, the critical particle size in a device could decrease from
5.15 µm to 0.25 µm, i.e., by a factor of >20. However, when we loaded the microgel
suspension with B474 and electrostatic-attraction driven clusters, the microgels exper-
ienced a positive DEP at all frequencies and the microgels were trapped between posts
in the device (Fig. 4.31). The direction of the DEP force could be altered by placing
the electrodes differently, but this will take time to re-fabricate such a device, and will
be investigated in the future.

In chapter 3, we have described a feasible approach to make a library of colloidal mo-
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Figure 4.31: Optical micrographs showing (A) Microspheres and a mixture of B474 and A microgel suspension were
flowing in the channel of an active DLD device without AC electric field applied. (B)Microspheres and a
mixture of B474 and A microgel suspension flowing in the channel of an active DLD device AC electric field
applied. The microlge particles (including the microgel clusters) were somehow trapped between subsequent
micro-posts, which implies they were exserted on a postive DEP force. While the microshpere were applied
a negative DEP force.

lecules containing 1-10 microgels using droplet-based microfluidics. The currently used
DLD devices do not allow us to sort the individual cluster components.. In addition,
we initially designed 3 DLD devices but each only with one small critical size as men-
tioned above. In the future, we will thus try to design a chirped DLD device with
multisections, where each section has its own critical size. While this may be sufficient
for sorting colloidal molecules with small numbers of microgels, this will most likely
fail for larger size clusters. Moreover, if the clusters are made up of different types of
particles that have the same size but different chemical properties and charge state, the
problem becomes even more difficult. Therefore we plan to combine such a chirped
device with appropriate electric fields. The particle’s net velocity in a straight channel is
a combination of the electrokinetic velocity and the DEP velocity. The electrokinetic
velocity is determined by the difference between the zeta potential of the channel wall
and the particle. The electrokinetic velocity is the main transition velocity for particles
to migrate in the channel. For a constant wall zeta potential, particles with different
zeta potential will thus experience a different electrokinetic velocity. If the difference
between the zeta potential of the particle and the wall increases, the electrokinetic velo-
city will increase, which will in turn cause the particle to migrate faster in the channel.
For mixed clusters based on building blocks with different zeta potential, this should
thus allow us to separate clusters not only based on their size, but also by their charge.
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Chapter 5

Phase behaviour study in
microfluidic ”PhaseChip”

1 Introduction

While microgel synthesis can easily be upscaled to obtain large quantities of individual
particles, the fabrication of well-defined colloidal molecules and the investigation of
their temperature-dependent interactions and the resulting phase diagrams make the
question of the individual sample size still an important point to consider. Here we
again resort to droplet microfluidics, where we use larger water-in-oil emulsion droplets
as our sample container that can be visualized and investigated with a confocal micro-
scope. We have thus designed and fabricated a so-called PhaseChip with multiple stor-
age trap arrays. This device allows us to investigate the interactions between individual
particles or patches on different clusters and their assembly into larger superstructures
as a function of temperature, pH, ionic strength and particle concentration for a large
number of individual samples, while keeping the amount of material required to a min-
imum. Particularly interesting in this context is the possibility to investigate the effects
of volume fraction on self-assembly for each individual sample through a controlled
variation of the droplet size, i.e., through externally controlled reversible shrinking of
the droplets.

Droplet-based microfluidics has emerged as a new technology and been widely used in
manipulating nanoliter- to picoliter-scale immiscible fluid plugs, as being mentioned
in chapter 1 and 3. Droplets with water surrounded by immiscable oil could prevent
the contact with other surfaces and provide an isolated environment for investigating
phase behavior of colloidal particles or can be used to cluture cells, parasites, viruses,
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and others. [170–179] Though the isolated well is insulate to the external environment,
[180] usuallly a thin membrane fabricated between two layers allowed limit exchange of
some smaller molecuels, thus could be used as a control to external parameters, creating
an appealing platform for high-throughput screening assays. [181, 182] Droplets are also
employed to accumulate products from chemical and biological reactions with a small
comsumptaion of reagents and for enhancing assay sensitivity for medical diagnostics.
[172, 176–179] Static droplet arrays, which could be used to trap and store the droplets.
By controlling the concentration and tempearture or other external parameters, it facil-
ate us to repeatly study an array of same sample under various conditions as well as at a
low cost. Two common ways to generate a static arrays of droplets storage: sequentail
loading [183–187] and in-situ. [176–178, 188, 189] Sequential methods generate droplets
upstream and arrange them downstream. In-situ methods generate arranged droplets
in a single step.

2 Feasibility test of a droplet-based interaction study

When investigating the assembly of colloidal molecules, their sorting and the investig-
ation of their temperature-dependent interactions in Chapters 3 and 4, we have realised
that their strong adsorption to surfaces causes considerable problems. This has in par-
ticular limited our ability to prepare sufficient amounts of colloidal molecules using the
DLD devices introduced in chapter 4 for investigating them in standard CLSM cells.
We not only lost a significant fraction through adsorption in the DLD devices, but a
considerable amount of the extracted colloidal molecules absorbed to the glass surface
of the CLSM cells, further reducing the final concentration of clusters in bulk solu-
tion. It became clear that it is important to develop methods to prevent the sticking
of microgels to surfaces. Several surface treatments were tested such as the immersion
of the cover glass in strong acid or base, surface coating with SU-8 or PFOTS, but
the adsorption problem remained. The coating of the PDMS surface with PEG-silane
could prevent the adsorption of microgels for some time as shown in Chapter 4, it
however affected the temperature dependence of the interaction potential of the mi-
crogels at higher temperatures and ionic strength. It is clear that a droplet-based system
as planned with the phase chip would not only allow us to significantly reduce the re-
quired amount of sample for these investigations. Moreover, as the microgels seem to
have a lower affinity for the fluorinated oil-water interface, this would also reduce the
losses caused by the strong adsorption of the microgels to the PDMS and glass surfaces
encountered with the DLD devices and CLSM cells when working in an aqueous con-
tinuum phase. In addition, as discussed previously, by controlling the water content in
the droplets, the resulting particle volume fraction could be easily varied, which would
further reduce the amount of material required to investigate a large phase space.
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Figure 5.1: An optical micrograph shows the formed volume-spanning networks of microgels B474 (LMAAc19) at 35 ◦C
in 5 mM HCl in vortexing-formed droplets.

We have performed a first feasibility test for using microgel-containing water droplets
in a fluorinated oil by making water-in-oil emulsion droplets, and monitoring them in
an optical microscope. A microgel suspension based on the PNIPAM particles B474
(LMAAc19, Chapter 2)in 5 mM HCl was used as the dispersed phase to make droplets
by vortexing. While the resulting water-in-oil emulsion is too polydisperse to be used
as a starting material for quantitative studies using a phase chip, they nevertheless allow
us to test the feasibility of such an approach. The droplet emulsion was sealed with a
spacer and a cover glass and then monitored in an optical microscope. After increasing
the temperature to 35 ◦C (T>VPTT), we could clearly verify the association of the mi-
crogels and the formation of a volume-spanning network structure as shown in Fig. 5.1.
This gel transition was completely reversible, and the network fully dissociated when
reducing the temperature below the VPTT.

3 Device design

In order to manipulate the shrinking rate and the temperature of droplets fabricated
elsewhere, we designed a series of ”PhaseChip” microfluidic devices[190]. The device
consists of two independent microfluidic modules separated by a thin PDMS mem-
brane. The upper layer (the ”‘flowing”’ layer) consists of a concentration gradient gen-
erator made by two inlets, which bifurcate into multiple parallel straight channels[191].
In the lower layer (the ”‘storage”’ layer), the droplets are pumped through a ”micro-
fluidic parking network” (MPN)[192] similar to one of the devices described in[193].
The MPN consists of a series of interconnected circular wells for the storage of droplets.
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Figure 5.2: The schematic diagrams of the phase chip 1: The left shows the storage layer that contains a flow-focusing
generator. There are two branches connected to the outlet, one is the short waste channel and the other one
is the droplet storage arrays. The enlarged image shows the dimensions of the trap arrays. The right shows
the flow layer that contains two inlet and two outlet reservoirs. The concentration gradient is achieved by the
classical ”Christmas tree” structure.

Each circular well is connected with the subsequent channel by means of a narrow by-
pass. When a train of droplets travels towards a well, the first droplet of the series is
parked inside the well, and the others travel through the bypass until the following
well is encountered. Therefore, a ”sequential loading” procedure is obtained. Once
the droplets are parked inside the wells, two aqueous solutions (with low and high salt
concentration respectively) are pumped through the inlets of the upper layer, so that a
salt concentration gradient is generated in the transverse direction with respect to that
of flow. The obtained z-dependent osmotic pressure between the stored droplets in the
lower layer and the flowing aqueous solution in the upper layer allows modulating the
shrinking rate and the size distribution of the droplets in a controlled manner.

Fig. 5.2 shows the design of PhaseChip 1. The storage layer of this device contains 9216
(24×16) droplet traps, which makes the hydraulic resistance of this outlet channel ex-
tremely high. It is extremely hard to push the droplets to the storage trap arrays. There
is also a small mistake happened in designing the device, where we did not considered
the dimensions for the glass slide, which PDMS device would be bonded on. The sizes
of two layers after alignment cannot adjust to fit the normal glass slide. In addition,
the thickness of SU-8 patterns can only be fabricated at around 30 µm at that moment,
which was proved not sufficient deep to well trap the droplets. The same situation
happened to PhaseChip 2.

Fig. 5.3 shows the design of PhaseChip 2. The storage layer of this device contains 130
droplet traps that is considered reasonable and we considered to fit the size of glass slide.
However, the size of the parking well in the storage layer was designed by mistake to
be 200 µm. As mentioned above, the thickness of the SU-8 patterns is only 30 µm,
which make the fabrication of thin storage layer very difficult since the PDMS is easily
collapsed on the glass after plasma bonding.
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Figure 5.3: The schematic diagrams of the phase chip 2: The upper left corner image shows the outlines of two parts in
phase chip. The bottom left image shows the storage layer in details. A T-junction generator is connected to
the droplet storage arrays. The enlarged image on the bottom right shows the dimensions of the trap arrays.
The upper right corner shows the flow layer that contains two inlet and two outlet reservoirs, which is similar
to the phase chip 1.

Fig. 5.4 shows the designs of PhaseChip 3. We put 4 different designs of phasechip on
a photomask. To save the space on the mask and also to improve the efficiency of trap-
ping droplets, we removed the droplet generator on the storage layer but added several
independent droplet device design which have the nozzle width 50 µm and 70 µm.
We design the microfluidic parking well with different ratios of lower to upper branch
resistance Rl/Ru. The ratio was tuned by varying the width and length of the constric-
tion in the trap well and, the length of the upper branch as shown in Fig. 5.5. The trap
size Wa = 100µm was fixed. The channel resistances Rl and Ru were calculated using
the Equation (1.14) in Chapter 1 from the measured geometry dimensions. The upper
branch is a rectangular channel with uniform width (Fig. 5.5), so the hydrodynamic
resistance is readily calculated using Equation (1.14). The lower branch is divided into
four sections - a, b, c1, and c2 as shown in Fig. 5.5 - for calculating hydrodynamic res-
istance. Section a corresponds to the trap, which is circular in shape in top view and
rectangular in cross-section. Here we approximate the circular shape with the square
that circumscribes it. All the detailed parameters are summarised in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic drawings show the designs of phasechip 3, which contains 4 different device designs in a photo-
mask. We removed the droplet generator from the storage layer. The left part shows the phasechip containing
25 storage traps, the other one containing 90 traps with other parameters the same are not shown here. The
right part shows the phasechip containing 90 storage traps with different dimensions, the other one contain-
ing 25 traps with other parameters the same are not shown here. All the detailed dimension parameters are
summarised in Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.1.

Ru

Rl

c1

a

b

c2

Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram of a single parking well highlighting the various geometric dimensions.

4 Double layer PDMS fabrication

Silicon masters for molding the PDMS layers were fabricated by UV lithography as
described in Chapter 2 section 3.1. The thickness is around 30 µm for PhaseChip 1 and
2, while for PhaseChip 3, three mold masters were made with thickness 54 µm, 86 µm
and 92 µm, respectively. The initial fabrication of thicker SU-8 was not successful, with
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Table 5.1: The table shows different ratios of lower to upper branch resistance that were tuned by varying the width W�
and length L of the constriction in the hydrodynamic trap and the length of the upper branch. The subscripts
denote the various sections of the geometry.

Device ID Rl/Ru
Lu

µm
La

µm
Lb

µm
Lc1

µm
Lc2

µm
Wu

µm
Wa

µm
Wb

µm
Wc1

µm
Wc2

µm
h
µm N

PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            
PC- .            

SU-8 patterns on the silicone wafer easily peeling off.

Several different ways are found to fabricated multiple layers of PDMS, including oxy-
gen plasma, adhesive, corona discharge and ”off-ratio bonding”. The alignment is the
most important step to form the right structures during the assembly process. A micro-
scope is usually needed to help with aligning different layers. For the oxygen plasma,
this alignment step is mostly performed manually, depending on the experimenter’s ex-
perience. This is because the surface modification fater palsma treatments only remains
active for a few minutes and the alignment procedure is not reversible.

We then followed the“off-ratio bonding”method for double PDMS-PDMS bonding.
This technique takes advantage of the fact that PDMS is a two-component elastomer
consisting of a base, also known as monomer, and a crosslinking agent. To perform off-
ratio bonding, two layers of partially cured PDMS (hard but still sticky) with different
mixing ratios of base and curing agent are brought into contact (Fig. 5.6). Due to the
concentration difference, there is a diffusive transport of reactive molecules across the
bonding interface to irreversibly bond the two layers. The primary advantage of off-
ratio bonding is allowed to adjust the alignment many times to achieve the required
overlapping. The aforementioned method, e.g., plasma bonding, is difficultl to perform
the alignment since the bonding occurs bond is not permanent until thermal curing.
This enables iterative adjustment of the layers to align instantaneously when the layers
are brought into contact. If the layers are not correctly algined, further manipulation
to realign is impossible.

Off-ratio bonding provides a simple bond between the storage and flowing layers.
However, the protocol that worked for other groups is not always work efficently here.
Time control for the partially curing for different layers also requires several rounds of
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Patterned masters

PDMS casted onto masters

Silicon Wafer
SU-8 SU-8 

20:1 PDMS 5:1 PDMS 

Top layer aligned onto bottom layer

PDMS layer 
are partially cured

Aligned layers are
Permanently bonded

Plasma bonded onto glass slide

Glass slide

Figure 5.6: Double layer soft-lithography using off-ratio bonding: (A) Patterned masters are made with standdard UV
lithography. (B) PDMS monomer and curing agent at a ratio of 20:1 is spin-coated onto the storage layer
master (left); PDMS at ratio of 5:1 is poured on the flowing layer master (right); (C) Wait until the storage layer
turning hard yet sticky, the flowing layer is aligned onto it; (D) The aligned layers are kept thermal curing,
During this process, a concentration gradient difference drive the molecules across the bonding interface to
complete the bonding. The device is then plasma bonded onto a glass slide.
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test and trial. Another problem for the off-ratio bonding is that the bonding strength
between two layers is not strong enough for applied high pressure. We are still in the
exploration to find the most apropriate method for the fabrication of our phasechip
devices.

5 Droplet generation and storage

Here we present several attempts to either generate the particle-containing droplets
directly on the storage device using a sequential loading or a droplet generator, or by
first generating them in a separate flow-focusing device, and then injecting them into
the storage device.

5.1 Sequential loading

200 !m

Figure 5.7: Droplets containing microgel suspension are trapped in the droplet trap arrays of the storage layer in PhaseChip
2 by sequential loading.

A microgel LMAAc19 (or B474) suspension was first loaded to one inlet reservoir of
PhaseChip 2. Both inlets were then applied with pressures of ∼100 mBar until the
whole storage trap array was filled with solution. The next step was to inject fluorinated
oil HFE-7500 with 1.5 wt surfactant Pico-Surf 1 in the other inlet. Both inlets were
applied with lower pressures of ∼50 mBar (the pressure on the oil inlet should be higher
than that of the water inlet to prevent the oil flowing to the water inlet reservoir).
Fig. 5.7 shows the trapped droplets in the storage array. However, the droplets formed
were not monodisperse. During the process of loading oil, the oil sometimes went
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through the storage even though the pressure was kept at a low level. This demonstrates
the sequential loading might not a good way to trap the droplets.

5.2 In-situ droplet generation and storage

PhaseChips with droplet generator are designed to form droplets in-chip and trap
droplets in storage arrays in-situ. PhaseChip 1 is connected to the droplet storage arrays
using a low-focusing generator and PhaseChip 2 using a T-junction generator. As we
discussed in the design of phasechip. PhaseChip 1 has a branch connecting to a droplet
storage arrays which has a high hydraulic resistance. Therefore after the droplet gen-
eration, the droplets are preferred to enter into the much short waste channel. Even
with relatively high pressures setting at 400 mBar, there were no well formed droplets
entering to the storage trap arrays.

5.3 Reinjection

Figure 5.8: Droplets formed off-chip are reinjected to the multiple storage arrays in the device PC3-9.

In PhaseChip 3, only an inlet reservoir is connected to the droplet storage arrays.
The droplets containing microgel particles were generated by an off-chip flow-focusing
droplet device (nozzle width 50 µm or 70 µm). The monodisperse droplets were col-
lected in a 2 mL Eppendorf tube. The storage layer of the device was flushed with
HFE-7500 oil first until all air bubbles disappeared. Next, the droplet emulsion was
loaded to the inlet reservoir, and a 5 mBar pressure was applied to push the droplets
parking at the storage traps (Fig. 5.8).
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6 Controlled shrinkage of droplets

T = 0 T = 1.5 h T = 4 h

Figure 5.9: Micrographs of droplets shrinking at 3 specific time in a PhaseChip with multiple storage trap arrays and a
flowing layer on top of it. The pressures applied on the flowing layer were initially set at 200 mBar and then
set to 10 mBar after water flowing through the channel.

T = 0 T = 34m 40s T = 1 h 11m 22s

Figure 5.10: Micrographs of droplets shrinking at 3 specific time in a PhaseChip with multiple storage trap arrays, but
without flowing layer on top.

PhaseChip 2 was assembled by plasma bonding. The NaCl solution was first injected
to the inlets of the ’flowing’ layer. One inlet reservoir was loaded with a salt solution
with concentration 359 g/L, and the other one was loaded with pure water. Both inlets
were applied with pressure 200 mBar. The pressures were decreased to 10 mBar until all
the bubbles in the channel disappeared. The droplets were trapped by sequential load-
ing. The droplets were monitored by a CMOS camera and captured every 15 seconds.
Fig. 5.9 shows that the complete shrinkage of the droplets takes approximately 4 hours.
The shrinking rate of droplets is affected by a lot of parameters, such as the number
of particles contained inside the droplet, the concentration of surfactant, the flowing
speed of water on the top layer and the thickness of the PDMS. This is demonstrated
with the example shown in Fig. 5.10, which shows the droplet shrinkage without the
top ’flowing’ layer. In this case the shrinking rate is significantly faster than with the
’flowing’ layer shown in Fig. 5.9.
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37.88 s 41.42 s 42.40 s 42.70 s

Figure 5.11: Optical micrographs showing the association of two AB4-type clusters, induced by an increase of temperature
from 30 to 35 ◦C in 5 mM HCl. The scale bar is 2 µm.

7 First test of interaction study with individual colloidal mo-
lecules

We subsequently tested the feasibility of using such phase chips for an investigation
of the temperature-dependent interactions and the resulting self-assembly of microgel-
based colloidal molecules. Here we used electrostatically assembled clusters of type AB4
as described in Chapter 4. After sorting them in the DLD device, the resulting uniform
colloidal molecules suspended in 5 mM HCl were encapsulated in droplets and then
loaded to a PhaseChip (without flowing layer). Increasing the temperature across the
VPTT serves to turn on attractive inter-particle interactions that cause association of
the clusters. The corresponding association of two AB4 clusters in a stored droplet
is shown in Fig. 5.11. Here droplets with a relatively low particle concentration were
used, and the interaction study was performed before any significant droplet shrinkage
had taken place. This allowed us to monitor interactions between individual pairs of
clusters and their assembly into doublets. While the microscope used for this feasibility
studied does not have the necessary resolution to provide us with detailed structural
information, it clearly shows that such droplets in a storage array indeed are highly
promising to perform a systematic study of the temperature-controlled assembly of
colloidal molecules.

8 Conclusion and Outlook

We described the design and fabrication of several so-called PhaseChips with multiple
storage trap arrays and a second layer which contains an aqueous reservoir with a salt
concentration gradient in order to manipulate and control the droplet sizes. This mi-
crofluidic platform enables to park droplets containing particles and or colloidal mo-
lecules in traps and investigate their structural and dynamic properties and their self-
assembly. With the ionic concentration gradient solution flowing on the top of the
storage trap arrays, the shrinkage of droplets could be controlled. Knowing the con-
centration of particles in the initial droplets, this allows for an efficient variation of the
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volume fraction in the individual droplets. We have been able to demonstrate that his
device allows us to investigate the interactions between individual particles or patches
on different clusters, and their assembly into larger superstructures as a function of pH,
ionic strength and particle concentration.

Droplet storage

Flowing layer

Cover glass
wafer
PELTIERS (Marlow Inc.)

SALT
Membrane

Figure 5.12: Schematic outline showing the temperature gradient PhaseChip.

However, we have not yet reached our final goal of fabricating PhaseChips, where we
have a large number of droplets stored, and where we can use spatially well-defined
gradients in osmotic pressure and temperature to vary the droplet size and temperature
across the storage array in a highly controlled manner and simultaneously monitor the
resulting phase behavior for a large number of individual state points. There remains
a lot of work that needs to be done in the future before we have devices that can be
used for such investigations. This includes in particular the simulation and experi-
mental calibration of the concentration gradient on the flowing layer; the design and
fabrication of heat sources integrated into the PhaseChip that allow for generating well-
defined temperature gradients across the sample area (Fig. 5.12). In the final version of
the PhaseChip, we should then be able to individually define and control the volume
and temperature of all droplets in the storage array. This would allow us to efficiently
map out the phase behavior of complex samples such as our colloidal molecules with a
minimum of material.
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarks and outlook

In this thesis work, we demonstrate three different approaches to fabricate patchy col-
loidal molecules using PNIPAM- and PNIPMAM-based microgels as building blocks.
We have also developed a microfluidic toolbox that allowed us to facilitate, sort and
characterise colloidal molecules.The colloidal molecules inherit the responsiveness of
the microgels to temperature, pH and ionic strength, which gives us the ability to tune
the interactions between different clusters via these parameters.

Droplet microfluidics is used to produce highly monodisperse water-in-oil droplets as
a template to create small clusters with a narrow distribution, where the number and
ratio of the two types of composed microgels can be easily adjusted. Following droplet
generation, colloidal molecule-like clusters were formed as the water was allowed to
evaporate, and were stabilised by photocrosslinking. Finally the colloidal molecules
are phase transferred from oil to water for further study. We also report on two up-
scalable bulk methods for the preparation of microgel-based colloidal molecules by elec-
trostatic driven assembly and microgel-pickering emulsion approach. Both strategies
used to create colloidal molecules resulted in a mixture of microgel clusters and excess
individual microgels. Therefore, we developed microfluidic DLD devices to separate
colloidal molecules from individual microgels by the size difference. We finally de-
scribed the design and fabrication of several so-called PhaseChips with a storage layer
containing multiple trap arrays and a flow layer which could form a salt concentration
gradient on top of the storage layer. The two layers are separated by a thin PDMS
membrane in order to manipulate and control the droplet sizes. This device enables us
to investigate the droplets containing particles and or colloidal molecules in traps for
long time. With the ionic concentration gradient solution flowing on top of the storage
trap arrays, the shrinkage of droplets could be controlled, this allows for an efficient
variation of the volume fraction in the individual droplets. We also demonstrate the
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interactions between colloidal clusters as a function of ionic strength and temperature.

There remains a lot of work to be done in the future. For the droplet approach to make
colloidal molecules, one issue that needs to be addressed is that the redispersion of mi-
crogel clusters turned out to be quite inefficient. We transferred the microgel clusters
using a conventional method by multiple steps of off-chip centrifugation and wash-
ing. However, a lot of clusters were lost and unfavored aggregates formed during this
process. We have explored several different methods to overcome this issue, including
different washing protocols (different solvent and surfactant, centrifugation paramet-
ers) and electric field assisted extraction, but have not made significant progress. An
additional effort will clearly be needed, but in the mean time we have to compensate
this lack of extraction efficiency by upscaling the production of emulsion droplets. We
have successfully performed the production of droplets continuously for more than a
week, which accounts to 7 × 109 droplets, or 3.5 mL droplet emulsion. The produc-
tion of droplets could be increased several times by parallelisation and could be further
improved by 128 co-flow orifices in a chip. [194]

The current phase transferring has to be performed in a bulk procedure off-chip, which
weakens the advantage of microfluidics in reducing the required amount of material.
Several on-chip approaches have been proposed by researchers to extract microcapsules
from carrier oil into an aqueous phase. For example, due to oil depletion and water
infusion with multiple side channels, extraction of microcapsules can be achieved by a
fluid exchange. [195] Through the fabrication of filter gates in the outlet channel after
a storage well, where generated droplets are stored. Under an applied pressure, the oil
will be pushed to flow out of the well while suspended microcapsules can be blocked
by the filter and transferred into an aqueous chamber. [196] Colloidal clusters made
from microgels cannot allowed to use the same approach since they are soft and easily
deformed by pressure. Due to the size of the colloidal molecules we want to create, the
fabrication of the filter using PDMS is not possible under the current technology. In
addition, if a stable interface between oil phase and aqueous phase can be established
in microchannels, the suspended microcapsules can be brought towards the interface
thanks to the microcapsules are exposed to an interfacial tension force that drags them
into the aqueous extraction solution. [197] However, these approaches demands the
microcapsules to satisfy certain criteria of size and mechanical strength. We have not
found such a report that sub-micrometer soft particles have been extracted by this way.
To this end, a DEP force was introduced to achieve size- and stiffness- independent
extraction by applying a non-uniform electric field in extraction channel. [198] The
on-chip extraction could be combined with the aforementioned on-chip shrinking of
droplets and subsequent sorting by DLD, and storage on a PhaseChip to achieve the
complete integration in a microfluidic platform that allows us to fabricate, sort and
characterise the colloidal molecules and their assemblies.
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The current sorting of colloidal molecules using DLD considered one of its parameters,
size. It would be difficult to separate the clusters if they are made up of different types
of particles that have the same size but different chemical properties and charge state.
Therefore we plan to combine the current DLD devices with appropriate electric fields.
The DEP forces that depend on the volume and polarisability of the particle can be
tuned to push particles from one trajectory into another.

For the PhaseChip, the future work includes the simulation and experimental calibra-
tion of the concentration gradient on the flowing layer; the design and fabrication of
heat sources integrated into the PhaseChip that allow for generating well-defined tem-
perature gradients across the sample area. we should then be able to individually define
and control the volume and temperature of all droplets in the storage array. This would
allow us to efficiently map out the phase behaviour and the self-assembly of mixtures
of colloidal clusters as a function of concentration and temperature.
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